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ABSTRACT
The field of maritime literature often positions its focus on the experience of
men at sea, situating the field around discourses of masculinity, nationhood, and the
ocean. This project builds on the small body of work that investigates women’s
maritime literary production from 1825 to 1855 to expand the scope of maritime
literature and make more visible the gendered and moralizing constraints placed on
women while on land and how voyages at sea present the promise of an open space
encouraging self-exploration and self-definition. Ann Saunders, Marian Moore, and
Matilda Charlotte Houstoun articulate relationships to bodies of water that resist
notions of conquest, domination, and false romanticizing of the sea’s rapturous power
in favor of realism and pragmatism. Each of these writers has her own unique set of
circumstances which influence how class, gender, and racial norms are complicated by
the liminality of the sea. These women’s shipwreck narratives embody a unique
assemblage, as all three also have much to say about being prepared for death. Thus,
these narratives refute the necessity for static women waiting for death—land-locked.
These texts call into question notions of propriety as these women transgress class and
gender to ensure their own personal survival, while Houstoun ensures her own
survival through the subjugation of others. These women do not challenge social
boundaries and mores to reflect the greed or failures of men; instead these texts reveal
the ways in which hierarchies of power operate and are constructed along class,
gender, and racial lines. Once these social constructs are revealed as notions born out
of hegemonic structures of power, they can be challenged, or in the case of Matilda
Houstoun, reified as a means to maintain one’s survival—even if that survival is one
that necessitates the preservation of power
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Introduction: Women’s Shipwreck Narratives 1825-1855
The maritime literary tradition in nineteenth-century American studies, that is,
texts that consider experiences traversing the sea and land-sea assemblages in their
literary aesthetics1, has been well-studied2. Scholars have tended to pay close attention
to canonical works written by white men such as Herman Melville, James Fenimore
Cooper, Richard Henry Dana Jr., and Joseph Conrad with little focus on the writing
production of white women during this period. With the dominant gaze of this period
of Empire being that of the white, male, and upper-class, the sea and life on the ship
signifies more than travel and commerce: it recalls a nation-building project that
necessarily positions white men at the top of a hierarchy3. As such, maritime literary
studies has followed suit, maintaining this hierarchy established in these colonial
projects within its own canon by centering these white men’s narratives. While
infrequently turning the critical gaze on maritime texts written by white women
writers such as Ann Saunders, Marian Moore, and Matilda Houstoun, maritime
literary scholarship misses that these women’s maritime narratives have much to say

1

In Archipelagic American Studies (2017) Brian Russell Roberts and Michelle Ann Stephens indicate
the turn to understanding the sea as also informed by the relationship between the land and sea. Here,
the archipelago, the arrangement of neighboring islands that, while separated by bodies of water, still
constitutes a unified nation to show how the land and the sea are both distinct spaces but also the ways
in which they overlap in cultural, social, and political logic: “as accurate as it is to say that an
archipelago requires the apparently natural materiality of land and ocean, the geographical form of the
archipelago is as culturally contingent as the geographical form of the continent” (6).
2
Influential works of maritime literary studies include Hester Blum’s The View from the Masthead:
Maritime Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives (2008), Margaret Cohen’s The Novel
and the Sea (2010, Bert Bender’s Sea Brothers (2015), John Peck’s Maritime Fiction: Sailors and the
Sea in British and American Novels, 1719-1917 (2001), and Haskell Springer’s America and the Sea: A
Literary History (1995).
3
The dominant gaze of the time from the eighteenth to nineteenth century has been described by
postcolonial scholar Mia Bagneris as “white, male, and heterosexual” (5).

1

about how conditions of life at sea reflect on white women’s personhood4. More
specifically, these narratives reveal how white women’s identities were shaped by the
presence of water outside of the domestic spatial constriction of the home, and how
this identity formation contends, ruptures, and reinforces racialized, gendered, and
classed hierarchies within this time of empire, colonialism, and nation-building.
Furthermore, the work that has been done on women’s maritime literary contributions
often focuses on literary texts written by writers such as Sarah Orne Jewett, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, and Kate Chopin in the late nineteenth-century. This project builds on
the small body of critical work by scholars such as Amy Mitchell-Cook and Robin
Miskolcze5 that investigates predominantly white women’s maritime literary
production earlier in the nineteenth century, expanding the scope of women’s
maritime literature. What I argue is that the contributions of writers such as Saunders,
Moore, and Houston who wrote from 1825-1855 depict journeys to sea as a means to
navigate and question the liminality between life and death, as well as between
romanticized freedom or coerced entrapment, autonomy or security. Through my
analysis of personal narratives, both historically documented and possibly fictive
accounts, I want to make more visible how the literary elements of these narratives
reveal the gendered and moralizing constraints placed specifically on white women

For example, Jason Berger’s text Antebellum at Sea: Maritime Fantasies in Nineteenth-Century
America (2012) devotes all four of its chapters looking at literary texts to the works of Melville and
Cooper. Kathryn Mudgett looks solely at the work Dana and Melville in her Writing the Seaman's Tale
in Law and Literature (2013).

4

5

The critical works of Robin Miskolcze and Amy Mitchell-Cook have begun the work of looking at
white women’s role at sea and serve as starting points for studying the literary production of women at,
and about, the sea.
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while on land and how voyages at sea present the promise of an open space
encouraging self-exploration and self-definition.
By centering primary texts written by white American women and a white
British woman, this project focuses on the ways in which racial categorizations
operate implicitly within and throughout class and gender categorizations in shipwreck
narratives written by white women even when race is not explicitly discussed. This
does not dismiss that texts written by Black women did exist at the time. One notable
text that follows the experiences of a Black woman at sea is Nancy Gardiner Prince’s
The Narrative of Nancy Prince (1850). Prince’s status as a free Black woman from
Massachusetts and her ability to traverse the ocean, crossing it to reach places within
the Southern U.S., the Caribbean and as far as Russia, further complicates an
understanding of women’s shipwreck narratives. Prince’s middle-class background—
described as “a colored woman of prominence” (Walters xiii)—, her race, and her
gender represent various forms and hierarchies around which power is established, and
her use of the sea certainly prepared her for possible calamity. Her seeming adroitness
in crossing bodies of water follows a lineage of subversion: Prince’s forbears were
captured in Africa and endured the middle passage. She relates how her maternal
grandfather was enslaved but fought for freedom in the American Revolution; her
stepfather was also enslaved, taken across the Atlantic, but “succeeded in making his
escape from his captors, by swimming ashore” (Prince 2). Prince’s writing shows the
duality of the sea for Black Americans in the nineteenth century: as it was both a space
of confinement, but also a place where one could gain employment and a modicum of
agency, especially free Black men.

3

Prince’s ability to navigate the globe, out from the cosmopolis of Boston, to
the sites of West Indian colonialism, shows the appropriation of the ship as a tool for
countering racial regimes; this resonates with other narratives of the sea written by
Black authors. An important example is Frederick Douglass’ novella The Heroic
Slave, which depicts the character Madison Washington leaving the shores of the U.S.
in bondage, after having been recaptured after his initial escape from enslavement. In
Douglass’ novella, the slave ship is initially set to sail to Louisiana with Madison and
other enslaved men aboard; yet, rebellion takes place on the ship as Madison is able to
free himself and others and sail to the Caribbean, where their enslaved status is not
recognized, and they are able to live free. In the cases of Prince and Douglass, they
invert the space of the ship from what Maisha Wester describes in her definition of
sites of the African American gothic from “tormenting specter” and a “haunting
phantom that plagues the soul” to sites of possible freedom and liberation (Wester 42).
Reincorporation into society here entails social and literal death, and thus cannot be an
option.
The work of Nancy Gardiner Prince certainly warrants its own extended study
within the framework of understanding the genre of women’s shipwreck narratives.
Therefore, in this dissertation, I have limited my focus to examine the works of Ann
Saunders, Marian Moore, and Matilda Houstoun as these texts, while obscure,
function as white overshadows in a manner dissimilar to Prince’s work. The issues
these white women address⏤class struggles between the genteel and working classes,
the cult of domesticity that upheld a gendered hierarchy, and concerns over
racialization through obtaining the status of whiteness through the subjugation of
Blackness⏤solely through the lens of examining inequality, provokes us to consider
4

the radical potential of what new observations can be made about gendered and
racialized conditions for women at sea by seeing these as both disruptions and
reincorporations of dominant power structures. Helpful to the construction of this
project is the work of David Roediger, which argues for considering the ways
whiteness was a racialized construct that extended to upper class white people and was
denied to the white working classes, but to which the working class tirelessly sought to
attain in order to elevate themselves from being viewed alongside—though never the
same—as Black (25). Ann Saunders, Marian Moore, and Matilda Charlotte Houstoun
articulate relationships to bodies of water that contend with notions of conquest,
domination, and false romanticizing of the sea’s rapturous power in favor of realism,
pragmatism, and a complex understanding of both the vulnerability and sanctuary the
sea can afford, and each of these writers has her own unique set of conditions which
place her in the position to be onboard a ship in the first place. These circumstances
influence how their understandings of class, gender, and racial norms are complicated
by the liminality of the sea. Reconsidering these women’s perspectives in maritime
literature reveals the complex and continual renegotiations each must take to establish
social status and position through different class, gender, and racial allegiances while
navigating from land to sea and back again. Rather than shifting from one role to the
other in the movement from the sea to the land—freedom or bondage, masculine or
feminine—these texts reveal that these distinctions between sea and land are tenuous,
always open to contestation, and these women thus also must move back and forth in
identity, never stabilizing one form or the other, but instead moving within these
binaries in order to maintain survival, to maintain whatever agency is offered up to
them, or, even purposefully solidifying racial hierarchies and violence as a way to
5

establish a modicum of power. Furthermore, examining these ever-shifting sites of
identity, which are consistently being redrawn and remapped, unsettles binary
understandings of either capture or liberation, death or life.
Drawing from Caroline Levine’s theoretical work and orienting it alongside
various fields of study is useful for understanding the ways in which hierarchies
operate in implicit and explicit ways in the narratives I center in this project. My
understanding of the potential of incorporation comes from Caroline Levine’s Forms:
Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (2015). The radical potential for social
transformation does not come from evading or seeking to expose what she identifies as
various forms: whole, rhythm, hierarchy, and network. Rather, she seeks to reorient
the language literary and cultural studies scholars have used to describe “various
political ordering principles” Levine argues that there is new understanding and even
potential power one can seize through an understanding and situating of the
affordances of forms as both “social and aesthetic forms to produce a new formalist
method” (3). These forms work in multiple and sometimes contradictory ways through
their intersections with other forms, with their overlapping and clashing with other
hierarchies. Forms and their interactions perform particular political work and engage
political projects, with Levine seeing how these interactions work in particular ways in
particular historical moments.6
It is through an understanding of the affordances of forms that one can see
“what potentialities lie latent—though not always obvious—in aesthetic and social

6

Levine details the ways the work of John Milton, Richard Aldington, Wai-Chee Dimock, Frances
Ferguson, Franco Moretti, and Michel Foucault help her articulate the five influential ideas about how
forms work in her text. See page 4.
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arrangements” (Levine 7). Levine is critical of the ways critics continually attempt to
break forms apart. Assuming “that political forms are powerful, all-encompassing, and
usually simple in themselves; a sexist or racist regime, [. . .] splits the world into a
crude and comprehensive binary” (9). Levine further cautions “too strong an emphasis
on forms’ dissolution has prevented us from attending to the complex ways that power
operates in a world dense with functioning forms” (9). The influential work of Levine
serves as the catalyst for my project’s intervention into the conversations of several
fields of study: women’s shipwreck narratives, the Gothic, death preparation and
mourning practices. Utilizing Levine’s approach, I explore the encounters which
“prevent latent affordances or foreclose dominant ones” to better understand the
moments in these texts when forms “fail to impose their order when they run up
against other forms that disrupt their logic and frustrate their organizing ends,
producing aleatory and sometimes contradictory effects” (7). In this way, the texts I
explore represent the “transhistorical, portable, and abstract, on the one hand, and
material, situated, and political, on the other” as evidenced in these narratives through
both an incorporation of these women back into structures of domination and
structures of literary generic constraints as a means to incorporate these women back
into social acceptability (Levine 11).
As noted above, the field of maritime literature often positions its focus on the
experience of white men at sea, situating the field around discourses of masculinity,
nationhood, and the ocean. The genre of the masculinized sea voyage narrative shows
the trivialization of often feminized shore life by contrasting it with the sea as a place
where one must make decisive, eternal choices in the face of folly and temptation. In
these narratives, the protagonist’s final destination is one that is unknown, and the
7

notion of reaching this destination as a stabilizing force is not desired; rather, the
uncertainty of the journey allows a freedom that the stability of shore life apparently
cannot (Foulke 115). The unknown is desired for these white men as it inculcates a
sense of both freedom from prescriptions and the ability to then overcome and conquer
these unknown lands7. Much of the maritime works of this time by canonical authors
such as Herman Melville and James Fenimore Cooper appealed to these imagined
escapes for the general audience.
Bert Bender’s Sea-Brothers: The Tradition of American Sea Fiction from
Moby-Dick to the Present (2015) claims to offer the most extensive analysis of the sea
and its meaning in American literature yet focuses exclusively on male writers. Bender
argues for the continuing importance of studying maritime literature, especially the
works of Cooper, Melville, and Richard Henry Dana, Jr., arguing that the valence of
these maritime texts has only increased into the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
He argues that these men’s writings about the sea reveal within the sailor’s “elemental
existence a compelling basis for celebrating life, even with all the violence of its
evolutionary thrust, and for affirming the democratic values that are inherent in a
brotherhood of working seamen; and that the sea's influence on American literature
has been more profound and continuous than is presently accepted, exceeding even
that of the inland frontier” (Bender xi). At the heart of literature of the sea, for Bender,
is the camaraderie of seamen, the cooperation and democratic values of the nation

7

The unknown is often painted by white authors as the racialized Other, the Africanist presence that
fills much of American literature, as Toni Morrison has argued. For Morrison, nineteenth century
American texts also present a fear and terror regarding human freedom inherent in these writings, and it
manifested in “darkness, with all the connotative value it awakened” (37).
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reflected in the communal space of the ship. Narratives about men at sea reflect an
“essential American-ness” that preserves the essential values and qualities of
American ideals of democracy and a commitment to equality through brotherhood
(Bender 7). While the bonds between men dominate Bender’s focus, he does note the
presence of women in the maritime genre. Specifically, he locates the presence of
women in men’s stories about the sea as motivating figures in the narrative, as “a
young seaman’s struggle to survive and become a man is inseparably linked with his
struggle to win a mate” (102). He also notes that the growing presence of women
characters also aligned with the efforts to please a reading public who wanted to see
women at sea to reflect the fact that women passengers were becoming more prevalent
as they accompanied their husbands and families in merchant trades and as passengers
on sea liners (Bender 107). Still, Bender’s focus is on men writing about the sea, and
he signals the increase in women’s appearance in sea fiction as arriving in the second
half of the nineteenth century, particularly in the 1860s and 1870s (99).
These narratives about sailing the ocean not only offered a form of escapism
and the promise of experiencing a different lifestyle or landscape amid the waves and
ocean swells, as audiences sought much more than just knowledge of a mariner’s or
seafarer’s firsthand account of maritime life. Margaret Cohen’s The Novel and the Sea
(2012) articulates that the common audience of these works “enjoys a suspenseful
introduction” into the world of maritime life through them (160), but also, by looking
at the history of maritime narratives, she notes how this audience reads these texts to
see “the nature of danger and how to contend with it” (67). The masculine heroes in
Cooper’s and Dana’s works depict mariners who come face-to-face with the rugged,
abominable sea, allowing audiences to see danger conquered at the hands of strong,
9

iron-willed men. As she notes, “sea fiction gives pride of place to communities of
laboring men, bonded in the struggle for survival, rather than communities of private
sociability, strongly associated with women, shaped by passion, virtue and taste” (11).
Maritime literary studies focuses much of its scholarship on novels by men, about men
on the sea as these types of texts make up much of the “canon” of literature of the sea.
The image of bonded, laboring men aboard a sea faring vessel is too narrow of a
conception of the scope of maritime literary studies. Moreover, there remains a dearth
of scholarship focusing on women’s experiences at sea, and the ways in which their
presence during shipwreck and acts of cannibalism complicate the image of sea fiction
that dominates the literary imagination. While reading the work of Bender with a
critical eye, it is also crucial to keep in mind Levine’s caution that “we have tended to
assume that political forms are powerful, all-encompassing, and usually simple in
themselves; a sexist or racist regime, for example” and thus we must push back on the
inclination to “split the world into a crude and comprehensive binary” (9) as we also
place the narratives studied in this project into a context of understanding how gender
still operates with distinct forms throughout the field of maritime studies.
My project locates the presence of white women within the larger field of
maritime literature beyond merely functioning as minor figures in narratives written
by white men; these women are writers of their own narratives. Bender sees the ship
as a space of brotherhood and equality that must be followed to ensure the vessel’s
survival; but, this project investigates the experiences of women at sea that complicate
the views of the ship as a masculine space, as well as a space necessarily of equality
amongst all women on board. Instead, these women who wrote about the sea invite us
to consider how these narratives of equality mutate when it is women who step into
10

the space of the “sea brothers.”

Additionally, one way of troubling the “crude and
comprehensive binary[ies]” that Levine warns us about is through bringing a text such
as The Heroic Slave (1852) back into the conversation of maritime texts. This piece is
critical in that it challenges the conception of the ship as a space that is meant to

reinforce nationalistic ideologies and regimes of power. Cary Hyde’s analysis of
Douglass’ texts reminds us that “Although the image of the ship at sea is often
invoked as the quintessential icon of transatlantic unboundedness, we should not
forget that, on a juridical level, ships are essentially mobile extensions of the nation”
(478). Douglass’ text, utilizing the sea, plays out the racial dynamics of the U.S. on

board the ship, but also provides it as a microcosm of a possible future: one in which
the subjugation of Black bodies will eventually lead to violent uprising, where, given
no other choice, enslaved people would seek, as Madison Washington argues, liberty
or “die in an attempt to gain it” (6). Hyde goes on to discuss that “Douglass
conceptualizes the ocean as an explicitly denationalizing force […] Douglass presents

the ocean as a model for an essentially anarchic freedom, which departs from the
tropes and depictions so heavily focused on throughout Bert Bender’s work. Freedom
here, as is so often the case, is an expressly negative concept, imagined alternately as
baptism and destruction” (494). The sea, the ship, then become both sites that reify the
dominant structures of power, but also provide a site where these structures are

revealed as artificial and can be inverted and subverted. Considering Douglass aligns
Madison Washington with other nationalistic heroes like Thomas Jefferson, “Douglass
denaturalizes the ideological ‘borders’ of the nation in ‘The Heroic Slave,’ even as he
attempts to salvage the revolutionary potential of US democracy” (Hyde 497). As

such, the ship and the ocean are spaces to challenge the current narrative of a U.S.
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democracy built upon the subjugation of Black people, and instead creates a space for
upending this system.
The sea has functioned as a space for both delimiting and challenging
masculinity and femininity, class, and also race. America’s racial imaginary is

reflected in sea narratives through the ways in which the conquering of the ocean and
the interaction of the ship’s crew with others create racial binaries that support
whiteness as power and blackness as fearsome as the unforgiving sea. Toni Morrison’s
groundbreaking Playing in the Dark (1992) argues that, in American literature,
“Americans choose to talk about themselves through and within a sometimes

allegorical, sometimes metaphorical, but always choked representation of an
Africanist presence” (17). Images of darkness, of shadows, of blackness through
which whiteness is redeemed stand for the African-American presence that, even if not
in the foreground, is a critical concern of American writers. In the “gothic” and
hauntings found in the burgeoning literature of the budding nation through to the

nineteenth century, Morrison notes a concern with repeating the history of the
European continent amongst those white people who colonized the U.S. (Morrison
36). There was also a fear and terror regarding human freedom inherent in these
writings, and it manifested in “darkness, with all the connotative value it awakened”
(Morrison 37).

While Morrison extends this use of Blackness as an imaginative tool to the
whole of American literature, she also gestures to texts that take place at sea to
exemplify her thesis. For example, she finds the ocean in Edgar Allan Poe’s The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym (1838) an imaginative space that plays out this

12

concern with freedom versus bondage in the new nation around Blackness contra
whiteness. Morrison opines:
They have been floating, Pym and Peters and the native, Nu-NU, on a warm,
milk-white sea under a ‘white ashy shower.’ The black man dies, and the boat

rushes on through the white curtain behind which a white giant rises up…The
first white image seems related to the expiration and erasure of the serviceable
and serving black figure, Nu-Nu. Both are figurations of the impenetrable
whiteness that surface in American literature whenever an Africanist presence
is engaged. (32-33)

Whiteness serves as an “antidote” to Blackness that haunted the American imaginary,
due to white freedom being hinged upon the enslavement and denial of freedom to
black bodies. She also points to Herman Melville’s writings as reflecting on “the
power of blackness” by virtue of which enslaved Black people became surrogates,
canvases onto which white Americans projected their own inner conflicts about their

own sense of freedom, evil, and powerlessness (Morrison 37-38). Morrison’s text
reveals the ways in which the white perspective presented in much of maritime
literature is dealing with freedom, but also fraught with the ghosts of how this freedom
is ensured: through the subjugation of Black bodies.
What stands out in Douglass’ work is that this freedom comes about outside

the soil of the U.S. and freedom is only formally acknowledged by authority in
Nassau, by Black authorities. There is no return to U.S. soil for Madison Washington,
as his return would entail violent retribution. His heroism cannot be reincorporated
into an American social fabric that still uses violent racial regimes and technologies of

subjugation that are threatened by such a revolt. Douglass offers up a reorientation of
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hierarchies of race but this can only remain a site of victory under the auspices of the
ocean and foreign soil. Douglass’ work is helpful for troubling the ways hierarchal
binary constructs of gender and race have been constructed within maritime literature.
Absent, however, from the Creole, is the presence of women at sea. My project finds

smaller moments of resistance, along multiple scales, by white women at sea that
challenge categorizations of class and gender, but that which can be reincorporated
into the nation by hegemonic social norms. These women, seen as murderers and
monsters—language also used to describe Madison Washington in Douglass’ text—at
once complicate and call into question gender hierarchies, while also reifying

whiteness as an unmarked assumptive categorization in their narratives. The rhetorical
defense of acts of cannibalism offer chances for these women to step outside of their
class and gender constraints and to openly challenge regimes of power as is the case of
Saunders and Moore, and the preestablished social orders allow these white women
the opportunity to return, should they conform back into their required roles. In the

case of Houstoun, she uses the ship to assert her own racial order, establishing the ship
again into the microcosm of a nation to maintain her positioning and her power which
Black liberation threatens.
My project does not seek to equate the experience of nineteenth century white
women with enslaved Black men, but to illuminate the ways in which the ocean offers

up different sites and degrees of resistance, to reveal how white women are able to
subvert their social prescriptions, but also the ways in which they reinstitute other
social prescriptions in order to maintain access to forms of power and privilege

Ann Saunders, for example, uses her religious defense of cannibalism on the
Francis Mary as a means for class critique against her foil, the genteel Mrs. Kendall,
14

whose husband initially tries to discredit Saunders as a monstrous cannibal. Instead of
an equal friendship, Saunders shows how her gender, race, and class status intersect to
make her the one who will suffer marginalization and ostracism upon returning to land
if she does not provide a religious justification for her actions aboard the ship, but the
fact that both women are white also positions them equally along accesses of power in
spite of class distinctions. Saunders also demonstrates how class status encourages
Kendall’s maleficent qualities as seen through her reveling in the taste of human flesh.
In this way, Bender’s understanding of the sea narrative as a metaphor for democracy
amongst men fails to see how women’s experiences at sea complicate the notion of
egalitarianism aboard the ship. Douglass’ work positions us to question, nuance, and
calibrate our understanding of the extent of the class differential between Kendall and
Saunders.
While these germinal texts on sea fiction focus on men, work has been done to
address the place of women within the maritime tradition. Women were not excluded
from these narratives of the sea in the nineteenth century, where a large proliferation
of sensational novels depicted accounts of women at sea. Grace Moore notes that this
time period featured “numerous narratives […] of women working as soldiers or
sailors” including women who cross-dress in order to board vessels or join crews, as
well as stories of women experiencing hardships as passengers, forced into the role of
a “daring heroine” to survive what seems inevitable harm (95). As narratives about the
sea proliferated, within this genre a focus on the experiences of shipwrecks came to
the fore. Amy Mitchell-Cook’s text A Sea of Misadventures: Shipwreck and Survival
in Early America (2013) is a key study in establishing a sub-genre of shipwreck
narratives within the larger realm of maritime literature. As Mitchell-Cook notes, tales
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of shipwreck, which started as an oral form of story-telling amongst sailors “expanded
beyond seafarers to become a popular form of literature for landlubbers as well” (2).
Like other sensationalized fiction of the time, these shipwreck narratives “blended
reality with fiction to produce a harrowing and affordable form of amusement”
(Mitchell-Cook 9). These accounts demonstrate that “fact and fiction combined to
create stories that relied on both elements to sell. Because of these accounts’
entertainment value, it is easy to forget that they were grounded in fact”, that is, there
were sources corroborating that these events did transpire, but their use as
entertainment took precedent (Mitchell-Cook 27). Thus, these texts need to be
examined as both fiction and non-fiction. As altered factual events, these texts
proliferated as such to accomplish specific goals, whether to sell books, religious
ideals, or scintillating stories.
These shipwreck narratives, in the form of broadsides, chapbooks, and short
poems, became cheap forms of entertainment accessible to all (3). Chapbooks were
single pages folded into several pages without the need for cutting or stitching the
pieces together, while broadsides were a single sheet that could easily be left at taverns
for patrons to read, often posted in a public space (Mitchell-Cook 10). The locations of
these broadsides in particular demonstrates their directed audience as those able to
access taverns, but also how they proliferated to spaces where the general public could
come across them. The prevalence of these narratives indicate how critical nineteenthcentury popular culture texts supplied entertainment and offered imaginative spaces
and escapes from the doldrums of everyday life for those who had access to them.
The broad appeal of shipwreck narratives tied with the increase in publication
lead to a wide proliferation of these tales. As such, subsequent adaptations of earlier
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shipwreck narratives were published for purposes such as “to obtain money, to express
religious beliefs, or simply create interesting stories” (3). The motives of the
publishers of these texts, whether financial, moral, or aesthetic are also complicated by
the source of their publishing funds. While it was common for printers to be seen as
the publisher and author of a text, as many author’s names were omitted from title
page and minimized, private individuals also commissioned shipwreck narratives. The
first narrative I examine in this project, The Shipwreck and Sufferings of Ann Saunders
(1826) was supported by Z.S. Crossman, an independent individual that commissioned
Saunders’s project and published in Rhode Island. The Touching and Melancholy
Narrative of Marian Moore (1853) was not published as a chapbook nor a broadside,
but was a narrative published by J. Merone & Co. in New York. Matilda Charlotte
Houstoun published her narrative with the support of John Murray in London.
In the popular tales of wreckage she examines, Mitchell-Cook finds that they,
more so than merely just dramatic stories to excite the masses, “reflected land-based
perceptions and ideologies. The narratives expressed issues of hierarchy, race, and
gender that revealed society’s attitudes toward aspects of religion and labor” (2).
While there is chaos in the shipwreck, survival also means not crossing socially
dictated boundaries. Shipwreck narratives reflected much of the Puritan origins, as
God’s presence was frequently highlighted during a shipwreck and the individuals
who weathered the ordeal became proof of God’s divine intervention (Mitchell-Cook
18). Keith Gibbons Huntress’s Narratives of shipwrecks and disasters, 1586-1860
(1974) also attests to the nature of these texts as stories that supported Puritanism’s
views that disasters like shipwrecks were signs of God’s divine plan and that the
survival of true believers revealed God’s benevolence towards his faithful followers
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(ix). Thus, these texts functioned to spread religious beliefs through the medium of
print culture, making the shipwreck narrative also a form of sermon to the wide
audiences that consumed these heart-rending tales. Mitchell-Cook contends that, “In
this way the narratives became useful and entertaining tools for improving the soul”
(17). As both entertainment and religious instruction, the tales of those who endured
perils at sea provided positive messages for readers, demonstrating that maintaining
their virtue and abiding by societal norms would ensure one’s continuing happy,
unperturbed existence.
Another key aspect of shipwreck narratives that must be considered is the use
of sentimentality and how this also provided readers with models of ideal femininity,
in particular the cult of domesticity that created a gendered hegemony, emanating
from the white upper and middle classes8. Michelle Burnham’s text Captivity and
Sentiment: Cultural Exchange in American Literature, 1682-1861 (1997) discusses the
importance of women in sentimental fiction, used in fiction with the hope that “by
sympathizing with these virtuous and pious heroines that [women]readers w[ould be]
moved to imitate their exemplary behavior" (45). She notes, “what is at stake in the
fate of these [women] is nothing less than the reproduction of the nation” (1). While
Burnham looks at sentimental fiction, there is the use of sympathy to replicate the
status quo of the nation within shipwreck narratives, using this form of hegemonic
femininity to engage in nation-building and a colonizing project, where white
femininity is what is to be practiced, and other designated femininities, such as Black

8

This perspective of femininity focused ideal femininity on the basis of piety, submission, purity, and
domesticity. For a detailed examination of the formation of the cult of true womanhood, see the
influential The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860 (1966) by Barbara Welter.
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femininity reveals the subjugation of Black bodies as essential to these projects. Their
function was as both entertainment and as a tool for reproducing and strengthening the
image of the nation, which their widespread appeal helped in accomplishing. Robin
Miskolcze notes that “hundreds of shipwreck accounts were published by the midnineteenth century” (25). And while the wide circulation and sheer number of these
works indicates a public desire for consuming harrowing tales, the popularity of
shipwreck narratives also reveals larger anxieties regarding nationhood and gender
roles in the nation.
Miskolcze views these narratives as addressing concerns regarding the survival
of the United States as a democratic republic, presenting the choices made during a
shipwreck as reflective of whether “American men could maintain control of the selfinterested passions” (26). Modeling the space of the ship as a stand in for the nation,
shipwreck narratives provided the viewers with not only a story of moral convictions
of the protagonist and who they saved but also of the country’s own moral fortitude
and its futurity. As she argues: “The salvation of women at sea symbolized America’s
apparent devotion to preserving women’s role as cultural icons. In saving women,
Americans were preserving the nation’s covenant with God” (29). Paul Gilroy
emphasizes the ship as a microcosm for the nation, and in particular nation-building
built on the servitude and enslavement of Black bodies : “Ships also refer us back to
the middle passage, to the half- remembered micro-politics of the slave trade and its
relationship to both industrialisation and modernisation” (Gilroy 17). Thus, these
stories—marketed as written by the survivors of these events themselves—become
metaphors for saving the nation and a reified the public’s faith in the republic’s
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commitment to democratic principles in the face of a tumultuous sea of political and
foreign threats.
Rather than merely titillating the audiences with harrowing details of disaster,
or stories to reinstitute faith in the nation’s survival, these narratives and their
popularity also served to reinforce gendered expectations of men and women, as these
texts also served as didactic tools. As Mitchell-Cook notes the women in shipwreck
narratives provided white female readers with “idealized feminine behavior, whereby
submissiveness, restraint, and piety came to represent a women’s inherent strength and
superior morality” (6). These shipwreck narratives also function as ways to further
highlight the role women played at sea. Rather than the image of the mate whom the
seaman uses as motivation for his survival at sea, women in maritime literature were
not just metonyms for the futurity of the nation. Women were active in sea travel:
“Women did go sea, however, and by the nineteenth century the concept of separate
spheres actually worked to keep women on board. Wives could maintain hearth and
home on ships, bringing the private sphere to sea” (Mitchell-Cook 98). These
women’s examples either led to perseverance and survival if they maintained the
gendered codes of conduct, or the women died in sacrifice to uphold these values of
femininity. These sensational sea survival stories saturated the nineteenth-century
literary market as advances in printing allowed for the general public to have access to
books and reflected the desire on the part of the publishers to increase profit. It was
not uncommon for narratives to be changed, altering particular details to take
advantage of potential audiences’ particular interests (Mitchell-Cook 16-17).
Furthermore, “shipwreck narratives involving Anglo-American women were widely
read in the first half of the century and often reflected and prescribed national ideals”
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(Miskolcze 100). Thus, shipwreck narratives, especially those authored by women,
brought to the fore the question of white women’s position within the burgeoning
nation, given ideal femininity’s role as exemplar for a “moral” and “healthy” nation.
Amy Mitchell-Cook contends that early nineteenth-century narratives about
shipwrecked women at sea functioned as figures of reform, moralizing pillars of
strength, which that helped to establish the ship as a masculine controlled sphere in
order to maintain social order. Mitchell-Cook rejects a distinction between land and
sea as separate spheres and argues that life for women aboard ships operated in many
ways as a microcosm for American society of the time. Women were not evading
socially prescribed expectations at sea but reifying them. Moreover, narratives about
women shipwrecked at sea circulated throughout America and Britain with wide
publication of these true narratives often marketed as exoticized tales promising
episodes of cannibalism, hardships, melancholia, and brushes with catastrophic
danger.
But these shipwreck narratives also create spaces for women to challenge these
idealized feminine behaviors. Robin Miskolcze argues that women’s challenges to prescripted gender norms come through gendered sartorial play, and the cross-dressing
figures in the narratives she analyzes, address concerns of nation building which help
to maintain the supremacy of a white masculinist nation. Noting “the expectations and
fears surrounding national expansion and the move west” she argues that through
gender play that troubles societal expectations, women at sea reflect a larger anxiety
regarding the fate of the budding nation (154). For Miskolcze, however, these crossdressing women do not necessarily upend the gender hierarchy, nor does their
performance call into question gender norms. Instead, these women presenting as men
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model national concerns about men’s greed and lack of virtue in the expansion of the
American empire:
Some female characters came to embody the model American man and
woman. These characters act bravely on behalf of others, while underneath the
male clothing, female mariners reveal the character of the model woman:
committed to God, family, and, when called, the nation. She is the amalgam of
the perfect American man and woman whose adventures pull them to the
frontier either at sea or on land. When her life is threatened, when she is in
distress, the priorities and ideals—in essence, the life—of the nation are
imperiled. (165)
Additionally, scholars such as Lora Romero have noted how gendered identities have
been delimited spatially in women’s narratives. For Romero, the space of domesticity
and the feminine work such as sentimentalist or “women’s fiction” is framed as a
dividing line between “high art” that is subversive and popular texts that are
“conservative” in how they discuss political and social issues of the time (1). In a
move similar to Levine’s work, Romero asserts that women’s writing was used as a
tool for casting the domestic space as a space free from politics. Yet, she wants us to
imagine how these binary views are complex, and they can be both constricting or
liberating for women; or, they can be neither (4). Instead, one must look at the
complexity of how these texts investigate how gender is policed, and how this can
challenge, reinforce, or reimagine notions of what these types of fictions, like
shipwreck narratives, offer as images of femininity.
Instead of focusing only on the sensationalized elements in nineteenth-century
shipwreck narratives by women, my project looks more closely at the ways in which
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these white women’s shipwreck narratives embody a unique assemblage, as all three
also have much to say about being prepared for death. What I am terming, death
preparation manuals, these narratives intended to teach their readers how best to
prepare for their own deaths. Through this lens, these personal narratives reveal
shifting ideas about a woman’s proper place, refuting the necessity for static women
waiting for death—land-locked. The works call into question not only notions of
propriety that ensure survival during a shipwreck, but instead look at the ways in
which these women transgress class and gender to ensure their own personal survival,
while Houstoun ensures her own survival through the subjugation of others and never
has the opportunity to fully prepare for death. These women do not challenge social
boundaries and mores to reflect the greed or failures of men; instead these texts reveal
the ways in which hierarchies of power operate and are constructed withing class,
gender, and racial categorizations. Once these social constructs are revealed as notions
born out of hegemonic structures of power, they can be challenged, or in the case of
Matilda Houstoun, reified as a means to maintain one’s survival—even if that survival
is one that necessitates the preservation of power. Marian Moore’s narrative, on the
other hand, shows how her performance as John Little, a man, marks the death her
former aristocratic life from which she has been disembogued into the life of a
seafarer and the birth of her agency. Once she returns home and must let her life of
John Little rest in peace, she mourns the days at sea where she, even when having to
eat human flesh to survive, was able to live in a different capacity. Instead, the ghost
of freedom on the open water haunts her memory.
Fundamental to the confrontation with shipwreck, especially with the ship as a
metonym for the nation, I also explore how the perceived threat of shipwreck
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permeates the travel writing of Matilda Houstoun, with an imagined shipwreck
beleaguering her travels. Travel writing as a genre is one that scholars continue to
tackle, especially in the ways in which power dynamics emerge from the gaze of the
travel writer to the often “foreign” or “exotic” spaces that they write about. An
influential text in criticism of travel writing is Mary Louise Pratt’s Imperial Eyes:
Studies in Travel Writing and Transculturation (1992). Pratt’s thesis is that travel
writing “gave European reading publics a sense of ownership, entitlement and
familiarity with respect to the distant parts of the world that were being explored,
invaded, invested in, and colonized” (3). This idea of the travel narrative providing
European readers a supposedly intimate and accurate portrayal of colonized lands
helped to create the domestic subject of empire through a European gaze that allows
for the continuing narrative of European epistemological imperialism versus the
perceived lack of civilization in these non-Western territories. She notes that through
the observation of the non-white, non-European other by these travel writers, and by
the very act of the gaze, the imperial “seeingman” desires, objectifies, and possesses
the observed (7). For Pratt, the travel writer’s participation in the mystification and
sanitation of the cruelties of imperialism and colonization comes from the “western
habit of representing other parts of the world as having no history” (219).
Women’s travel narratives were printed in the seventeenth and eighteenth
century, usually as captivity narratives, but found a burgeoning audience during the
mid-nineteenth century (Thompson 171). Considering the experience of women travel
writers specifically, Carl Thompson’s Travel Writing (2011) addresses the way
European women travel writers also participated in the process of the colonial gaze
and empire through their writing. He notes that “We should not assume, then, that
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women travelers [sic] from the age of empire will automatically or ‘naturally’ exhibit
opposition to colonial power, nor that they will necessarily demonstrate a greater
openness and sympathy towards other cultures” (194). Shirley Foster and Sara Mills
also note that “gender may be the most salient variable, where, for example, a woman
may feel she is being discriminated against, or where a woman may feel solidarity
with another woman from a different race or class” (3) However, there are contexts
where “gender is overridden by other factors such, for example, where perceived
racial or class antagonism prevents women from viewing others as similar to
themselves” (3). Yet, Thompson warns that we should not be dismissive that women
travel writers uncritically promoted the imperial project. He notes that women
travelers, through their cross-cultural encounters, noted their own marginalization
based on gender through coming into contact with other cultures that did have such
views or restrictions on women. As a result, some women traveler writers would also
provide critiques of their own culture’s norms, calling into question the supposed
moral superiority of Western culture (Thompson 194). Speaking of American travel
writing in particular, Castillo and Seed see the ways in which American travel writing
participated in the “Othering of aliens abroad and similar processes of exclusion in
national self-definition at home (2). Travel writing white women in America, too, even
if they tried to draw distinctions between the U.S. and the British project of empire
(Castillo and Seed 3). While the rhetoric of American exceptionalism was built on the
rugged individualism associated with western expansion into the wilderness,
American travel writers presented a “North/South axis” that recentered the discussion
of travel writing around slavery and empire building outside of the U.S. (Castillo and
Seed 3). Women travel writers expressed this cognitive dissonance through their
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narratives through moments of instability in their texts, such as Houstoun’ shifting
genres in her narrative as she comes into contact with the Other.
The shipwreck as a genre of terror at sea also situates these narratives within
the burgeoning field of the Nautical Gothic. The field of Gothic literary studies is quite
vast, with texts such as Carol Margaret Davison’s Gothic Literature: 1764-1824
(2009) and Jarlath Killeen’s History of the Gothic: Gothic Literature, 1825-1914
(2009) evaluating the ongoing valence of the Gothic in nineteenth-century literary
studies. As Killeen notes, “In looking at nineteenth-century Gothic we must follow the
traces of a tradition, delineating the means by which the Gothic travelled into and
transformed other genres and narratives while maintaining its own cognitive
implications and formal and thematic conventions” (3). For Killeen, while the Gothic
is often associated with the castles of Britain, or the isolated home in the Early
National Period of the United States, the Gothic is a permeable genre. Many of the
qualities of the Gothic, lurid, terrifying situations, are experienced by the women in
the shipwreck narratives my project explores. Emily Adler discusses Coral Ann
Howells’ notion of a “maritime Gothic” focusing on the Gothic qualities of canonical
sea literature like The Rime of the Ancient Mariner and in texts that features monsters
in the ocean such as Jaws and Moby-Dick; but Emily Adler adds that the body of
nautical gothic scholarship remains small, however (3). In addition, Fred Botting’s
description of Gothic settings describes sites of “ambivalence in spatial terms as
movements between inside and out” highlighting the significance of confined spaces
which embody both “incarceration and power.” Adler invites us to consider how we
might extend Botting’s construction of Gothic expectations to nautical fiction, for a
ship might also conjoin ideas of home and prison and be encased in shadows. Adler
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also notes that, “wrecks themselves have distinct carceral qualities (especially when
living bodies are fatally trapped)” (7).
This Gothic mode at sea is at play in the confinement the women in these
narratives experience on the ship, an intensification of the confinement each woman is
used to experiencing on land through structures of power like class, race, and gender.
Being trapped and experiencing the wilderness of the ocean, evokes many of the key
elements of Gothic literature rather than necessarily providing the ocean as a means of
escape. William Lenz notes the similarities between the Gothic and the sea narrative in
their shared “journey from innocence to experience” and the rendering of nature as
hostile and “superhuman” (42-43). This aligned with the horrors of cannibalism that
take place literally and metaphorically in the texts I examine show how understanding
the Gothic nature of the inhospitable sea, can help nuance our understanding of
shipwreck narratives beyond the generative work of Mitchell-Cook and Miskolcze.
For example, Marian Moore’s shipwreck narrative describes experiences of Gothic
terror while at sea and how these forces reveal the extent to which these terrors are
also, and have always been, present back on land in the environment of her very class,
race and gender position. By exercising the lens of the Nautical Gothic in the
shipwreck narrative, I reveal how these melded genres attract readers through their
sentimental and sensational qualities but the Gothic and shipwreck allows these
protagonists to blur the distinction between life and death. In this manner, Moore’s
text shows how the Nautical Gothic explains how moving through horror must be the
way to challenge the shipwreck tales focus on reifying regimes of power.
The Gothic is deeply imbued with issues concerning race in its dyad of light
versus dark, whiteness versus blackness. As mentioned above, Toni Morrison sees this
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as a central crux of nineteenth century American literature. Furthermore, she discusses
how the national literature of the U.S. uses the Gothic tropes of British literature, a
conspicuous choice given the push for freedom and autonomy from British political
and cultural rule. The tropes of the Gothic genre figure prominently within the
narratives of Ann Saunders, Marian Moore, and Matilda Houstoun. The Gothic as
genre, H.L. Malchow argues, has intimate ties to racial, and racist, discourse (5). In
order to talk about the constructions of whiteness, blackness is always already present
in that this binary is the basis for US and British racial regimes. He describes how the
language of the Gothic resembles racist discourses of the nineteenth century: “To
describe the gothic genre with such vocabulary (primitive, barbaric, uncivilised) and
with jargon (taboo) derived from nineteenth-century tales of the cannibal South
Pacific suggests just the kind of intimate connection between the gothic literary
sensibility and a popular culture of racial fantasy and fear” (5). Thus, race is
insinuated, even if it is not explicitly mentioned, in the projections of monstrosity,
barbarism, and depravity onto those who do not follow the societal models and mores
of their given community. We see the ways in which the women writers of these texts
use the gothic in their own ways, as either subversive in the case of Saunders and
Moore, or prescriptive in Houstoun.
These sea narratives employ these elements of the Gothic to address the threats
to the nation at the time: the tension between classes, the maintenance of a gender
hierarchy, and the concerns with maintaining white freedom through the enslavement
of Black bodies. Maisha Wester argues the allure of the gothic genre comes from its
mutability, its “shifting to accommodate the changing ideals and questions of its
culture” (2). Wester goes on to propose the gothic as something “rarely singular and
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never stable” (2). In this way, the sea narrative seems a natural pairing with the gothic:
the sea is not singular, and it is tumultuousness and unpredictable. Thus, the gothic,
like the sea, troubles the social order which takes the form of the ship which is tossed,
turned, and threatened by an unforgiving and dangerous force.
Ann Saunders, as a lower-class woman, must use religious rhetoric in order to
justify her turn to cannibalizing her own betrothed so as not to be ostracized as a
cannibalistic monster upon her return back to land. Marian Moore’s cannibalism is
both a survival tactic and also a way of protecting the survival of her masculine alterego to protect her life, should she be discovered as an interloper into the masculine
space of the ship. Houstoun tries to metaphorically take in the body of Black subjects
around her as a means of maintaining her supremacy.
It is necessary to contextualize cannibalism in these women’s shipwreck
narratives within the discussions and debates surrounding cannibalism up and through
the nineteenth century. Maggie Kilgour’s text From Communion to Cannibalism: An
Anatomy of Metaphors of Incorporation (1990) discusses the ways cannibalism has
been used as a metaphor placed on particular groups in order to perpetuate Western
notions of supposed civilization, perpetuating imperialism through particular colonial
discourses (5). For Kilgour, the labelling of one as a cannibal reflects “a society's
desire to appropriate other cultures” and cannibalism served to disguise this colonizing
impulse “through the projection of that impulse onto the other” (5). While dominant—
specifically white, Western cultures—attempted to incorporate and assimilate other
groups into their social body to establish hierarchies, this was instead projected
outward on those who refused to assimilate, painting the as the ones who want to
consume and thus destroy “civilized” culture. Moreover, cannibalism serves as a way
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to institute binaries that constitute an “inside/outside division” (5)9. Yet, it is crucial to
note that this cannibalism discourse in nineteenth century America hinged on concerns
regarding religion and race. New England in particular served as the site of a key
debate regarding “debates over rituals of cannibalism and communion” (Cevasco 557).

Carla Cevasco examines the rhetoric of cannibalism that surrounded New
England with communion rituals for Puritanism, Catholicism as well as for the
Indigenous Mi’kmaq and Wendat groups. She notes that “While religious studies
scholars define communion as the communal consumption of consecrated bread and
wine, [her] essay interprets communion more broadly, as the ritualistic consumption of

the human body as an expression of community” (559). In her analysis, Cevasco sees
the communion practices of these groups as showing striking similarities, but that
these groups rejected a recognition of these congruences by naming the practices of
the Others as cannibalistic, as a way to maintain binaries and divisions that would be
threatened should these similarities be acknowledged. Instead, the label of cannibal

was meant to institute hierarchies and align one group with civilization and the other
with barbarism. One key debate surrounded the Puritan and Catholic disagreement
over transubstantiation. Puritan leaders like Cotton Mather critiqued the Catholic
notion that during the communion sacrament the bread and wine would actually be
divinely transformed into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. As Cevasco notes, “For

Protestants, the doctrine of transubstantiation implied a continuous dismemberment

9

Kilgour traces this binary historically from the conceptualization of Jews as
cannibals in the Middle Ages, though Freud’s analysis of cannibalism at play in
paternal/filial relationships, See page 12-13.
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and destruction of Christ’s body[…] the idea that Catholics consumed Christ’s real
body and blood made them “so much worse than Canabals [sic]” in Protestant eyes”
(574-575). Protestants looked at their communion metaphorically, dismissing Catholic
practices as barbaric consumption of human flesh, even as there were clear similarities
in their communion practices and vessels. Here, binaries that institute hierarchies of

one group over another are evident. Saunders and Moore illuminate the ways in which
cannibalism is used to both institute a binary of propriety and also reveal its social
construction. Saunders’ cannibalism shows the ways in which class dynamics institute
the lack of civilization of the lower order, but the ways in which the genteel class also
consumes the labor of this class to maintain its power. Moore’s text shows how gender

dynamics dictate who is able to access to agency and freedom, as she partakes in
cannibalism through her gender presentation as a man, and can only be accepted back
into feminine propriety if she marries her betrothed, surrenders her life as John Little,
and becomes cloistered back into the domestic sphere.
Notions of cannibalism and binaries in the nineteenth century also included the

ways in which cannibalism was racialized to further establish divisions between
perceived civilization and barbarity, justifying the racialized violence towards Black
and Indigenous groups. In discussing the ways New England Puritans labelled
Catholics as cannibals, both sects put this portrayal onto the Indigenous peoples in the
region. Cevasco notes that:

Christians expressed horror at Indian consumption of human flesh. Europeans
lived in fear of needing to resort to survival cannibalism, but acknowledged
that in some dire situations, it was necessary. But actually craving the taste of
other people was, to Europeans, the lowest form of savagery. (566-567)
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As such, the depiction of Indians as cannibals helped to justify the Christian mission to
proselytize and displace Indigenous groups due to their lack of “civilization,”
perpetuating the narrative of the “Indian cannibal” that was used to rationalize and
justify the violent eradication of both Indigenous peoples and their practices to support

colonization and imperialism. The Puritan British settlers of New England called both
Catholics and native groups cannibals, and, as a result “reaffirmed the divisiveness”
that was required to maintain hierarchies and structures of power. This was a critical
move to elide the similarities of their practices of communion amongst these disparate
groups.

The perception of cannibalism amongst Black Africans also demonstrates the
ways in which cannibalism is projected onto Black bodies in order to justify
enslavement and imperialistic violence. Vincent Woodard’s The Delectable Negro:
Human Consumption and Homoeroticism within US Slave Culture (2014) discusses
the perception of white colonists that “African cultural practices lend themselves to

cannibalism, whereas he presumes that ‘civilized’ European legislative processes,
mechanisms of reason, and critical inquiry rise above such a cannibal accusation”
(29). Much like the perception on cannibalism being placed on the racialized subject
of the Mi’kmaq and Wendat in the New England/New France borderlands, Western
ideals place civilization as the realm of white Europeans—and eventually

Americans—and cannibalism on Black people. This distinction became a crucial tool
in the subjugation of African bodies, as decrees by the leaders of the imperial nations
like Queen Isabella of Spain ordered that no natives be harmed. Thus, “Nineteenthcentury Europeans and Americans promulgated the idea of the heathen African, which

also implied cannibalism” to justify the racial logic that would allow the subjugation
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of these groups through their dehumanization as “heathens” as the term also implied
other nefarious traits in addition to cannibalism, such as idolatry and infanticide
(Woodard 16).
Yet, Woodard’s intervention into studies of cannibalism speaks to the

inversion of this racist trope: that amongst Africans, there was a long-held belief in
white European cannibals. This concept rose out of the interactions between Africans
and Europeans in which Africans read white Europeans as cannibals due to the latter’s
“hunger for new land, physical and psychic contact with foreign others, and a perfect
state of global dominion” (Woodard 17). Expanding from these African and Black

critiques of white, European cannibalism, Woodard notes the ways in which there was
a cannibalization of the Black body, though not necessarily literally; instead, Woodard
argues “European and American whites developed a culture of cannibalism wherein
daily acts of violence, religious conversion, slave seasoning and breaking, and sexual
brutality all fed into the master’s appetite for African flesh and souls” (31). In this
way, the Black body is consumed by whites to feed into their appetite of domination,

capital, and superiority, gained through the consuming of Black bodies to feed the
plantation economy. This even lead to nineteenth century American abolitionists
centralizing their concerns around a fear that the enslavement of Black people was
becoming a cannibalistic hunger, turning the United States into a cannibal nation, with

enslavement the equivalent to a social cannibalism (Woodard 65-66). The concept of
cannibalism functioned both to subjugate marginalized groups and to critique regimes
of power that benefitted from the brutal enslavement of Black people.

Saunders, Moore, and Houstoun’s cannibalism aligns also with how the
shipwreck arrives as a site for discussing established class, gender, and racial
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hierarchies. An important feature is how these women’s work invokes key elements of
death preparation as part of their struggles with surviving shipwreck and cannibalism.
Preparing for folly was a critical task for sailors to undertake before heading on the
sea. William Allen’s Accounts of Shipwreck and Other Disasters at Sea (1823) sought
to bring “before the mind the dangers and the moral state of that valuable body of men
who ‘go down to the sea in ships and do business in great waters.” Intent on saving
readers from the “shipwreck of the soul,” Allen’s compilation of shipwreck disasters
also offered practical advice on how to avoid encounters with lightning, seasickness
and yellow fever aboard ship in addition to spiritual guidance. While Halttunen notes
the enormous popularity of antebellum advice literature, that is, manuals addressed
primarily to men between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five which offered advice
on “manners, morals, personal appearance, mental development, and work habits” we
can turn to the narrative of Ann Saunders to find advice on similar subjects but her
narrative is extended to women readers as well. Saunders writes on the subjects of
work ethic, morals, survival, all under the severe constraints of being shipwrecked,
forced into cannibalism, and she while she offers an open invitation to readers “young
and old” she also directly addresses “Christian female readers” when she states,
“Judge then, my Christian female readers (for it is you that can best judge) what must
have been my feelings” (8). These guides for the survival of men at sea are
refashioned in these stories of women shipwrecked on their oceanic voyages. Thus,
these narratives become didactic tools of religious and moral instruction, but also
subversive texts within this genre. What sets these apart is that rather than focusing on
death avoidance, the women whose texts I look at in this project do both, at times
practice avoidance as in the work of Houstoun and at other times look into ways to
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prepare for death and thus move through the horror as in the work of Moore and
Saunders.
This genre of survival guide takes on a new valence when brought into
conversation with another important genre of the time, consolatory guides and
mourning manuals produced during the emerging garden cemetery movement in the
1830s. Karen Halttunen’s work examined the extent to which the transition from
colonial burial practices to rural cemetery practices also became a highly moralizing
project with the intent of cultivating an environment of moral instruction where one
could improve upon upright character. She argues in her influential text Confidence
Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-class Culture in America, 1830-1870 “In
mourning, a middle-class man or woman was believed to establish very clearly the
legitimacy of his or her claims to genteel social status” (124). Access to vast amounts
of literature describing the importance of mourning became available to the middleclass readership after 1830 including genres such as funeral sermons, consolatory
essays and letters, and instructive mourning manuals. This coincided with “nineteenthcentury views of death focused not on the event itself but on the mourning of those left
behind” and “provide evidence of an extraordinary self-consciousness about the act of
mourning” (Halttunen 127, 129).These mourning guides thus delineated class
boundaries, moreover it encouraged an “indulgence” of grief. Death then, rather than
being the object of dread instead came to be a grief towards the deceased’s life in
cultural mourning as well as the presence of grief in literature itself. As Levine asserts,
“the form that best captures the experience of colliding forms is narrative” thus,
categorizing these texts into a new form, death preparation manuals, an assemblage of
first-hand personal narratives read alongside these guidebooks, reveals the complex
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ways these texts invoke different registers of death from social, gendered,
metaphorical and to literal all to frame death positively (19). Levine demonstrates the
appeal of narrative form for skeptical formalist readers, as it is a form which presents
“causality metonymically, through sequences of events, rather than by positing some
originary cause” (19). Thus, thinking about Levine’s call to question our assumptions
about originary causes can be fruitful for also thinking through work that has been
done exploring mourning practices as well.
The fixation on proper mourning and literary guides to mourning helped to
spur shifts within the traditional forms of many literary genres. Mourning as a way to
uphold social veneer and character also provided bases from which to use mourning to
reveal privileged groups and how mourning is only available and afforded to those
who are middle-class and white. Desirée Henderson argues in Grief and Genre in
American Literature, 1790-1870 that "the relationship between literature and the
generic conventions surrounding death and mourning[…]that eighteenth-and
nineteenth-century American representations of loss are indebted to those conventions,
even when authors seek to revise, transgress, or transcend them” (3). She posits that
authorial attempts to break from the conventions of generic writings such as the
funeral sermon and the elegy that reveals how these seemingly stagnant and static
conventions actually spring forth innovation of expression. Writing on grief reveals
the flexibility of these genres.
As such, mourning practices, whether in the realm of discourse or in action
through performance and practice actually engender a wealth of expression: “it is the
generic nature of mourning that gives rise to the extensive body of literature that seeks
to represent, respond to, and express the acute experience of grief” (3). Grief is
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generic, she claims, as it touches every life; yet the genre of grief allows writers of
nineteenth-century America to use the language of grief and death to investigate
political and social issues. She notes that the large proliferation of grief centered
genres such as elegies, mourning manuals, consolatory poems amongst others revealed
the frames of proper mourning that were erected by social and cultural institutions.
These forms of writing reveal the societal constrictions around which these
genres set up cultural borders of acceptability and of inclusion. The well of generic
rhetoric and conventions these writings on grief provided could be manipulated to
challenge these societal dictates. Constructs around ideal femininity could be
challenged in novels such as Hannah Foster’s The Coquette (1797) which used the
language of funerary writing to reveal the tragedy of the death of “women who did not
meet an idealized image of female perfection” (21). These types of sermons for fallen
women were not typically afforded by the funeral sermon genre during the late
eighteenth century. She extends her analysis to consider the ways gendered
expectations and etiquette could be challenged by the use of the funeral sermon form,
and she considers how issues surrounding racial violence and inequality are
highlighted through manipulating the genre of grief. The shipwreck narratives in my
dissertation use grief in a similar way; they present narratives of women who grieve so
as to reveal the boundaries drawn around class, gender, and race, and allow them to
transcend these bounds—in the case of Houstoun, to use grief to show how these
racial boundaries of privilege are threatened. Saunders and Moore, instead use the
language of grief to draw light to the strife of the underclass who are cannibalized by
aristocrats and how women who would be fallen, grieve over their fall, which then
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spurs them into situations of agency, and then grieve the loss of this momentary
mobility when they are recast within the domestic sphere.
While Levine focuses on the concept of institutional time, Dana Luciano’s
Arranging Grief: Sacred Time and the Body in Nineteenth Century America builds its
argument more precisely around the issues of temporality and grief. Levine argues that
“institutions preserve forms. Their repetitive rhythms over time afford stability.
Indeed, the recurrence of the same forms over time is essential to the work of
institutional organization” (60). Luciano’s approach to studying temporality alongside
grief, however, invites us to complicate the ways Levine conceives of institutions
coming into being through repetition. Arguing that modernity has transformed the
notion of time into something “linear, ordered, progressive, and teleological,” Luciano
notes that the project of presenting time as teleological and focused on futurity was a
key aspect in nineteenth century America, as it allowed for the notion of progress and
of civilization that suited the narrative of the burgeoning nation. Yet, she finds within
this milieu of fast-paced and seemingly dissipating time the pronounced focus on grief
and mourning. She argues that “As an index of the depth of feeling, grief was aligned
with a sensibility that sought to provide time with a ‘human’ dimension, one that
would be collective rather than productive, repetitive rather than linear, reflective
rather than forward-moving” (6). Mourning culture permitted Americans to experience
time as slow, nonlinear, and deeply personal. The power of this new “sacred time” is
that it allowed a movement away from the cold, objective, and mechanical
understanding of historical time. In response to this formulation of temporality, grief
became a desirable commodity, one that moved the focus to the personal and the
human. She notes how the desire of grief allowed for collectivity as well. She notes,
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“the body as the site of collective return to the foundational truth of the human” (42).
The event of mourning separated those in mourning from the narrative of progress,
allowing a refusal to participate in the flow of time forward through a fixation on the
past. Manuals and rituals, though, noted that this arresting of time in the driving
process also had limits, because it would otherwise lead to a disorder, that a complete
halt of progress would be detrimental, and that this disruption of “sacred time” needed
to be limited by regulation. Luciano claims Nineteenth-century mourning culture then
only recognized white mourning practices and demonstrations of grief. The approach
to grief in the nineteenth directed bereavement “toward the future-directedness of the
civilized Christian” and other types of morning that stood outside of these white,
middle class conceptions, such as lower class mourning practices or racialized Black
and Indigenous grief as standing in contrast to civilization (Luciano 29). This also
goes in hand with the rise in consumerism and capitalism that allowed certain types of
mourning to be acceptable to others, since they did not threaten the market of
consumer goods. The products and commodities associated with mourning practices
took the form of vast amounts of consolation literature that promoted conservative
values of productivity and reproductivity. Yet, they also evoked “the pleasures of grief
[. . .] positing prolonged sorrow in an unstable and potentially disruptive relation to
histories both public and private” (Luciano 22). Because of its capitalistic and Anglo
phenomenological basis, mourning also revealed how the spaces for disrupting this
time was only allowed when it did not resist or contest time. This marked only certain
bodies able or worthy of receiving or participating in these new interruptive grieving
sacraments. Moreover, Molly McGarry’s work on the Spiritualist movement of the
nineteenth century argues that this movement towards communication with the
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deceased grew out of, and eventually apart from, this middle-class mourning culture
(9). This movement precluded death as the ultimate loss through showing that there
was still a connection with the deceased in the afterlife. For McGarry, Spiritualism
came to form a critique of the middle-class opulence and solipsism that accompanied
the commercialization of mourning and its ties to establishing one’s middle-class
status (9). The concern about the overindulgence is the “sacred time” Luciano
describes, as spiritualists believed that Victorian mourning culture “arrested the social,
political, and spiritual development of nineteenth century America (McGarry 9).
McGarry also sees this movement’s importance as it “refused the idea of…the future
as the inevitable result of calcified sociopolitical structures (14). The ways in which
Moore and Saunders grieve in their narratives shows their moments of indulging in
death, something not afforded women of lower classes, or those who have fallen down
the rungs of the socioeconomic hierarchy, as a form of challenging social binaries.
Bringing Levine’s use of institutional time and Luciano’s work on temporality into an
analysis of these narratives reveals the complex ways in which “institutions
necessarily both reinforce and unsettle temporal patterning” throughout (Levine 62).
To further show how these narratives demonstrate revivals of “past forms
[which also function as] future in patterns spaced closely enough to enact continuity” I
test Levine’s claim that “all forms share one affordance. Precisely because they are
abstract organizing principles, shapes and patterns are iterable—portable. They can be
picked up and moved to new contexts” (62, 7). Levine examines the collision between
two major hierarchal forms: gender and bureaucracy through an influential feminist
study conducted by Rosabeth Moss Kanter who studied the first women sales-workers
and managers in a US corporation in the 1970s. Focusing on the preponderance of
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men in the work force and the two “token” women hired, Kanter traced the women’s
movement from private (associated with the space of the home) to “public creatures”
(104). In her findings, Kanter noted that when two women were hired, one was
characteristically set up as an exaggerated superior, while the other was set up as an
exaggerated failure resulting in the ‘superior’ woman shunning the ‘failure’ in an
attempt to “create difference and distance between them and becoming extremely
competitive” (Levine 105). But in some cases, the two women developed an alliance
and refused to be turned against each other due to a strong identification with
feminism. Levine argues that “by understanding themselves structurally, as part of a
subordinated group in a large-scale gender hierarchy, pairs of women could create and
sustain their own antihierarchical form: an alliance of equals” (106). Furthermore,
“peer partnership became literally an emancipatory form, freeing up time for women
to do something other than play strictly gendered roles” (106). Levine asserts that
Kanter’s study reveals that “when hierarchies collide, they reroute and deform as
much as they organize, unsettling divisions between public and private and masculine
and feminine” as well as “the structure of the pair, when it interacts with the other
hierarchies in play—the gender binary—carries unpredictable effects with the
potential to produce new hierarchies, competitions, or alliances” (106). For Levine,
binary structures of power create a division of domination and subordination, but they
also allow the opportunities for other overlapping and intersecting binaries to create
sites of conglomeration, moments where these divisions demonstrate other potential
ways seemingly disparate groups can organize against this first binary:
The binary form of gender sorts masculine from feminine in ways that
powerfully subordinate, yes, but that also strain and unsettle logic of other binaries,
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creating openings for the inversion, breakdown, and transformation of public and
private, feeling and reason, friend and enemy, power and powerlessness. (Levine 107)
The overlap opens up new spaces of knowledge that can further marginalize or
can clash to produce new perspectives and insights into the mechanics and logic of
power, producing a lacunae that is then filled with potential political opportunities.
Bringing this study from the 1970s into conversation with the gender dynamics within
these nineteenth century white women’s shipwreck narratives opens up a space for us
to question how institutions interact and overlap one another, as well as the complex
ways institutional environment functions differently on land and at sea.
My project interjects into the conversations around women’s shipwreck
narratives, the Gothic, death preparation and mourning practices by positing that the
works by Saunders, Moore and Houstoun use the intersections of these genres to be
incorporated back into society after their harrowing experiences at sea that often
required them to break through class, race, and gender propriety—in the case of
Houstoun, she incorporates herself back into a crumbling social order premised on
white superiority in the maintenance of nation building that uses ideal femininity as a
metonym for civilization needing its subordinated counterpoint in presenting Black
women as uncivilized and uncouth, lest this be challenged and cause Houstoun’s ship
to sink. These authors all demonstrate the ways in which overlapping forms allow both
resistance but also reincorporation. I situate these texts within a network of these
genres to consider what Levine offers as “shapes and arrangements” as a means to
further understand the ways in which these texts are “not confined to the literary text
or to the aesthetic” (23). The close reading I conduct throughout pays “careful
attention to the forms that organize texts, bodies, and institutions” to offer new
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insights into patterns and networks of assemblages of power (Levine 23). As opposed
to the sea narratives of Prince and Douglass, these white women are able to
circumvent certain classed, gendered, and racialized identities, showing how these
intersections disrupt these logics through the catalyst of shipwreck and cannibalism,
but how they also reincorporate themselves into these hegemonic networks of power
on land due to the stability. Prince demonstrates the absolute need for breaking apart
these structures of domination, while these women show momentary breaks or fissures
in them where the sea as a liminal space allows for reflections and revelations of their
internal machinations.
The first chapter of this dissertation explores Ann Saunders’s The Narrative of
the Shipwreck and Sufferings of Miss Ann Saunders (1827). Saunders, a low-class
laborer, works onboard as a cook until great tragedy occurs while at sea and the crew
is forced to partake in acts of cannibalism. Saunders prepares the bodies of the dead
for consumption, yet she uses the rhetoric of death preparation to avoid being cast as a
low-class, monstrous pariah and negotiates her own reincorporation back into society
by invoking the patriarchy par excellence, the Lord. Her literal preparation of the dead
for sustenance is justified through her use of Biblical rhetoric which asks the devout to
let go of material and earthly markers, even one’s own body, class status, and wealth,
in order to obtain salvation after death. As she is forced to slit the throat of her
betrothed and drink his blood, the gendered expectations of a white, middle-class
woman lamenting her lover’s death is inverted, where his death ensures her life. Here,
Saunders risks Othering through her cannibalization and class, making her susceptible
to being racialized as -non-white and also non-woman through her alleged betrayal of
white middle-class domesticity through her consuming of her betrothed. Yet, because
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Saunders uses the rhetoric of divine instruction, God has dictated that it must be so;
Saunders otherwise gruesome acts are framed as justified and furthermore sanctified,
which allow her to evade the assassination of her character.
The second chapter of the dissertation focuses on Marian Moore’s The
Touching and Melancholy Narrative of Marian Moore, the Shipwrecked Female
Sailor (1853). I explore the ways in which Moore exposes herself to encounters with
death away from the safety of her parents’ home as a means to steel herself for
domestic life back on land. Disguising herself as a man aboard a ship in order to
provide for herself financially, Moore is tragically forced to partake in acts of
cannibalism in order to survive. Once back on land and reunited with her love interest,
which provoked her to leave the sanctuary of home in the first place, Moore’s text
offers a critique of the limitations of white patriarchal systems while also embracing
the social and gendered norms of its time. Moore’s work demonstrates that her
encounters with death throughout the narrative prepare her for a form of prolonged
domesticated death that she endures once back on land as Alfred’s wife. The irony of
Moore’s narrative is that the threat of the conditions of life at sea prove to be far less
harrowing than the entrapment of static domesticity at the close of her narrative.
The third chapter examines Matilda Charlotte (Jesse) Fraser Houstoun’s Texas
and the Gulf of Mexico, or, Yachting in the New World (1845). While there is no literal
shipwreck or cannibalism that takes place within the narrative, Houston, a wealthy
white woman from England, attempts to allay her continual fear of death by shipwreck
through metaphorical cannibalistic acts directed towards Black people she encounters
on her voyage, such as Nancy, a Black woman that travels on the same vessel as
Houstoun. Houston’s failed attempt at death preparation, instead turns to self-soothing
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which maintains the status quo of a racist social order, which promotes an ever-living
system of white supremacy. This chapter examines Houston’s growing desensitization.
Houston asserts she is traveling to the Americas to promote her own “health”;
however, she instead becomes obsessed with maintaining the health of the ship, which
becomes a symbol of the established racial hierarchy Houston must protect. Thus, the
threat of a wreck, and the end of her consumption, becomes her most persistent
nightmare.
The conclusion considers other avenues for future exploration within the
intersections of maritime studies and women’s writing more broadly. Moving away
from a study on texts penned by white women to a further examination of Nancy
Gardner Prince’s A Narrative of Life and Travels of Mrs. Nancy Prince (1850) reveals
new insights into the ways death preparation through a confrontation with shipwreck
can take on a new valence when concerns with shipwreck, gender, race, and advocacy
for abolitionism are brought into the discussion in a narrative written by a Black
woman. Returning to Levine’s call to “shift attention away from deep causes to a
recognition of the many different shapes and patterns that constitute political, cultural,
and social experience” (17) Prince’s work positions us to consider the “women’s
wrongs more than the women’s rights” in Prince’s text and the ways these “wrongs”
and “rights” operate implicitly and explicitly in the texts written by Saunders, Moore,
and Houstoun. Furthermore, departing from an analysis of the shipwreck and pivoting
to some of the earliest published literary production from Black women authors that
invoke the sea via metaphor or depictions of land-water assemblages rather than
shipwrecks, such as Frances E.W. Harper’s “The Two Offers” (1859) the earliest short
story published by a Black woman in America, Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig: Or,
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Sketches from the Life of a Free Black, in a Two-Story White House, North: Showing
That Slavery's Shadows Fall Even There (1859), or Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the
Life of a Slave Girl (1861), the earliest autobiography authored by a Black woman
writer in America, provokes us to trace other ways Black women writers deploy
images of water and the sea through literature to reflect multiple forms of resistance.
Reimagining conceptions of maritime literature written by women allows us to further
consider the potential mutability of Levine’s description of form. “If forms always
contain and confine, and if it is impossible to imagine societies without forms,” as
Levine contends, “then the most strategic political action will not come from revealing
or exposing illusion, but rather from a careful, nuanced understanding of the many
different and often disconnected arrangements that govern social experience” (18).
Considering even further abstractions of the use of water within women’s narratives
can bring us to new modes of understanding genre conventions and watery forms in
order to avail us to what Christina Sharpe offers in her examination of wake work as
“particular ways of re /seeing, re /inhabiting, and in imagining our world” more
broadly (22).
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Chapter I: Think Mortal, What it is to Die: Class, Rhetoric, and Scripture in The
Narrative of the Shipwreck and Suffering of Miss Ann Saunders

In the early nineteenth-century, Ann Saunders partakes in cannibalism at sea
in order to survive a shipwreck and lives to write The Narrative of the Shipwreck and
Sufferings of Miss Ann Saunders (1827). The title page of the narrative, bearing the
name and endorsement of Ebenezer Wakefield, a respected member of Saunders’
church, asserts the value of Saunders account is that it imparts the value of “being
prepared for Death” and furthermore that this death preparation narrative is suited for
“persons of all ages and denominations” (3). Throughout this harrowing tale of
shipwreck, Saunders’ narrative consistently foregrounds her religious devotion and
piety as what sustains her survival during such wretched conditions. Yet, she also
delineates her working-class status as a critical element that buttresses her faith, and
thus she in turn credits her class-status as what also helps ensure her survival. Though
she is of lowly class and engages in cannibalism, which would typically render her as
both unrecognizable and monstrous to an upper class readership, her use of religious
imagery and the notion of being prepared for death through religious devotion and
self-less acts allow her to critique class prejudice as well as elide negative assessments
of her behavior and actions. Hers is a tale about the importance of death preparation,
not a harrowing tale of a romance gone wrong.
However, Saunders’ account of the shipwreck aboard the Francis Mary (1827;
sometimes spelled Frances Mary) is one of two that exist. Ann Saunders and Captain
Kendall, the head of the Francis Mary, each wrote their own version. In examining the
rhetorical strategies and imagery that Saunders deploys throughout her account, it
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becomes clearer how gender, class, and religious faith distinguish Saunders’
description of the events onboard from Captain Kendall’s narrative. Through the
deliverance of her own moral tale, and the ways in which she argues that the social
death she experiences as a result of her class and gender status prepare her to face
what she sees as the most cruel of hardships, Saunders‘ text resists Captain Kendall’s
depictions of her as a blood-thirsty monster. Saunders becomes intelligible through her
narrative: born into public consciousness through breaking class and gender
expectations placed on her, and being recognized and further elevated as one divinely
chosen to survive and become a didactic messenger of God.
From the account’s onset, Saunders establishes her class position,
foregrounding this aspect of her identity which she will later credit as invaluable to her
preparedness for the horrors to come. She was:
born in June, 1802, of reputable parents; who, although as regarded ‘worldly
riches,’ were ranked with the ‘poorer class,’ yet, succeeded in bestowing on me
what I now and ever shall conceive a legacy of more inestimable worth, to wit:
an education sufficient to enable me to peruse the sacred Scriptures.” (7)
To preclude any judgments of Saunders by the audience, considering the “domestic
discourse of the cannibal…the threat of the savage underclass” that was often cast on
the working-class following the French Revolution and into the nineteenth-century,
Saunders, in aligning herself with a devout spirituality and a thorough knowledge of
scripture, establishes her ethos from the start of her narrative (Malchow 61). She
presents her hardship at sea not as an accident, but as a sign of providence.
Moreover, at the narrative’s closing, where Saunders pontificates on how faith
has prepared her for death—and thus allows for her survival following the
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shipwreck—she reminds the audience how her class background, perpetually
demonized, is the very source of her strength through devotion: “it is a great thing to
be prepared to die; to collect fortitude of soul to pass through a scene, at which the
stoutest heart is appalled; when the past has been filled with guilty imperfection in the
best of our race; while uncertain futurity covers our immortal all” (27). Saunders
concludes with a reiteration of her own working definition for death preparation. If we
read Saunders text as a survival guide, the practice of death preparation includes the
ability to be self-critical and accepting of one’s own “guilty imperfection” for as
Saunders deduces, even “the best of our race” are imperfect. In her case, being a poor,
orphaned woman has positioned her both as guilty of “imperfection” in terms of class
positioning but this very “imperfection” also provides her another skill necessary for
death preparation: “stoutness of heart.” Saunders credits her early struggles in life as
what equips her to survive the “uncertain futurity” we all face as part of the human
condition (27).
The use of the term futurity also resonates as a critical component of Saunders’
definition of death preparation; death is often the antithesis of futurity, the end of
being in the future, and of future possibilities and potentialities. Yet, for her the
confrontation with one’s own inevitable un-existence builds precisely the necessary
tactics to postpone the inevitable, to allow one to reach the furthest extend of futurity
through survival, not just of the body, but in the futurity of everyone. As such,
Saunders’ text exemplifies a narrative embodiment of a death preparation philosophy
through instruction and application. Saunders provides a libratory model through
which others can turn to for fortitude and guidance, regardless of class and gender
status.
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Introducing herself in this manner is essential for Saunders, as she is writing in large
part in response to Captain Kendall’s published narrative which preceded her own.
According to Captain Kendall’s account, the Francis Mary (1826) encountered rough
seas that left the vessel inoperable. Starving and unable to reach land, the crew turned
to cannibalism with John Wilson, a seaman, as the first to die. According to Kendall’s
account, they “cut him up in quarters, washed them overboard, and hung them up on
pins” (296). Soon several other crew members died, including James Frier, a cook,
whose betrothed, Ann Saunders, was also on board as a servant to Captain Kendall’s
wife, Mrs. Kendall. After Frier’s death, Kendall describes how Saunders fought with a
mate to claim control over Frier’s blood: “The heroine got the better of her adversary,
and then allowed him to drink one cup to her two” (297). Another vessel, the Blonde,
eventually rescued the remaining crew members. Kendall, in this version of the
events, presents Saunders in a monstrous, bloodthirsty manner, with her consuming
double the blood from John Frier as compared to others on board, even fighting to be
the first to consume Frier before anyone else. Saunders is not described here as acting
out of grief or as making a claim upon her close, intimate relationship with Frier;
instead, she is ravenous, even seemingly enjoying the consumption of her departed
fiancé. Here, too, Kendall’s recounting of the events also evokes imagery of savagery
of that which is not civilized, that which is not white. The racial implications of
Kendall presenting Saunders as monstrous and uncivilized is to cast her as not white,
mainly through her class affiliation and the race politics of whiteness that was coming
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to a fore during the nineteenth century where whiteness was a contested category that
was regulated not only by phenotype but also by class10.
Captain Kendall’s elaboration of the grotesque inhumanity of Saunders’
cannibalism is crucial considering race, class, and gendered politics involved in the
engagement of cannibalism. Eating food and eating human flesh are two very distinct
acts, each with different cultural stakes. One cannot critically examine and engage
with cannibalism and its representations without considering the racial connotations
and racial logic that underlies the way cannibalism is attributed to and imposed upon
particular groups, namely nonwhite groups. The use of the term cannibal and fears of
cannibalism in Anglo-European and American discourses functioned as a means of
justifying these projects, instituting the binary of civilization versus “barbarism”
where civilization always already is only the realm of white Americans and Europeans
while “barbarism” is always already marked as nonwhite, non-Anglo (Brantlinger 2).
The stigmatization of cannibalism as a racialized tool for the justification of white
supremacy based on Western epistemology is evident in the fact that “cannibalism has
been widely reported in European cultures and was a regular occurrence in maritime
disasters or failed expeditions” (Hayes 160), but that it was projected onto the
racialized non-white Other, as an imperial tactic of domination since American and

The field of whiteness studies stems from the ways in which whiteness, as a
racialized category, is socially constructed along lines beyond phenotype. One integral
aspect of determining who is considered white in particular spaces during the
nineteenth century was class. The white upper and middle class viewed those who
were of the lower classes as not white in the way the way they were allowed to access
all of the aspects of privilege and power of whiteness. For more see David Roediger’s
The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working Class.
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European colonists viewed “civilization [as] a goal that the nonwhite peoples of the
world could not attain or, at best, could only approximate as “mimic men”
(Brantlinger 2). As Mike Hayes notes, this racialization of cannibalism traces back to
Christopher Columbus’s reference to the indigenous peoples of the Caribbean as
“caribs,” the root for the eventual term cannibalism, marking this presumptive act as
distinct when performed by different bodies (158). Discussing the social, cultural, and
racial functions of calling a group cannibals, Maggie Kilgour examines how
cannibalism and its racial implications become a method of constructing binaries of
civilized and barbaric that hinges on racial lines of white as civilization and Black as
“savage”. For example, Gregory Smithers saw the nineteenth century as a period of
the “hardening of racial classifications, an attempt to rearticulate the meaning of white
supremacy and define American imperial expansion as an example of human progress
and the extension of personal liberty” (104). To maintain this supremacy, the rhetoric
of cannibalism and other “inhuman” acts such as “abortion and infanticide” by
indigenous and African groups in the Americas were used by white Christians to
maintain a racial order of white supremacy. The result are those groups who are not
interpellated into white ideas of progress, civilization, and class propriety being seen
as less human and deserving of existence.
She notes that the labelling of a person or a group as “cannibal” becomes a
method of projection. The impulse of the dominant group—here the white, upperclass, and masculine—to want to dominate, incorporate, and assimilate marginalized
group is instead assigned to the marginalized group. Kilgour explains that assigning
the minoritized group the label of cannibal served to allow the hegemon “To access a
minority that resists assimilation into the body politic of that body's own desire for
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total incorporation is a recurring tactic” (5)11. Captain Kendall here perpetuates the
move of those on the top of the hierarchy of power—he is indeed, an upper-class man
as well as the Captain of the ship. Writing Saunders into the role of the barbaric
cannibal frames her as the Other who is not to be trusted, one who is in fact malicious
in her enjoyment and indulgence in the consumption of flesh. The move to depict
Saunders in such a matter is to discursively force her, to incorporate her, into the
hegemonic narrative of proper civilized behavior that reifys racial politics of
whiteness and from which class consciousness emerges to exclude particular white
groups, as the marginalized who is the one who desires to overthrow the established
class order.
According to Kilgour, the Western ego is founded on European ideas of
progress, unity, and autonomy: “for Freud the possibility of restoring a stable,
coherent ego to the patient, for the separated authority is also the model for the
external stimulus that keeps the organism from destroying itself” (233). Cannibalism
represents the antithesis of the ego: regression, consumption, and destruction of the
unified self—or those who do not fall into the narrative of Anglo-European
conceptions of civilization. Saunders, a poor woman who attempts to seize the body of
Frier and consume double the amount of blood, represents the ways in which the
lower classes, in times of strife, seek to reverse the progress which has empowered

Other texts that examine the racial logic of cannibalism and its application onto
groups who fit outside of dominant race, class, gender and sexuality categories include
Jennifer Brown’s Cannibalism in Literature and Film (2012), Jeff Burglund’s
Cannibal Fictions: American Explorations of Colonialism, Race, Gender, and
Sexuality (2006), and Zita Nunes’s Cannibal Democracy: Race and Representation in
the Literature of the Americas (2008).
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those of the higher economic and social strata. Calling her a “heroine” in his
description of her battle to claim Frier’s body, Kendall sarcastically shows her to be a
leader in the revolt of a lower-class uprising that wants to take double, inverting the
social order that allows the ship to even move forward spatially, and this the progress
of civilization.
Kendall’s description of his vessel’s near demise both recounts the events as
well as paints Saunders in a grotesque light. The event of the shipwreck, and the
possible horrors it elicits, allow Kendall to incorporate elements from the Gothic genre
to further portray Saunders as the real horror of the events rather than the cannibalism
that took place amongst several crew members. Margaret Cohen has argued that
narratives of the sea often utilize “the gothic spectacle of the shipwreck” to thrust
readers “into a haunted world after assuring them that they live in an era of the
Enlightenment, when the barbarism of feudal society and the intolerance of medieval
religion no longer obtain” and “where the menace comes not only from the ghostly
residues of the past but also from the physical qualities of the environment” (156, 159160). The shipwreck, present, of course, in both Kendall’s and Saunders’ narrative
magnifies a Gothic fear of the environment, the ship replacing the confines of the
castle or the secluded home within the Gothic traditions in England and the United
States. Yet, Kendall also alludes to the fear of the return of “barbarism” that he
projects onto Saunders’ cannibalism, a strategy he finds easy to deploy due to class
disparity.
What is overshadowed within Kendall’s horrific description of Saunders is that
she is not the only one who partakes in cannibalism aboard the ship in order to
survive. More specifically, Captain Kendall glosses briefly over his wife who also
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partakes in cannibalism. Amy Mitchell-Cook argues that Captain Kendall’s account,
“regal[es] the two women, perhaps in an effort to make his narrative more appealing
to female audiences” (108). In this way, Kendall posits the women as foils to each
other: Mrs. Kendall of proper white, upper-class femininity and Saunders as a
degenerate, lower-class femininity. Kendall does note his wife’s change in appearance
as “much emaciated, a respectable, good-looking woman, about twenty-five years old”
which Mitchell-Cook interprets as Kendall “complicat[ing] her image but not
tarnish[ing] it completely” (298, 109). Looking more closely at Kendall’s depiction of
Saunders in contrast to his description of his wife, reveals what I see as an explicit
attempt to elevate the image of his deprived and suffering wife back to a white,
feminine ideal that is “complicated” through her performance of a racialized “savage”
act, but which, through the other factors such as her class, do not “tarnish” her, or
interpellate her as the Other; Kendall does this at the expense of vilifying the lowerclass Saunders. While Kendall does admit that his wife partakes in cannibalism, he
justifies her actions, rationalizing, “what must have been the extremity of want to
which she was driven” but he describes Saunders’ desire quite differently. “Ann
Saunders, the other female, had more strength in her calamity than most of the men.
She performed the duty of cutting up and cleaning the dead bodies, keeping two
knives for the purpose[…]and when the breath was announced to have flown, she
would sharpen her knives, bleed the deceased in the neck, drink his blood, and cut him
up” (298). While the trope of vampirism is invoked in Kendall’s depiction as a means
to depict Saunders as monstrous, Saunders account works against Kendall’s
characterization of Saunders as a brute, blood-thirsty monster because she uses tools,
and quit deftly, to process the bodies for consumption for all crew members.
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Kendall’s account presents a contradiction between monstrous vampire and
skillful butcher, which only serves to heighten Saunders as a terrifying villain
embodying both unhampered bloodthirst and precision and strength with weapons.
While Kendall is capable of empathizing with the plight of his own wife and her basic
need to eat and survive, he is critical of Saunders’ lack of “proper femininity” as it
regards cannibalism. Kendall’s use of the term “respectable” to describe his own wife
after her act of cannibalism, but his negative depiction of Saunders pragmatism and
his masculinizing of her “strength” surpassing “most of the men” on board during the
harrowing event reveals there is a white, womanly and an nonwhite, unwomanly way
to partake in cannibalism based in class prescriptions and racialization of non-white
people as savage cannibals. Kendall’s wife passively imbibes, while Saunders is the
agent both of her own consumption and the agent of feeding even the men aboard the
vessel.
Mitchell-Cook also acknowledges the two binary images depicted by Kendall’s
account: Mrs. Kendall as “gentlewoman” and Saunders as “harpy” which is most
keenly illustrated when Kendall describes that moment Saunders “shrieked a loud yell,
then snatching a cup[…]cut her late intended husband’s throat and drank his blood!”
which starkly contrasts to his empathy of that “extremity of want to which [Mrs.
Kendall] was driven, when she ate the brains of one of the apprentices” (109, 297).
Kendall also acknowledges his own wife’s pleasure, even after he establishes she
committed the act of cannibalism out of “want.” Kendall states, “she ate the brains of
one of the apprentices, saying it was the most delicious thing she ever tasted” (298).
Kendall’s unusual and striking choice to recount his wife’s evaluation of taste is soon
brushed past as Kendall sums up this passage lamenting “it is still more melancholy to
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relate, that the person, whose brains she was thus forced by hunger to eat, had been
three times wrecked before…and then became food for his remaining shipmates!”
(298). Kendall’s narrative moves through a pattern of establishing the necessity for his
wife to partake in cannibalism, then shifts to a brief mention of the pleasure Mrs.
Kendall delights in as she partakes in cannibalism, and all to pivot to a larger
existential question concerning the horror of the uncertainty of anyone’s fate. The fact
that Kendall is more empathetic to the suffering of the person whose brains were eaten
after having survived three previous shipwrecks reveals Captain Kendall’s rhetorical
strategy to selectively empathize with his wife (even when she can be read as
grotesquely indulgent) and the consumed victim, a man who had evaded his own death
thrice.
That selective empathy is not extended to Saunders, whom Kendall establishes
as the monster of his narrative, instructing when in such dire circumstances what
behaviors and whom performs those behaviors will either be pardoned or villainized.
Assessing the way Saunders’ text details her closest companion on the ship, Mrs.
Kendall, reveals the strategic way in which she resists Kendall’s text, working to
preclude herself from being categorized as expendably monstrous: "Mrs. Kendall, the
wife of Capt. John Kendall, a lady of pious and amiable disposition, and who, I
believe, was very deservedly respected by all who had the pleasure of her
acquaintance” (8). Saunders repeats Captain Kendall’s use of “respect” and notes it is
a “deserved” distinction. Mrs. Kendall acts narratively as the foil to Ann Saunders
when it comes to class-distinction in Saunder’s narrative also; as she is of elevated
status, but both are united in Saunders narrative as she describes both as “pious” as
well. Saunders reverses the hierarchy that Captain Kendall established in his narrative
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through equalizing herself and Mrs. Kendall through their religious association. The
experiences of these two women during the wreck reinforces the class critique
Saunders presents regarding her experience, centering the ways in which the confines
of class are broken at sea, especially when it comes to being prepared for death and
hardship.
Mrs. Kendall’s piety is initially placed on par with Saunders’ with both
women, in the fervor of the gales battering their vessel, find that their role in helping
the crew of sailors was through prayer, rather than other direct action: “Mis. Kendall
and myself were on our knees, on the quarter deck, as earnestly engaged in prayer to
the Almighty God” (10). Here, gender prescriptions reign supreme; while the seamen
clamor to right the ship and maintain it afloat amidst the turmoil, the women’s
contribution to helping maintain the ship’s integrity and the seafarers’s safety is
through prayer. This Western Christian practice serves to also align these women
against the “savage” religious practices of the Africans enslaved peoples in the
Americas. Considering this narrative is published following the Haitian Revolution,
and the American propaganda that portrayed the enslaved uprising in San Domingue
as cannibalistic and barbaric, the import of a communal Christian community is
critical in this piece in establishing these women as part of the civilization and
colonization project. Ina Fandrich notes that “[the Afro-Caribbean practice of] Vodou,
the religion that had empowered the rebellious former slaves to kill and expel their
masters, became a despicable evil in literature throughout the Western Hemisphere”
(780). This joining of the women in prayer, and as equally pious, religiously
committed women works to establish their similarities based on gender and race, but
these similarities and this mirroring of the women is soon disrupted.
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As the crew and passengers become desperate from hunger and thirst, many
begin to fall victim to “fatigue and hunger to wit, Henry Davis and John Jones, cabin
boys, James Frier, cook, Alexander Kelly, Daniel Jones, John Hutchinson and John
James […] some of them expired raving mad, crying out lamentably” (14). As the
situation grows more dire, Saunders, imbued with what she later believes is her fate to
be “initiated into the mysteries of Heaven, and favored with a portion of the purity and
perfections of God” (37), finds herself preparing the portions of human flesh and
rationing it to the crew. However, rather than acting out of greed and entitlement, as
she was depicted in Kendall’s narrative, Saunders asserts she acts as an agent of God,
not merely out of self-interest. Here, she reveals she is both comfortable with her class
position as one suited to serve others, yet, she also reads this as serving others on
behalf of God, in many ways mimicking the acts of Mary Magdalene, a woman noted
in all four canonical gospels of the Holy Bible, as a companion and servant of Christ
through crucifixion, burial, and resurrection. Still, in this action as the one who “cut
into slices [the human flesh], then washed in salt water, and after being exposed to and
dried a little in the sun, was apportioned to each of the miserable survivors, who
partook of it as a sweet morsel” (13), she also begins to break the bounds of women’s
passive roles in survival which she first took through prayer alone.
This shift in gendered expectations is foreshadowed at the beginning of the
narrative as Saunders informs the reader that it was “the first time in my life that I had
ever adventured more than half a mile on the ocean, with sea sickness and a
depression of spirits[…]but, becoming more accustomed to the vessel, I soon regained
my health and spirit” (8). Saunders’ initial illness at sea that subsides as the voyage
progresses reveals her ability to circumvent the boundaries of class and gender; since
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she had never been farther than half a mile from the land, she had always remained
under the gaze of societal dictates of a working-class woman.
After the tragedy begins, she also remains within her expected confines of
womanhood, first only through prayer, but then, recognizing the ways in which
societal constraints have vanished amidst the chaos of the shipwreck, she is able to
transcend her boundaries, taking on an active and necessary role. Moving farther and
farther from land and deeper and deeper into the dark madness of the conditions
aboard her vessel, Saunders must prioritize sustaining life rather than following social
codes of conduct. She identifies thather calling is to save as many members of the
crew as she can through confronting the physical horrors of dead bodies. She, as a
poor woman, has been prepared for death, occupying a continual liminal social space
in circles where she has not been anticipated, welcomed, or encouraged to be
individualized and take on her own personhood. The social marginalization which
Saunders has undergone her whole life, equips her to not become “mad” or cry out
“lamentably” in the face of certain doom. Thus, in this moment, Saunders draws from
the resources and skills her lower-class background has equipped her with, a stoicism
in the face of peril and danger.
The class differentiation between Saunders and Kendall comes to the fore
when Saunders describes her experiences rationing the flesh for the survivors of the
wreck:
The Almighty, in mercy to me, endowed me with not only strength and ability
to exhort the poor wretches to unite in prayer, and to prepare their precious
souls for eternity, but to perform this office for them, for which purpose I
constantly carried about with me a knife, with which I daily detached and
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presented each with a proportionable quantity of this their only food! my poor
unfortunate female companion (Mrs. Kendall, who never failed to unite with
me in prayer) seemed too to enjoy with me a share of God's great mercy—but
the reader may judge to what extremity of want we all must have been driven,
when she, for two days before we were relieved, was compelled by hunger to
eat the brains of one of the seamen—declaring in the time that it was the most
delicious thing she ever tasted!” (17, emphasis added)
Here, the deployment of cannibalism as a metonym for “barbarism” or “savagery” is
shifted to Mrs. Kendall, the woman of nobility. This is crucial moment in the narrative
as the dichotomy and racialization inherent in the term of cannibalism is moved onto
the upper-class Miss Kendall. While class pays a large role here in the use of
cannibalism, and Marx’s critique of the bourgeoisie exploitation of the working-class
takes on a valence in this moment12, there are also the racial implications of
cannibalism that must be addressed. During the nineteenth century, the racial
dynamics of whiteness, which were previously contested, spurred on new movements
to challenge the ways the markings of whiteness were both bestowed upon and
restricted from distinct groups to uphold certain class regimes within American and
British culture.
David R. Roediger’s influential work The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the
Making of the American Working Class (1991; 2007) discusses the ways in which
whiteness, as with other racial categories, is socially constructed, and thus used to

See Brown 25-26 for further discussion of Marx’s argument regarding how
capitalism was a form of cannnibalization of the proletariat.
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maintain divisions between groups as a means of social control and economic, social,
and political privileges for those in power. Here, Roediger works within Omi and
Winant’s theorization of racialization where this process of marking one as an Other
through racialization is to “signify the extension of racial meaning to a previously
racially unclassified relationship, social practice or group. Racialization is an
ideological process, an historically specific one” (64)13. To be racialized as white
served the ideological goals in the U.S. and Great Britain during the period of Ann
Saunders’ narrative to further mark class distinctions. In the United States, Roediger
explores the ways in which whiteness and the privilege it granted following the
Revolutionary War afforded certain groups this privilege of whiteness based on class
and not simply on racial physiognomy (20). In the case of the working class, Roediger
argues that through the seventeenth and eighteenth century “there were by and large
no compelling ways to connect whiteness with a defense of one’s independence as a
worker” (20-21). Roediger links the ways in which the white upper classes spoke of
the white lower and working classes mirrored the discussions of Black enslaved
peoples. Of course, Roediger does not conflate the experiences of white workers to
that of Black peoples bonded in the chattel slavery system; however, he argues that
“The many gradations of unfreedom amongst whites made it difficult to draw hard and
fast lines between any idealized free white worker and a pitied or scorned servile

Omi and Winant’s Racial Formation in the United States (1986) further elucidates
their racial formation theory, where they discuss the importance of how race is
socially constructed along lines of economic, social, and political associations with a
person’s phenotype. Thus, whiteness itself is also constructed along economic and
political lines.
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Black worker” in the conceptions of race during this period (Roediger 25)14. Similarly,
nineteenth century British conceptions of whiteness also marked the bourgeois class as
those who were “truly” white, and those of the lower social and economic classes as
not legitimately white. Saunders contrasts Kendall’s morbid enjoyment of their
cadaverous nourishment to her own abstaining from eating human flesh for twentyfour hours before she finally succumbs to eating it out of necessity (13). In this
passage, we also see Saunders shifting the abstention from cannibalism to herself,
where Captain Kendall had earlier intimated that his wife waited until she was gaunt
from lack of food before finally succumbing to eating the crew. Here, Saunders,
through Mrs. Kendall’s ebullient enjoyment of brains, criticizes the excesses of the
upper-class, positioning herself as someone who does not take delight in death,
therefore inverting the notion of a racialized barbarism from her working-class
position to those of the genteel Kendalls. In this way, cannibalism shows the ways in
which the levels of whiteness produced inequalities amongst and between women of
different levels of whiteness along class, gender, and racialized lines.
It is critical to keep in mind that they occlude or ignore the ways in which this
struggle for an equity amongst white people still maintains its foundation by the
oppression and marginalization of Black people who are implicated as the

Noel Ignatiev's How the Irish Became White (1995) also argues the ways in which
particular groups that are now seen as white in U.S. racial politics, such as the Irish,
were previously cast as non-white and racialized outside of whiteness due to their
being seen as lower class, and often holding positions such as indentured servants in
Britain and the United States.
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undesirables, “real” cannibals, that Saunders herself tries to distance herself from
through religious rhetoric, combating “savagery” with “pious” civilization.
Her abstaining, her eating only human flesh as a means to survive and not
developing an appetite for it, represents how Saunders represents God’s will, and she
becomes the one chosen to do his work and equitably feed the community while also
not becoming seduced by the pleasure of her new position of power. While this also
lines up with the theological beliefs of Christianity that the meek shall be the ones to
be blessed and chosen, it also contests dominant notions of racially defined class and
class-defined racial associations. Moreover, Saunders has also transcended gender
notions as she is the one holding the knife, the one who butchers the bodies of the
deceased to feed those still alive. Yet, she distributes this morbid food as a means to
ensure the survival of the crew, but does not entertain notions of the pleasurability of
such consumption. Saunders also reiterates Captain Kendall’s use of “what must have
been the extremity of want to which she was driven” but rather her narrative insists on
equitable empathy, replacing Kendall’s “she” with her own “all.” The horrors here are
once again transferred back to the shipwreck as the Gothic spectacle of fear and dread,
not Saunders.
In discussing the importance of establishing a sense of whiteness to the
working class of the nineteenth century, one need only look to the formation and
fashioning of whiteness as a type of property. This discussion is spurred by Cheryl
Harris’ “Whiteness as Property” (1993). As Harris argues, “a white person ‘used and
enjoyed’ whiteness whenever she took advantage of the privileges accorded white
people simply by virtue of their whiteness - when she exercised any number of rights
reserved for the holders of whiteness” (1734). This push towards a judicial
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understanding of whiteness as a property—and thus a right—shifted the conversation
of understandings of whiteness amongst poorer and working-class people within the
nation. Steve Martinot suggests this shift as following the nineteenth century’s social
norms as situating white workers within an interstitial space of the white/black racial
regime. He notes that: “Insofar as white workers constituted the boundary between
white society and the black slave class, the ambiguity of their position, both at the
margin as workers and at the center as white, explains their response to the abolition
of slavery in the northern states” (53). This ambiguity of racial positionally of white
lower class workers made them the ones who butted up against free Black workers and
enslaved Black people, situating any conflicts between whiteness and Blackness to be
“regulated by the control stratum (of poor white farmers, workers, and artisans)” while
“class conflicts occurring within white corporate society were regulated under the
aegis of allegiance to white solidarity” (53). This allegiance with whiteness across
class lines was used to maintain the allegiance of white workers as the property or
right they must protect, even if they were excluded from many of the privileges of
upper-class white society; it “rendered white class conflicts within that structure
secondary to its racialization” (Martinot 53). Similarly, nineteenth century British
conceptions of whiteness also marked the bourgeois class as the true whites, and those
of the lower social and economic classes as not. Alastair Bonnet states:
The inequalities of earth and power between the working class and the
bourgeoisie were legitimised and justified as reflecting a natural order of
talent: the inevitable side-effect of the existence of economic growth…and
superior and inferior types of people…The Bourgeoisie’s ability to situate
themselves as the most authentic exemplars of racial and national ideals, such
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as the Anglo-Saxon, the Briton and the white race, were central to this
naturalization process and, hence, integral to the reproduction of liberal
capitalism. (320)
Saunders’ position of servitude to Miss Kendall on board a trans-Atlantic voyage asks
the audience to align her within this seemingly precarious segment of white people
whose class excluded them from privilege. Saunders’ text moves away from an
alliance between her and Miss Kendall as white women both in a dangerous situation
at sea to show the ways in which her class position excludes her from the benefits of
white privilege, and how Captain Kendall’s depiction of the events attempt to racialize
her. Saunders disrupts this move by shifting the reader’s gaze to the class issues that
were masked by the attempts to align white people together through racial regimes in
order to quell the structural power imbalance that capital and wealth bestows on the
higher classes. Saunders’ response then is to paint Miss Kendall as the “barbarian”
who finds cannibalism delectable to invert the narrative, showing the ways in which
the upper-classes exploit the white working class to maintain their power.
Considering the intersections of race and class allows us to further nuance and
situate the ways Saunders and Kendall are paired through gender but divided through
a racialized class. Caroline Levine posits the rhetorical question: “what if we
understood literary texts not as unified but as inevitably plural in their forms—
bringing together multiple ordering principles, both social and literary, in ways that do
not and cannot repress their differences?” (40). For Levine, this idea of forms is
critical in that forms are ordering principles, and, while they give structure, they
overlap with other forms that also intersect to help support this organization and
structure. Levine describes how these various intersecting and overlapping forms
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interact, stating “forms arranging and containing us, yes, but also competing and
colliding rerouting one another” (16). As such, while various hierarchies of forms
persist in Saunders’ narrative such as class, gender, and race, it is how these
competing structures overlap constrain Saunders, as she falls within the marginalized
strata of these organizing social constructs that she seeks to challenge. Yet, these
structures also overlap with other hierarchies of power that allow her moments to and
potentials to challenge power, such as through hierarchies around religion and race,
by, for example, using her whiteness, though seen as questionable due to her class,
along with her Christian values, to invert the hierarchy of class and gender that is
being used to discredit her. Here, Saunders takes advantage of the collisions Levine
sees between forms: “the collision—the strange encounter between two or more forms
that sometimes reroutes intention and ideology” that unsettles dialectics (18). The
collision between gender and class forms allows an opening for Saunders to introduce
another form along religious lines to which to situate herself within the privileged
caste of this hierarchy as a Christian. In this way, Saunders uses the overlapping and
contradiction of forms to find a form that helps her to recuperate her image and
reincorporate herself into the other forms of gender and class.
While Saunders is responding in many ways directly to Captain Kendall’s
narrative, it is important to note the rhetorical strategies of the choices she makes in
her personal narrative. As James E. Henretta observes, most Northern Americans
throughout the seventeenth and most of the eighteenth century were bound by three
social institutions—the family, the local community, and the church. Each of these
institutions was traditional and structured top-down, meaning the lines of power came
down from the father, authorities in town, and minister. Due to the forces of
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demographic growth and economic development, Henretta observes that the bond
between individual and these “tight social, psychological, and ideological bounds of
the traditional systems of elite control” began unraveling (165). Reading Saunders’
narrative with the consideration of the various forms and hierarchies and the
multiplicity of hierarchies and intersections of power in mind, it becomes clearer that
while she was an orphan and husbandless, Saunders could not invoke the support of
the family institution, class coalition, nor racial allegiances because of her class. Thus,
she strategically recognizes her entrapment within a network of these hierarchies and
invokes the protection of the church, an accessible and powerful institution which also
positions her to draw on the support of her community. Saunders does not merely
uphold the institutions of the church and whiteness as superstructures, but through her
narrative she presents a new social organization which emerges along horizontal lines
of economic class and social status of faithful individuals who also and simultaneously
prioritize survival and integrity.
Saunders’ narrative spends a significant amount of time defending the value of
religious faith and fortitude. Saunders encourages readers to “prepare with joy and
with gladness for the happy moment, when the soul, released from its present dark and
inferior abode, shall ascend into the, heavens, and enjoy that purity and exaltation, the
reward of those who by the proper use they have made of their time here, are
permitted to join the heavenly choir of angels in songs of ecstasy round the throne of
the everlasting God” (38). But rather than offering empty proselytizing rhetoric for the
sake of merely promoting religious indoctrination, Saunders presents a detailed
account of her own lived experience to serve as a relatable and pragmatic survivalguide. Drawing on both the inspirational and the practical elements of her narrative,
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Saunders offers readers a text which gives a praxis for how to survive harrowing
conditions at sea, literally and spiritually.
A popular genre of the time which had similar aims to offer practical as well as
spiritual advice was the widely circulating literature aimed at would-be seamen. One
such popular text which was published three years before the Francis Mary
disembarked was, William Allen’s Accounts of Shipwreck and Other Disasters at Sea
(1823), which sought to bring “before the mind the dangers and the moral state of that
valuable body of men who ‘go down to the sea in ships, and do business in great
waters’” (3). Intent on saving readers from the “shipwreck of the soul,” Allen’s
compilation of shipwreck disasters offered practical advice on how to avoid
encounters with lightning, sea-sickness and yellow fever aboard ship in addition to
providing spiritual guidance in the included Address to Seamen written by Reverend
Dr. Payson. This genre of survival-guides for seamen takes on a new valence when
brought into conversation with Saunders’ narrative and the ways in which her writing
also depicts the importance of death preparation for the soul and for continued
survival, although her anticipated readership is not seamen exclusively. The
introduction to Allen’s text declares its purpose:
to keep in view continually one great object—THE WELFARE OF
SEAMEN;— and has sought to promote it by recounting the various kinds of
disasters, which occur at sea, that they may be guarded against, and by
presenting also the expedients of ingenuity in shipwreck, the effects of exertion
and good order, the wonders of endurance, the efficacy of prayer, and the
mercy in Providence. (iii)
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The purpose of Allen’s narrative differs from Saunders’ in that Allen encourages the
power of endurance and Allen claims his text, rather than encouraging a confrontation
with danger, that heseeks to “guard” readers from such encounters. After listing a
classification for eight common disasters experienced at sea and how to best prevent
or respond to such encounters, Allen addresses the religious import of his project
stating:
It is to be hoped, that at a period not very distant every sailor, will have a
Bible, and that every master of a ship will remember, that he has “souls on
board,” and will have a father’s and a Christian’s care of his men, instructing
them in religion, giving them an example of the power of the gospel, and
leading their minds daily in the worship of the Almighty. Then shall the
atheist-ship no longer ride upon the main, but old ocean will bear upon its
busom, floating Temples, holy to the Lord, and amidst the roar of the tempest
will be heard the prayer of faith and songs of praise unto God. (xxiv)
Similarly, Saunders’ work is also concerned with a collective Christian concern of
saving as many souls as possible as demonstrated when the text is summed up as “a
solemn address of Miss Saunders to persons of all ages and every denomination, on
the importance of attending to the concerns of their immortal souls, and in being
prepared for death” by JNO. W. Davis, Clerk of the District of Massachusetts. Her
work also takes up the call for prosletyzing as Saunders asserts: “seek the religion of
Jesus Christ, and you will be prepared for life, you will be prepared for death, and a
glorious immortality beyond the grave” (35). But where Allen’s text is directed at a
very narrow and specific audience, seamen, Saunders’ also insists on communicating
the possibility of salvation for all, regardless of class distinctions. She asserts:
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Nor is it less important for every other class of people, both old and young, to
be prepared for that important event, when they shall be summoned to
exchange worlds,—but, alas, how few are there among us who live as if
sensible of this important fact—how few are willing to yield the sensual
gratifications of the present time and enjoy the permanent joys of regular and
virtuous pursuits. (23-24)
Saunders’ insistence on an understanding of class distinctions and inclusion is framed
through an anti-ageist approach, both old and young, must contend with death
preparation, but through this classification of age, not status or gender, Saunders still
insists upon her own access to salvation, as she is just as worthy as Mrs. Kendall.
Furthermore, her critique of those who “yield [to] the sensual gratifications” brings us
back again to the provocative moment when Mrs. Kendall not only eats human flesh
for survival on board the wrecked vessel, but perversely delights in the exquisite
pleasure of her cannibalistic consumption, transgressing the bonds of “civilization”
and her raced class and gender position, even if momentarily, as it is the “most
delicious thing she ever tasted!” (17). Saunders never directly critiques Mrs. Kendall’s
indulgent behavior, but rather uses religious metaphors, those of a Christian nature
that call the reader to Saunders’ ties to whiteness and civilization, to insist upon an
elevated approach to consumption, even in the most depraved and harsh conditions.
Saunders also operates differently from a patriarchal understanding of proselytizer.
She is clearly not functioning as the one with “a father’s and a Christian’s care of his
men” referred to by Allen, but she also does not function as a maternal instructor
either.
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Saunders utilizes and recontextualizes the established genre of seaman guide
books and through her invocation of a sermonic tone, Saunders uses her writing to
confront death and ultimately challenge the confines of lived existence for
marginalized people. Desirée Henderson opines that experimenting with genre, while
still maintaining sets of conventions and acceptable standards of what can be included
in a piece of genre writing can create the possibility for innovations. Writers have the
potential to morph the genre for their own specific purposes. These forms of
experimental writing reveal the societal constrictions around which these genres set up
cultural borders of acceptability and of inclusion and exclusion. In Allen’s text, his
writing aims at preserving the moral and physical fortitude for seaman specifically,
sets up cultural and social boundaries between who is allowed to be at sea, who is
worthy of receiving pragmatic advice and religious guidance, and those who are
excluded from this space, particularly women of the lower class. For Henderson, the
generic rhetoric and conventions that genre writing, especially texts that use grief
templates could be manipulated to challenge societal dictates.
The genre of grief, writings about grief and mourning, continues Henderson,
allows writers of nineteenth century America to use the language of grief and death to
investigate political and social issues: “the relationship between literature and the
generic conventions surrounding death and mourning [reveal] that eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century American representations of loss are indebted to those conventions,
even when authors seek to revise, transgress, or transcend them” (3). Grief is generic,
she claims, as it touches every life; yet the genre of grief allows writers of nineteenth
century America means for critique. For example, she discusses Hannah Foster’s
novel The Coquette as a text which uses the language of funerary writing to show the
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tragedy of the death of “women who did not meet an idealized image of female
perfection” (21). Foster uses a form of grief writing that was not afforded to fallen
women to challenge the notions of acceptable femininity, and in a similar fashion,
Saunders is able to work the seaman’s guidebook genre and the language of religious
sermon to create a death preparation narrative, which also functions as a guidebook of
survival for those excluded from society based on their class position and gender
identity. But Saunders further circumvents the genre of grief through positioning her
death preparation writing as a way not to come to a closure in the face of death, but as
a means to ensure a new opening, a futurity through preparation.
Grief is thus morphed in Saunders’ writing from a debilitating state, a closure,
into a new mode of survival, an opening that must be and should be transcended as a
mode of survival for all, especially those who occupy spaces of social confinement
and marginalization.
Caroline Levine argues that “the binary form of gender sorts masculine from
feminine in ways that powerfully subordinate, yes, but that also strain and unsettle
logic of other binaries, creating openings for the inversion, breakdown, and
transformation of public and private, feeling and reason, friend and enemy, power and
powerlessness” (107), and Saunders demonstrates this disruption when she resists a
gendered or top-down relationship between herself and her audience. Saunders refers
to her readership as fellow peers: “My dear young friends—we are all dying
creatures[…]It is a great thing to be prepared to die; to collect fortitude of soul to pass
through a scene, at which the stoutest heart is appalled; when the past has been filled
with guilty imperfection in the best of our race, while uncertain futurity covers our
immortal all” (27). Through this rhetorical strategy to address her audience as peers,
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Saunders disrupts and inverts the power dynamic offered in Captain Kendall’s
narrative in which he positions himself as an expert on the events of the wreck. In
Reverend Payson’s sermon included in Allen’s text, Payson positions himself as a
benevolent yet supreme patriarchal source of knowledge through an invocation of
“We” referring to himself and the church at large. Payson speaks to the mariners
invited into his church:
This precious freight, these immortal souls are embarked in frail vessels on the
dangerous voyage of life; a voyage, which even now you are pursuing, and
which will terminate either in the port of Heaven or in the Gulf of Perdition.
To one or the other of these places you are all bound. In one or the other of
them, you will land at death. In which of them you shall land will depend on
the course you steer. These are the reasons we feel concerned for you; why we
address you. We wish to steer you a safe course. We know that there is but one
such course. We wish you to make sure of a good harbor, in which you may
rest quietly, after the toilsome voyage of life is ended. We know, there is but
one such harbor. We know that this harbor is not easy to find. We know, that
the sea, over which you sail, is full of sunken rocks and quicksands, on which
many a brother sailor has made shipwreck of his soul. Your voyage, therefore,
is exceedingly dangerous. (305)
Payson positions the church, along with him acting as spokesperson, as having access
to the location of the safe harbor; however, the course is more vital than a fixed,
physical location. This metaphor is extended when Payson states, “By this book, as a
quadrant, you may, at any time, by night or by day, take an observation, and find out
exactly where you are” (308), transferring power to the source of the text rather than
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through an individual, Reverend Payson, or the institution, the church, to persuade the
reader that they are in fact charting their own course and the text itself is the very
compass needed for a safe arrival. Through her own narrative and through her
rhetorical strategies we see evidence of Saunders manipulating powerful, structural
hierarchies which result in the types of “clashes” Levine describes and all which result
in a “surprisingly productive and emancipatory effect” that Levine also describes
(107). As an ever-adjusting compass, Saunders interprets events and their significance
to create “political opportunities” rather than the “tragic endings” Levine defines in
Saunders’ description of the course she has thus taken (107). Saunders’ narrative thus
performs the important work of one of a potential many blueprints for all to take
furthering what Payson describes as “soul[s] worth infinitely more than all the stars”
to reach not just “many a brother sailor” but all (305). Saunders’ text depicts these
overlapping clashes: clashes between white women centered on class, clashes between
her religious piety and Mrs. Kendall’s grotesque decorum in consuming human flesh,
Saunders’ clash with Captain Kendall’s text, and her own clash with a reading public
whom she must win over and convince that she was the victim of circumstance who
used God’s will to survive the clash of the ship and the tumultuous sea. The clash
around gender, though serves as the locus of these clashes, the intersection point from
which Saunders finds the political potentiality in challenging her place within the form
of gendered expectations.
Saunders’ circumventing of gender roles and violation of cultural norms is also
evident in her response to the death of her betrothed, James Frier. While Saunders
narrative is a maritime text, it is important to place her account in context alongside
the significant cultural shift in mourning practices taking place on land in cemeteries
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in order to think through the distinctions between death and mourning culture and the
ways I am specifically defining death preparation. American burial practices were
undergoing a reform in the mid to late 1820s. The physical landscape and design as
well as practices within American cemeteries was under critical examination as
Colonial cemeteries presented several problems for mourners. And in response, a need
for a shift in the structuring and layout of cemeteries as well as an ontological change
in the ways that people mourned culminated in what is known as the rural cemetery
movement of the 1830s marking a departure from colonial cemeteries that came
before.
Karen Halttunen’s work investigates the problematics of performative
mourning when she describes a post 1830 landscape where, “the mourner had almost
entirely upstaged the dearly departed for the lead role in the sentimental drama of
death” (127). Vast amounts of literature describing the importance of mourning
became available to the middle-class readership and the proliferation of mourning
how-to manuals and other writings of the period reveal that the act of mourning the
dead became an intensely self-conscious experience, “to be probed and examined in
the Puritan tradition of spiritual self-examination” (Halttunen 128). Halttunen
articulates that the acts and processes of mourning were held in the highest esteem by
sentimentalists as the purest and most important of all sentiments. And while the
middle-class person was able to establish the legitimacy of their claims to genteel
social status through mourning practices, the sincerity of these mourning practices
came under scrutiny, as sentimentalists began to fear that the desire for social climbing
was corrupting the act of mourning “with calculated self-interest and transforming
mourning ritual into a masquerade of affected sensibility” (Halttunen 125). While
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Halttunen’s work focuses on the period of 1830-1870 and asserts that middle-class
moralists were provoked to consider ontological questions concerning who and what
would guide “the conduct of America’s rising generation as they wandered far beyond
the surveillance of their families, their towns, and their churches” it is important to
note that the population leaving their rural homes and families were not just “young
men seeking work in the booming cities of industrializing America” (121).
I ask that we extend our concerns with gendered mourning performances to the
space of the sea and through analyzing the personal narrative of Saunders, we
complicate some of the expectations outlined in Halttunen’s work in order to arrive at
a sharper understanding of performative mourning as distinct and separate from death
preparation. In her account, Saunders quickly glosses over Frier’s importance to her
narrative initially, only mentioning his name briefly and describing him as an
“unfortunate youth” whom she met while living with her aunt. Saunders again simply
adds Frier’s name to a list of those who had perished aboard the ship, without giving
him any distinction early on in her narrative. Meanwhile, she mentions the
significance of her class-positionality and her knowledge of Scripture on the first page
of her narrative. Again, hers is a tale about the importance of death preparation, not at
all a harrowing tale of a romance gone wrong. Henceforth, it is not until Saunders’
narrates a description of Frier’s death that the audience is made aware of their
romantic entanglement. Saunders describes that Frier has “made protestations of love,
and more than once intimated an inclination to select me as the partner of his bosom;
and never had I any reason to doubt his sincerity” (15). Rejecting any overly-wrought
sentimental description of their relationship, Saunders highlights the importance of the
sincerity of their bond. She also pragmatically offers a timeline, explaining how they
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had planned to marry at the end of the trip. Saunders describes the moment that Frier
finally perishes:
And myself at the same moment so far reduced by hunger and thirst, as to be
driven to the horrid alternative to preserve my own life (O! God of Heaven! the
lamentable fact is known to thee, and why should I attempt to conceal it from
the world? to plead my claim to the greater portion of his precious blood, as it
oozed half congealed from the wound inflicted upon his lifeless body!!!…but it
was God’s will that it should not pass me—and God’s will must be done (15).
Despite the “indissoluble attachment” Saunders claims she had with Frier, there is no
romanticism, no overly dramatic, sentimentalized scene at Frier’s death. Instead, she
narrates in detail how she cut his throat and drank his blood to survive, subsisting on
his life force to survive, as it “was God’s will” that must be done, and Saunders insists
to her audience that she is a good Christian one that is as well-versed in Scripture as
she is knowledgeable with a knife and survival skills. Saunders finds a way to
navigate between Kendall’s depictions of her as monstrous while also resisting a
disingenuous sentimental mourning performance, presenting in its place, an act of
death preparation. Saunders offers up her own depiction and rationalization of what
Kendall refers to in his narrative as her having “more strength in her calamity than
most of the men,” but her account nuances what Kendall describes as Saunders’
“perform[ance of] the duty of cutting up and cleaning the dead bodies, keeping two
knives for the purpose[…]and when the breath was announced to have flown, she
would sharpen her knives, bleed the deceased in the neck, drink his blood, and cut him
up” (298). Resisting both a depiction of her as a heartless bloodthirsty killer as well as
the expected response of a despondent, broken lover, Saunders account asserts that her
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immediate dispatching of the blood from Frier’s throat was what had to be done, a
pragmatic insistence on sustaining life, ordained by God, overrules feminine
performance and sentimentality. The gendered expectations of a woman at her lover’s
death is inverted; where Frier’s death ensures her life, and that God has dictated that it
must be so, prevents Saunders from reveling in any overwhelming or debilitating
depression.
Through the consuming of other voyagers’ bodies, and the drinking of James
Frier’s blood from his slit throat, Saunders gestures to this mimicking holy
communion; towards the close of the text, Saunders notes “How great is the felicity of
the saints, who see him as he is, and live in the constant participation of his Divine
communion” (37). Here, she justifies what may be seen as transgressive and cold
behaviors as her own “constant participation” in God’s divine communion. Saunders
further describes, “I exerted the feeble powers which God in mercy had left me, to
exhort them to have recourse to Heaven, to alleviate their misery, and to trust in Him.”
Invoking God’s will as the power and cause of her cannibalism on board, allows
Saunders to break the bounds of gender and class prescripts since it has been ordained
by God, and are then reflections of her piety and serve the greater good of the
community of passengers on board.
Dana Luciano’s Arranging Grief: Sacred Time and the Body in Nineteenth
Century America argues grief as “an index of the depth of feeling, grief was aligned
with a sensibility that sought to provide time with a ‘human’ dimension, one that
would be collective rather than productive, repetitive rather than linear, reflective
rather than forward-moving” (6). According to Luciano, the act of grieving, allowed
the subject to withdraw from the ordinary passage of time, allowing access to a space
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of “sacred time,” in which time could be experienced in a myriad of ways: textural,
spatial, arrested, and collective. Luciano connects the burgeoning market for consumer
goods of the period associated with mourning practices: in particular, the rampant
circulation of consolation literature that promoted capitalistic values of productivity,
while also offering its readership access to “the pleasures of grief” (22). This
readership, though, as Luciano notes, was marked by the cultural and historical limits
of class and race. Only certain bodies able were deemed worthy of participating in
these indulgent grieving sacraments.
Saunders’ death preparation practices however designate a new response to the
inevitability of death. Saunders death preparation model resists grieving as a
pleasurable indulgence similar to the way in which Saunders consumes human flesh
out of necessity rather than pleasure as Mrs. Kendall. Furthermore, Saunders turn
toward a willingness to confront death at every turn is also a collective practice which
echoes Luciano’s depiction of one of the positive attributes of “sacred time” as a
unifying, collective experience of time. The importance of creating this collective
experience of death preparation functions to challenge the capitalist teleology of time
through Saunders’ insistence that death preparation be continual. Luciano shows how
sacred time was allowed, though only in small pockets due to how it arrests time.
Prolonged sacred time could otherwise lead to a disorder, as a complete halt of
progress of time would be detrimental, and that this disruption of “sacred time”
needed to be limited by regulation. A collective enmeshment in a form of sacred time
through death preparation would contest the project of Western progress that
continually required the subordination of lower classes to serve nobility. Since she is
ready to die at any moment, Saunders holds an ontology and an epistemology of a
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different form of existence that resists the hierarchy of economic and social power
represented in the Kendalls. Just as how Captain Kendall paints Saunders as cannibal
to figure her as an image of regression on the part of the seemingly bloodthirsty
underclass, Saunders’ constant preparation asks all to stop and interrogate how the
indulgence of grief—here figured in Mrs. Kendall’s overindulgence in the meal of
gore—represents the critique of the narrative perpetuated by those in power regarding
who can indulge, and thus who can hold power.
Saunders’ ability to serve both individual and collective interests for women is
exceptional for her time. Mitchell-Cook concludes that one of the limitations of the
genre of shipwreck narratives was that it did not serve women as a liberatory genre on
a large scale. She states:
Women did not fare well in shipwreck narratives. Their subordinate social rank
prevented them from obtaining the power necessary for survival. In addition,
they lacked physical capabilities to withstand the rigor of high seas and strong
winds. Women in shipwreck lived and died in an ambiguous sphere, somewhat
private, but not public, constrained to be wives and mothers, yet able to assert
their strength and fortitude. (112)
While Saunders narrative is an exceptional case, arguably, it is the rhetorical strategies
deployed once back on land, not the violence and composure she demonstrates at sea,
that make Saunders most noteworthy: capable of both “withstand[ing] the rigor of the
high seas” and the onslaught of male violence she was forced to confront once back on
land. Saunders’ status both at sea, betrothed but not legally married and not a mother,
remains the same once back on land at the time she writes her narrative. Saunders
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maintains religious piety, but also commits acts of cannibalism both in service to God,
her community, and for her own survival.
These disruptions and refusals to bifurcate into binary categorizations ascribed
to her demonstrate Saunders embracing the “ambiguous sphere” Mitchell-Cook
characterizes, making it not a hindrance but her own navigable space metaphorically
between land and sea. Thus, Saunders refuses the logic of set gendered and classed
expectations that operate differently between the expanse of the Atlantic and the
shores and earth of the United States. Yet, she understands how these regimes of
control of her identity also operate on the mainland, and she also knows how to shift
between contestation and incorporation. Ebenezer Wakefield, a “worthy clergyman”
who provides the recommendation at the beginning of Saunders narrative notes he is a
“a witness of her late happy conversion” revealing that Saunders participates in the
church once back on land, arguably because she identifies her ambiguous status as
unmarried cannibal can lead to social doom. Wakefield offers Saunders text is
appropriate for “parents who love their children, and children who love their parents,
and to all who love sincerely our Lord Jesus Christ” further demonstrating Saunders
rhetorical strategy to make herself intelligible and to fit within the constraints of her
audience’s expectations while also eliding them for her own benefit when necessary
for her survival.
As Mitchell-Cook reminds us, “wives, mothers, and children at home often lost
the only bread winner and many families subsequently went on poor relief. Saunders’
pleas probably affected readers, the very people often left behind, in reminding them
of shipwreck’s disastrous consequences” (110). Furthermore, having experienced the
death of her father at a very young age, which led to her mother being incapable of
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caring for her young children, and led to Saunders being “bound out” to another
family, Saunders understands the need to keep as many crew members alive as
possible since many crew members were fathers and husbands. To complicate this
compassion, though, Saunders also understands her position as a husbandless and
fatherless woman without social support to return to, which explains her “claim to the
greater portion of [Frier’s] precious blood, as it oozed half congealed from the wound
inflicted on his lifeless body!!! Oh, this was a bitter cup indeed!” (17). Thus, the ways
in which Saunders negotiates gender oppression throughout her narrative are quite
complex. While, on the one hand, Saunders turns the focus away from the monstrosity
of her own engagement with cannibalism and shines that light directly onto Kendall’s
delight in the pleasurable taste of human brains, she also demonstrates that she
considers the concerns of other women, the wives and children of the men she acts as
a custodian to protect and as a means to further extend that collective protection to
those women and children waiting at home.
Saunders’ narrative of the shipwreck, a genre long associated with the
tribulations of men, addresses issues of class struggle during the nineteenth century.
The class critique present is heightened by its intersection with gender through the
juxtaposition of orphaned, poor, but pious Saunders and the seemingly genteel Mrs.
Kendall whose shroud of refinement is lifted in the face of cannibalism. Yet, Saunders
resists the ways in which her challenge to acceptable femininity is coded as also the
threat of the lower-class. Instead, she is able to hinge her redemption from
cannibalism through appeal to religious piety and devotion. In this way, she is able to
access a space where she can critique her class superiors that also deflects their
condemnations of her social status as a white working-class woman. In this way, she is
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able to contest Captain Kendall’s own recounting of the event. Her religious rhetoric
gains its potency from her use of death preparation. She invites the reader: “Think
mortal […] what it is to die” (16). And through this invitation, Saunders’ work reveals
that confronting death is one of the ways in which one who is marked as unintelligible
to the dominant class of the economic and social order can gain recognition and the
ability to claim a piece of agency.
By turning to the language of religion, Saunders provides a route where one
can be reincorporated into society and not read as a derelict cannibal, a term that has
classed and racialized implications. Moreover, the deflection of her own cannibalism
and the projection of that as a monstrous mode onto Mrs. Kendall allows Saunders the
ability to offer a class critique that is protected through religious affiliation. Saunders
invites us to plumb the very depths of our faith and commitment to preserving life and
ultimately the sea acts as a space that allows the capacity for such modes of thinking
as noted when Saunders states: “especially those who traverse the deep, seriously
consider the uncertainty of life, and the importance of being prepared for death” (16).
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Chapter II: Dearly Departed, Yet, Returned: Traversing the Nautical Gothic in
The Touching and Melancholy Narrative of Marian Moore

The genre of shipwrecked women writers was diverse and circulated
throughout America and Britain with wide publication of true narratives in the
nineteenth century. These narratives were often marketed as exoticized tales promising
episodes of cannibalism, hardships, melancholia, and brushes with catastrophic
danger. The lurid, terrifying situations these women encounter evokes elements of the
Gothic literary tradition. Coral Ann Howells has discussed a “maritime Gothic”
focusing on the Gothic qualities of canonical sea literature like The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner or the significance of sea ‘monster’ texts like Jaws and Moby-Dick;
but Emily Adler adds that the body of nautical Gothic scholarship remains small (3).
In addition, Fred Botting’s description of Gothic settings describes sites of
“ambivalence in spatial terms as movements between inside and out” highlighting the
significance of confined spaces which embody both “incarceration and power” (4).
Adler invites us to consider how we might extend Botting’s construction of Gothic
expectations to nautical fiction, for a ship might also embody ideas of home and prison
and be encased in shadows. Adler also notes that “wrecks themselves have distinct
carceral qualities (especially when living bodies are fatally trapped)” (3). In this
chapter, I will focus more closely on the ways in which Marian Moore’s shipwreck
narrative describes experiences of Gothic terror while at sea and how these forces
reveal the extent to which the terror of embodying gender conscriptions are present
and far more debilitating back on land.
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Similar to Ann Saunders, Moore determines the rhetorical strategies she must
use in order to be reincorporated into normative society due to her class positioning,
ultimately in her case though, she relies on moral didacticism through an endorsement
of proper femininity to allow her reentrance into her community. While Moore is
markedly changed in the wake of her horrifying experience with cannibalism at sea,
the constraints of having to return to being gendered a woman negatively impact
Moore far more significantly than violating the taboo of eating human flesh. I argue
that once home, Moore encounters a truly inescapable terror that is far worse than
what she faces at sea. Once reinscribed back into the domestic sphere on land,
Moore’s narrative reveals that her voyage at sea was preparing her for death, a lived
social deadening, which far outweighs the immediate threats she faced on the open
sea. In her quest to avoid being designated as a monstrous, cross-dressing cannibal,
Moore’s tale reveals the false promise of protection on stabilized land, the sanctuary
of the dangerous sea, and that the true horror is the social conditioning people must
contend with on land.
Moore’s The Touching and Melancholy Narrative of Marian Moore, the
Shipwrecked Female Sailor (1853) presents readers with an upper-class woman who is
forced to partake in cannibalism at sea in order to survive while also presenting as a
man named John Little to survive socially in the company of an all-man crew. The
impact of Moore’s class status and her transgressing gender boundaries result in the
necessity for this seemingly fallen woman to narrate a didactic story in order to be
redeemed by her community once back on land. Rather than debate the veracity of
Moore’s true shipwreck narrative, I will provide a social analysis of the ways Moore’s
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narrative—sensationalist, tense, while morally reformist—transgresses the binary
bounds of gender, offering transgressive instruction rather than moralizing reformism.
Throughout the course of the narrative, Moore flees from her home after being thrown
out for consorting with Alfred, a man of lower-class status of whom her parents deeply
disapprove. In her quest to escape her parents’ severe rules, Moore endures great
tragedy: her family conspires to inform Alfred that Moore has wed another, and he
becomes betrothed to someone else in response. Being disowned by her family and
left by Alfred, Moore escapes to the sea in order to earn her own living after being
banished twice, once from her parental home and then from her lover. While at sea,
she and the crew resort to cannibalism to subsist and survive after a storm wrecks their
vessel, destroying their provisions. Yet, Moore is reunited once again with both her
parents and her first forbidden love, Alfred, at the close of her narrative. Moore is
markedly changed in the wake of her traumatic experiences with cannibalism at sea,
and while the novel closes with her returning back into the realm of domesticity, she
has also confronted experiences with death, imaginatively and materially. Through
this death confrontation and preparation, she is able to transgress the binary bounds of
gender, allowing her to gain a sense of awareness of and freedom from gender
prescriptions, albeit temporarily. Even though she is reincorporated back into
normative society at the close of her narrative, Moore’s gender and class boundary
crossing remains equated with the horror of cannibalism.
Robin Miskolcze situates Moore’s narrative within a group of texts whose
primary concerns are “whether women at sea could retain their femininity and whether
men had the ability or desire to save them from that fate” (132). Miskolcze furthers
that Moore’s text is one of several early nineteenth-century “narratives [that] tend to
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present either women in search of men who abandoned them, or women who are in
trouble and in need of rescuing” (154). While Miskolcze argues that “the image of the
cross-dressed female evokes expectations and fears surrounding national expansion
and the move west” (154), I am interested in how those fears can be more fully
understood through the lens of the nautical Gothic. The series of events which occur in
Moore’s narrative lead her to being in need of such rescue, but the nautical Gothic
offers other ways in which we might interpret Moore’s precarious and harrowing
circumstances throughout the narrative as preparatory and even emancipatory,
revealing social mores as the real threat, not the tumultuous ocean.
Moore’s narrative depicts contradictory states of passion, vacillations between
states of desire, fulfillment, and taboo all exemplary of the Gothic genre. Arguably, to
confront the trauma of being a domesticated figure in American society is too great a
task and as such specters, shadows, sounds of wailing, and altered states experienced
in narrative fiction become one of the ways in which authors within this genre attempt
to explore and address the injustice of gendered oppression. Allan Lloyd-Smith argues
that buried within the dark heart of the genre lies “pessimistic insights into the dangers
of trusting society to the undisciplined rule of the majority, fear of faction in
democratic government, the rule of the mob, and the danger of a collapse of the whole
grand experiment” (39). Moore is positioned and contextualized as “the eldest
daughter of a rich farmer, living in the town of Sagg Harbor, Long Island” on the first
page (15). We are given a complex portrait of Moore as a “bewitchingly enchanting”
16-year-old. She can be situated within the American Gothic literary tradition, not
only due to her appearance, but because she runs in the “gay circles of the rich and
arrogant” yet distributes shillings among her father’s “aged and infirm” tenants as a
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means of disrupting the social order. Her philanthropy upsets the social division
between classes, creating a permeability that threatens to blur these distinctions where
the “undisciplined” majority may gain access to power, threatening the power
hierarchies that privilege Moore and her family. Moore, however, does not stop at
simply giving capital to the lower class. Instead, Moore comes to know Alfred, a
radiant young man of about twenty, whose “hair hung in ambrosial curls” and whose
“lips were of a crimson tint” (16) who is not of her class. Overpowered by the
ushering in of a lurid male presence, Moore distinctly notes, “from this hour, might be
dated the sorrows of my life” (16). The collapse of the distinction between classes that
results from her love for this young man is cast as the driving force in the narrative.
Moore falls helplessly in love with Alfred, even as she pleads with him to leave and
find another woman: “some of your own rank, and learn never again to dare openly
avow your love to a lady of birth and fortune.” Moore’s use of “learn” indicates a
healthy fear, an upper-class haughtiness, where she has positioned herself in the role
of a superior who must educate lower-class Alfred on proper class-positionality and
etiquette. Yet, Moore and Alfred succumb to the whims of their forbidden passion,
and although Moore has been an agent of her own desire, she still contemplates the
likely, negative outcome of this course of action. Moore imagines her parents’ likely
response and her mind is “filled with these corroding reflections” (18). The reference
to corrosion alludes to the particular cultural preoccupations circulating within the rest
of this text: fear of invasion, confinement, consumption, the dissolution of society,
fear of reprisal and inheritance, all fears which can be located within
heteronormativized expectations found with American culture of the time.
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Moore’s constant struggle between her desires and social norms positions her
as a sorrowful figure. In this way, she becomes a suffering heroine: an indispensable
trope within the American Gothic genre. Maisha L. Wester notes that this suffering
heroine is “a body that makes possible the peculiar and paranoid homosocial dynamics
within the novel, and as a figuration of shifting anxieties around nation, gender, and
domesticity” (7). Moore’s character functions in this way as she shifts between the
anxiety of the social gaze represented by her parents, and her own impulse to
transcend the social divisions that mark Alfred as one who can never be her betrothed.
Her initial rejection of Alfred represents the paranoia around the dissolution—or
corrosion—of society should the genteel class consort and reproduce with the lower
class. Within this fear of class contamination, many echoes of the fear of
miscegenation implied. Alfred is not presented as a racial Other, but his whiteness as a
working-class fellow also heightens anxieties around class purity. Reminiscent of the
class struggles between Ann Saunders and Mrs. Kendall discussed in the previous
chapter, Moore’s attraction to Alfred produces an anxiety in her that she is
transgressing the bounds of acceptable and “true” whiteness versus a possible
contagion in working-class whiteness. Blackness is absent within Moore’s text, but the
racialization of whiteness still echoes the highly contested notion of white as a
category belonging exclusively to those of the genteel classes, while the working-class
sought to demonstrate it also fit within the construct of whiteness as a social category.
After much contemplation about her circumstances, Moore decides that
“Through the whole course of man’s existence, this time arrives but once. Happy is he
who sighs for its arrival; happy is he, who, when it arrives, has a soul worthy of its
enjoyment; and happy is even he from whom that moment has long passed, if it passed
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not unenjoyed, for the recollection of it is still precious” (18). This secondary
reflection strongly contradicts Moore’s initial observation that the arrival of Alfred
into her life ushers in the beginning of the “sorrows of her life,” and such stirring
contradictions indicative of passion and conflict are all narrated from the perspective
of a returned and reflective Moore, revealing that in spite of the horrors she has
endured, Moore endorses her decision to “quit her parental roof” in the name of the
pursuit of personal desire and passion, ones that critique white upper-class haughtiness
that also maintain the cult of ideal womanhood. In many ways Moore is presented as a
tormented object of voyeuristic pleasure within the text as well as to the audience, but
through her own self-knowledge she pushes past limited subjectivity through
journeying out to sea.
Moore must also contend with a double abandonment, enacted at the hands of
both her father and her lover, yet she refuses to fall within her expected position as a
ghostly and powerless woman like her mother. This double abandonment renders her
as a social outcast for her transgressions against her position, but also functions by
allowing her mobility to traverse between constructs of gender and class. Moore’s
story reflects her contention with the dominant gender regime in the United States
referred to as the cult of domesticity, or the cult of true womanhood. Lisa Keister and
Darby Southgate elucidate the concept of the cult of domesticity, calling it “a value
system in place in white upper- and middle-class homes in the United States during
the nineteenth century that emphasized women’s embodiment of virtue” (228).
Building on the work of Barbara Welter, Keister and Southgate present the
expectations woman like Moore were to embody as “piety, purity, submission, and
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domesticity” (229)15. As she is no longer accepted as a woman of certain economic
means and sensibilities, Moore’s expulsion from this cult of proper femininity through
her literal abandonment means she must then abandon the etiquette that dictates her
actions, and significantly, she abandons her domesticity but also her submission to her
father.
One way she addresses both the abandonment she experiences and beingforced
into ghostly subjectivity is through her choice to dress as John Little, an inversion of
the cult of domesticity. As Angela Wright argues, “women watch themselves being
looked at [ . . .] the surveyor of women in herself is male: the surveyed female. Thus
she turns herself into an object—and most particularly an object of vision: a sight”
(41).
In her previous upholding of the upper-class gender norms, she elides a social
death as a figure recognized by her family and others, albeit with limited power under
the cult of domesticity. Her leaving the home causes her social death: it renders her
non-existent to her family, and thus dead to them. Outside of the family home, she is
able to see her family and the ways class functions as an ordering force, giving her the
second sight to see from another perspective, not just the viewpoint of femininity she
has had access to previously. Leaving home during the nineteenth century is an act
associated with masculinity in the pursuit of national expansion. Amy Kaplan notes
that the during the nineteenth century, “Nationhood and manhood have long been
related in the representation of the dynamic of territorial expansion” (95). Moreover,

For more on the origins, expectations, and dimensions of the cult of domesticity, see
Welter’s influential text The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860 (1966).
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the sense of making one’s claim in the world for a man represents “the identification
of the nation with the land and the male body” (Kaplan 96). Alfred leaves for one year
with the promise that he will come back to Sagg Harbor to marry Moore after
establishing himself as a man. Here, he follows the normative gender role of venturing
out into the land, into the unknown in order to establish manhood. Moore, instead,
assumes being a man initially as the identification is forced upon her by her
transgressions; yet, she is also able to address her anxiety over dependency on men
who repeatedly leave her. Forced to be independent, Moore dawns a masculine
identity to fit herself within the space of masculine expansion.
The slight of being abandoned by Alfred is too great as Moore has already
been displaced and neglected by her family unit. Upon discovering their marriage
plans via their letters, Moore’s father tosses Moore out of the house, exclaiming, “your
crime is too great to be excused” to which Moore retorts, “it is not a crime to love
Alfred, since nature formed him so worthy of my affections; and if it is a crime,
Heaven will absolve it, since it made me to love him” (20). In her defense against
claims of criminality, Moore conflates higher powers, the forces of “nature” and
“Heaven” to position herself as a mere mortal responding to call for love, a call she
cannot ignore in spite of the classist dictates of her father and society. Moore’s
mother, described earlier in the narrative as a “cold, unfeeling misanthrope” who is
also “illiterate, and totally unacquainted with all the subjects of religion” (18), has
access to her husband’s wealth and as a result, power, but Moore’s mother is also
incapable of engaging in particular discourses. Therefore, the figure of Moore’s
mother in her narrative functions as a sort of empty, literary ghost, incapable of
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engaging with the rich rhetorical strategy Moore deploys as she counteracts her
father’s invocation of justice and criminality as a means to position the upper-class as
righteous and the lower-class and those who consort with the lower-class as debase
criminals. As an illiterate woman, Moore’s mother is incapable of discovering her
daughter’s affair, (she literally cannot read the information on the page) and as such
she serves as a villainous stand-in character with little to no power, which stands in
contradiction to the text’s overall argument at the end of the narrative that women
ought to always stay within the home, their class position, and their proper place to
ensure the safety and well-being of all.
An ignorant woman is presented as at once protected yet cruel, and Moore
resists such oversimplifications through her gender adoption. Miskolcze describes
women who travel out to sea in “adventure stories [wh do not spend time reading their
Bibles in the parlor or tutoring their sons on how to be good citizens, as a republican
mother or true woman should. Rather, they are aboard ships, in drag, and at sea,
‘principal instruments’ in defining a national character. Dressed as men, these female
sailors often possess the ‘personal and civic qualities’ necessary to the republican life”
(154). Moore’s mother; however, does not fit the expectation of a republican mother
nor is she a subversive adventurer, rather, she belongs to the realm of the Gothic more
appropriately.
While the text presents Moore’s decision to dress as a man to protect herself
from the “insults” of the public, her gender transgression is less about being able to
find Alfred so that they can be married and return to Sagg Harbor, or even to protect
her physical safety. Moore resists falling into the spectral state of her mother through
her forced excursion to find Alfred. Traveling an “unfrequented road” alone (a
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metaphor for Moore’s departure from the safety of her parental home), Moore turns to
an unfamiliar log house for shelter on her journey. Much like the frozen, uncharted
lands with “limited familiar landmarks for travelers” (7) that Katherine Bowers sees as
part of the Gothic maritime mode, Moore too travels a desolate road, one that features
only a small, unknown dwelling. She must navigate this road alone, being isolated
from the gaze of others, leaving her in state of danger and precarity. The landscape
itself causes vulnerability. The lone log cabin in the wilderness stands in for the
conquering the land, but it is also inhabited by a man who has fallen from his previous
class. This backwoodsman evokes another Gothic trope of the novel: the wilderness
dweller, whose mobility in traversing the land “becomes stagnation and degeneration”
creating a class outside of the city limits that “inhabited the physical and conceptual
margins of the nation, the abject territory of ‘outlaws, outcasts’” (Murphy 134). Upon
begrudgingly taking her to her lodgings, her landlord remarks: “There, you will sleep
alone, and you must make the best of such poor lodgings; most likely, you gentleman
fare better when at home, stretching your idle limbs on downy beds and soft pillows
perfumed with roses; but we, poor folks, have to make the best of what Heaven sends
us” (22). The landlord then continues: “But I, sir, —I have seen better days, and I will
see them again, at the risk of soul and body” (22).
The landlord’s comments seem both aspirational and of lament for a bygone
time, as if he is mourning his decline into the lower class. The landlord’s reflection on
class position and mortality takes on a new valence when considered alongside the
proliferation of mourning how-to manuals which sought to prepare individuals for
death generally during the early to mid-nineteenth century. Historians have probed
these practices and written texts, showing that they reveal the act of mourning the dead
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became an intensely self-conscious experience, “to be probed and examined in the
Puritan tradition of spiritual self-examination” (Halttunen 128). Moreover, through
mourning, a middle-class person was able to establish the legitimacy of their claims to
genteel social status. Reflecting on his fall down the class hierarchy, prompts the
landlord to turn to mourning practices, a mourning specifically for his previous access
to middle-class culture. In his slide to a lower-class, he still wants to convey to Moore
that he belongs to a higher-class; proper mourning, even enacted in the past, comes to
give the landlord a semblance of hope that he might once again move back up and
have his class position restored. Similarly, Mary Louise Kete argues that much of
these mourning rituals and what she calls engagement with “sentimental
collaborations” through mourning texts and practices were “conservative in that [they]
aim at restoring something that has been lost, generative in that it must create
something new in order to achieve this” (53). As she notes: “This circulation of selves
engages those who participate in a joint effort—a collaboration of sentiment—to
convert something established under temporary conditions and through a voluntary
action of will (the individual self in this case) into something permanent and eternal”
(53). Here, the landlord, too, is trying to resurrect his class positionality, and in
mourning in front of Moore, in this collaboration of sentiment, to relegate his lower
social position from temporary (like the period of mourning) into something possible:
back into the graces of the genteel class.
Moore goes on to say, “he concluded with a terrible oath which made me
tremble” (22). This oath, which Moore acknowledges but does not document in her
account, becomes one which challenges her class sensibilities, and this man’s
commitment, willingness, and intimate understanding of his own preparedness, to
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“risk soul and body,” to risk the threat of death to supersede his own current financial
and class status restrictions, arises from Moore’s presence. Reading this moment in the
text, we see here how the man has mourned the loss of his class, one where he feels it
may be the “temporary conditions” that will return to what is “permanent and eternal”
as Kete argues. It is his attempt to tie himself back to a class that he sees Moore
holding.
The man’s proclamation gains more salience and gravity when he and several
accomplices plot to murder Moore while she pretends to sleep in the barn. They plot to
steal Moore’s money, at the risk that this pursuit to find “better days” means risking
one’s own mortal soul, or even possibly physical death should a physical altercation
with their intended victim ensue. Moore, however, is able to escape after hearing her
assailants’ plan, giving her “time to reflect” and evade the men, seeing the “fatal
instruments of death” in their hands. Moore’s privileged upbringing has not prepared
her for such situations; she wanted not under her father and mother’s roof, while the
poor man has had to reflect on his position, has had to prepare for some fashion of
death as a necessary risk in his attempt to improve his lot. Elisabeth Garrett points out
“there were few families that did not frequently renew acquaintance with the grim
reaper[…]The pall of death was omnipresent” in the early nineteenth-century,
revealing an intimacy and familiarity with death reflective of the period (240).
Lacking any exposure to death or any preparation—unlike the landlord—this pivotal
situation forces Moore to begin the psychological work of recognizing death itself as a
possibility and inevitability, and as such this threat prompts Moore to prepare for
death.
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Additionally, before the attack is about to ensue, Moore hears one of the
would-be attackers state, “then do your business well, give the fellow no chance to
kick or scream, for fear it should wake my wife or her little ones” (22). Child-rearing
is presumably the woman of the house’s responsibility, as they are “her little ones”
(emphasis added) but we can also read this comment as a form of protection, the
attacker’s wife is being kept in the dark about her husband’s murderous plans but he is
also keeping her shielded from the emancipating power of death preparation and
entrapped in a ghostly status much like the figure of Moore’s mother. This invoked
mother figure is another feminine apparition in the narrative that has a presence but is
not imbued with any power or action. This class contact and gender play place Moore
in a position where she can witness normalized masculine violence, which is enacted
to preserve the financial and social stability of the family unit. This exposure to the
continual threat of death begins to psychologically prepare Moore for the terror that
faces her at sea.
Moore risks her personal safety in the pursuit of reuniting with Alfred, to
secure protection through a spouse, rather; Moore must confront the death of their
relationship when she finds he is engaged to another woman. Moore first attempts to
process her loss, aimlessly wandering and lamenting that she is now lost: she cannot
go home, but she cannot remain as her capital is dwindling. In place of finding solace,
Moore realizes that her “heart was dead to pleasure” (27). Her heart’s death simulates
for Moore her own death of her former subjectivity, as she retires away from society,
choosing instead to be alone in her chamber. Moreover, she begins to lament her
condition:
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A young girl of eighteen years, used to no uncommon labor unacquainted with
the vicissitudes of the world, still more unacquainted with mankind and their
various passions; unhackneyed in vice far from him, and among inhospitable
strangers deserted by protecting parents; forsaken by the man for whom I had
quit my fond home for ever, cast abandoned on the wide theatre of the world
without a friend to pity, and almost without money, was the awful situation to
which I was reduced. (28)
Moore outlines her current situation, which reads much like her own auto-obituary of a
life, of a class affiliation, of a heteronormative interpellation as future wife, to which
she can never return. She “did not dare” to return home to Sagg Harbor, nor does she
imagine seeing Alfred again; while she escaped a physical death at the hands of the
men at the log house, her own life, the “heart” of what defined Marian Moore has also
died—she cannot survive in New York as Marian Moore. Yet, her adopted life as John
Little, her reincarnation as a man, offers the only conceivable opportunity for a rebirth,
a new life post Marian Moore’s death. As Moore stumbles upon a “rough looking
sailor” who, holding a handful of money, states: “There now, sir, I can live again,”
Moore inquires how he became so fortunate (28). Here again, capital, the opportunity
to gain some modicum of status, even if it may be as a sailor, as Moore reveals later,
offers up the potential for another life.
However, Moore’s success at finding employment and means of subsistence is
not without its dangers. The act of signing the ship’s papers, “while the tears mingled
with the ink” (29) symbolizes a binding contract secured through the physical
manifestation of grief through her tears and the agency of her electing to wield the
pen. Financially liberated because she can now pay her bills and purchase provisions,
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Moore is also afraid as she envisions the fate that could befall her, lest her secret
womanhood be revealed. Harkening back to her brush with the tangible threat of death
at the log cabin at the hands of brutish men, Moore is aware she is contracting herself
into a potentially replicative space where masculine violence reigns supreme. She
fears that the crew may “discover of [her] sex, producing intricate difficulties, and
perhaps, eventual ruin […] surrounded by the blood hounds of Neptune” (29). These
visions of an imagined death at first terrify Moore: the position she finds herself in
ironically necessitates that she risk her life in order to “live again” on the space of the
ship. These visions of her possible death cause her to burst into tears. Yet,
immediately following this ebullition of fear and pain, her tone quickly shifts
signifying a turn toward embracing the possibility of death. Making an independent
choice to provide for herself without the influence of her parents or her lover, terrifies
yet ultimately bolsters Moore’s courage to enter the space of men as an equal amongst
sailors. This self-elected preparation for death inspires Moore to believe “there may be
hope…while a smile of joy lit up [her] countenance” (29). Her emotional shifting is
not indicative of Moore lamenting her lost femininity and being forced into
masculinity as a means to endure. Moore adopts the trope of masculine seaadventurer, and it is when she imagines her discovery as Marian Moore—and not John
Little—at sea that she is afraid.
Releasing and performing an elegy for her previous life allows Moore to
transition from despair to hope and to once again gain control and agency over the
debilitating power that death tries to impose against proper, protected women shielded
from such experiences such as her ghostly mother and the woman at the log house.
She recapitulates this as she states, on board the ship, sailing away from her homeland,
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“We are delighted with the images which fancy forms, and pursue them with alacrity
until the mask is thrown off, and then the illusion no longer charms us” (29). This
statement is interesting in its contrast of her previous reflections, showing Moore’s
understanding of how imagination and preparedness functions dually: to deceive one
from the fact of mortality, and to then demystify the illusion, to no longer be charmed,
and instead to find the power in exposure and education which equips her to pull back
the mask.
Threading through the ways in which forms consistently intersect, clash, and
converge in women’s shipwreck narratives, we should again return to Caroline
Levine’s theory. She notes: “hierarchies often go awry or are rerouted, and they can
activate surprising and sometimes even progressive effects” (85). Moore’s travels
aboard the ship continually prime her for death through unexpected exposure to
colliding hierarchies. On the one hand, Ann Saunders’ journey deeper and deeper into
the sea and away from land allows her more and more access to agency, but rather
than moving farther away from human contact, Moore comes into closer and closer
contact with humanity, but ironically through contact with dead bodies. The hierarchy
between the living and the dead that situates life above death is complicated and
rearranged, with Moore traversing life and death in her various guises and through
seeing the physical manifestation of death in bones of corpses. The ship’s crew travels
to New Orleans on the first leg of their journey, where they see the site of the Battle of
New Orleans during the War of 1812. Here, Moore and her cohorts “beheld the
bleached bones of unfortunate soldiers, which the waters washed out, the scene was
dismal, and offers one of those impressive lessons which humbles man, and acquaints
man with himself” (30).
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Writing on the subject of the Battle of New Orleans, Tom Kanon presents one
witness’ testimony of the macabre scene at the battle: “These poor fellows presented a
strange appearance; their hair, eye brows, and lashes, were thickly covered with hoarfrost, or rime, their bloodless cheeks vying with its whiteness” (156). He also noticed
that very few of the bodies were clad in military uniforms; indeed, Hill thought most
of them “bore the appearance of farmers or husbandmen” (156). Coming face-to-face
with the wages of war leads Moore to face death, not only in her imagination, but in its
actual materiality, its corporeal manifestation. Even though Moore only witnesses the
dead through the bleached bones, and does not confront the frost encrusted corpses
rotting on the battlefield, and while there is a historical distance, Moore is significantly
impacted by the number of the dead on that battlefield, of the fact that they were not
just soldiers, but also citizens, much like herself. Thus, she is brought closer to her
own mortality, through a physical monument revealed to her through the corroding
work of the sea which has exposed and bleached the bones. In her work on nautical
Gothic, Adler dispels the myth that “when perceived as a trackless void, the sea
possesses no meaning of its own but receives the projections of land-based concerns”
(5) Adler further elucidates that such divides between land-based and sea-based
concerns are a myth, drawing on the work of Helen Rozwadowski, who argues that
“while the sea is still often perceived as timeless, inhuman, impervious, trackless, and
empty of history, it is really full of it” (520). While the bones of the fallen soldiers are
land-based, the collision of the waves against the skeletons produces this unique
landscape Moore is able to observe. Moore’s narrative demonstrates that being within
a disorienting and disrupted environment influenced by the force of the sea as well as
land-based violence positions one to confront binaries of life and death more fully.
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Furthermore, following their viewing of the fallen soldiers’ remains, the crew
continues to travel, reaching Europe, where Moore disembarks from the vessel and
marvels at the art and fine luxuries that the continent has to offer back on land,
demonstrating a contradictory thrust back and forth from the illuminating
confrontations Moore experiences on shore and the vapid materialism on land.
Returning to Levine’s work, which extends deconstructive approaches to binaries, she
delineates the difference between a binary and a hierarchy: “All hierarchies afford
gradation, and their numerous ways of structuring inequality invite a formalist’s close
consideration” (84). The proximity to death increases as Moore and the crew begin
their return to New York, closer to Sagg Harbor, closer to the life Moore left behind
and had as much considered dead and gone. On the third day, a strong gale hits the
ship, leading to three of the crew’s demise in “a watery grave” (33). Moreover, the
surviving sailors are left without any food or water as they drift upon the sea. While
Moore has prepared for death, she is drawn closer through a first-hand experience this
time, as, with no rations to maintain the survival of the crew members, the crew
descends into cannibalism. While Moore has been able to prepare for the death of her
previous life, she must now contend with witnessing actual death and incorporating
that death literally into her own body to stay alive. After drawing lots, “the lot fell
upon the youngest on board, a poor, friendless youth, apparently not more than twelve
years old” (33). Moore speculates that there could have been collusion amongst some
of the other sailors on board which led to the most vulnerable person on board the
vessel, a weak 12-year-old boy, to be the first to die, but rather than interrogating the
circumstances, Moore instead turns her attention to the cabin boy’s response to his
fate: “He first burst into a flood of tears, and entreated that his life might be spared for
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a few days, which not being allowed him, he reduced the time to a single day, and
when he found that there was even an objection to this, he became frantic, declaring it
was his intention to defend himself to the last” (34). The young boy is overtaken by
several members of the crew, and Moore notes that, when the crew begins to eat the
cabin boy, “I had heard and read that famine had led men to commission of such
horrible excesses…but foreign was it from my mind, that I myself should…become
one of its melancholy subjects” (34). Moore watches the youth whom she supposes
has the longest life ahead of him attempt to negotiate the terms of his own death
through a rhetoric of temporal increments: a few days, a day, and whatever last
minutes he can retain. For all his bargaining, the youth still violently meets his death,
and Moore ingests that experience visually even as she refuses to partake of the
experience orally, rejecting the act of cannibalism for a few more days after the death
of the youth. Here, Moore’s narrative draws on the trope of child abuse, in this case
the murder of the most innocent and defenseless.
Jen Baker’s work on ghost-child narratives, an example of “maritime
mythology and the Gothic,” elucidates the figure of the abused child at sea as the
catalyst for necessary societal change (56). This harrowing encounter with a youth
targeted precisely because of his defenselessness, strikingly counterposes horror at sea
within the otherwise calm, peaceful voyage. The cannibalism and mob mentality
harken back to the scene at the lodge with the man and his conspirators plotting to kill
Moore. Yet, the horror here is also one that the crew need enact in order to survive the
wreck. Moore’s refusal seems to play into the tropes of the cannibalism as the effects
of leaving home, of challenging class, and of dressing as a man. Yet, this eruption and
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climax of the narrative occludes the empowerment Moore has felt at sea until this
moment.
Through death comes life, literally, as Moore had imagined, but it takes on a
graver valence when it comes to the growing possibility that she herself may be the
next to be sacrificed so that others may live. Beginning to fathom her possible fate,
Moore is exposed to how others prepare for death, looking at the various modes and
models of having to face mortality. She documents how one man “requested only a
few moments to prepare for death, which he employed in fervent prayer for himself
and for our speedy deliverance, and then delivered up his life without a struggle” (3435), while another let out “piteous moans and lamentations…of leaving behind him a
beloved wife and several small children” (35). This critical juncture in the narrative
moves to the final step of death preparation for Moore: rather than just imagined
deaths, whether of her previous life or of her actual perishing, she must witness
firsthand death repeatedly and the ways one can confront the inevitable through the
victims of her and the crew’s cannibalism. There is no more critical distance, thinking
of how her parents must assume she is dead, nor of seeing other deaths as the
“bleached bones” on the former battlefields of New Orleans. Rather, part of Moore’s
narrative of survival entails that she “witness how different were the effects produced
by their sufferings” of the men chosen to be eaten as they learned the nature of their
fate. These encounters lead to Moore succumbing to a state of delirium, where she
begins to imagine what might be the fate of her beloved Alfred, as well as how his fate
affects her own. During this episode, she quotes in its entirety, the poem “The Fatal
Lovers” which is referred to as “An Original Pathetic Recitation, written by Mr. Isaac
Bass” in Sam Weller’s Budget of Recitations (1838), a collection of popular short
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dramatic scenes, parodies and poems. Considering the source of Moore’s allusion to
this particular piece in this particular popular volume, the question becomes if
Moore’s narrative becomes a parody of the shipwreck tale popular amongst the
American public during the mid-nineteenth-century.
The short poem “The Fatal Lovers” describes a storm, much like the gale that
left the crew in ruin; yet, this poem inverts the tragedy to fit the more gender
normative expectations of men and women’s roles. Marian—the name of the woman
in the poem, conveniently matching Moore’s first name—is at home and hears the
cries of Alfred (the change of the man’s name to Alfred is the only change made to the
original text) as he “lay on the jetty, absorbed in a trance” in a stream (36). While she
is surrounded by death at sea, Moore remains the adventurer, while Alfred remains
back on land. In her state of despair, Moore finds herself turning back to imagine her
reinscription back into the established gender order, longing for the protection which
she has left behind through her becoming John Little. Furthermore, she imagines a
second scenario in her fettered state, one where she has returned home to her parents
and friends, only to find them torturing her with “apparent indifference…refusing to
indulge [her] with a little water with which to cool [her] parched throat” (36). Moore’s
imagination presents the dual dilemma of a possible loss of domesticity as a wife to
Alfred, while further increasing this apparent folly with her inability to return and
settle back in to the domesticity of her parents’ home. This portion of the text shows
an ebullient sentimentality that stands in an uneasy pairing with the strength and
masculinized freedom of Moore’s sea voyage. She thus also imagines mourning her
betrothed and her lost potential as a wife; in addition, she mourns her old life as a
daughter who is under the control of the cult of domesticity. Julia Stern has argued
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“that sentiment and mourning are interrelated because they draw the individual away
from the domestic sphere into culturally accepted methods of public emotive
expression” (184). This moment where Moore is in a troubled state shows this shift
from sentimentality, which is often feminized, where Moore identifies with the female
mourner, going back to a feminized position rather than the inversion she is in through
her being a sailor on a shipwreck. Yet, she is cognizant that inverting her position with
Alfred as dictated in “The Fatal Lovers”, while seeming to offer solace and life in a
return to the domestic sphere, would also entail her being on a “sickbed” at home,
confined, with indifference from her family, unable to quench her throat which has
now tasted freedom from gendered constrictions, as the water here is also the taste of
the liberation she has experienced at sea. Instead, she moves to the public sphere
through her imagined mourning of Alfred and of her own social death at home. She
has seen both possibilities she could have been caught in: the proper feminine mourner
and the transgressive women returned home and not accepted back into society for her
cannibalizing the flesh of men and assuming a man’s identity and becoming John
Little, tasting the freedoms offered by masculinity which is verboten to women.
Moore is thrusted out of this dark reverie upon her realizing the stifling reality
and limitations she would face at her parents’ home. This is followed by the
appearance of “three or four showers” supplying the dehydrated crew with “a quantity
of water, and which [they] caught by spreading and wringing [their] cloths” (36-37).
Hereafter, a few days later, the crew is saved by the brig Amazon and Captain Stevens.
The imbibing of the water dripping from clothes provided by the lifesaving showers
quenches the parched throat Moore would have had if she simply remained at home,
leaving behind Alfred and her adventures pursuing and losing him. Yet, the most
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“melancholy and touching” tragedy lies in Moore’s eventual return home. She “had
now been two years and eight months from home” and the ultimate gift she receives
from her sea voyage is “religion, and that religion which is not to be attained by
church formalities or a show of grace, but by fervent and unceasing prayer” (39). Yet,
on the actual voyage there is little indication of Moore’s spiritual awakening or
“fervent prayer.” Upon arriving back on land, Moore goes on to eventually contact
Alfred, who comes and pledges his allegiance to her, and for the first time in over two
years she puts back on her women’s clothes and returns to being Marian Moore. They
eventually return to Sagg Harbor where she is reincorporated into her family and back
into domesticity as Alfred’s wife. She closes her portion of the narrative warning
against those young men and women who would dare to go adventuring or challenging
their social and gendered position, since the journey which allowed her to experience
life outside codified domesticity and patriarchal rule left her health “impaired” and her
“constitution, which was previously good, so much broken, as to render it very
probably that until [her] death, [she] shall remain a living monument of [her] past
folly” (41). Yet, she still dreams of hearing the call “all hands on deck” and the
visions of her journey where she once stated: “I really believe, had it not been for that
internal sorrow that continually haunted me, that I should be pleased with the
adventure” (30).
For Moore, the sea was liberating, it allowed her to be pleased with her life,
one removed from Alfred’s fickle and easily lost love, as well as the cruelty of her
parents’ designs against her happiness. On the ship, looking at New York receding in
the distance, she proclaimed: “I could not help smiling at the simplicity of the sailor, it
was the first smile that sat on my lips since I left New York” (30). This happiness at
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sea, of course tainted by the horrific cannibalistic actions she had to partake in to
survive, also gives her a new perspective, one where she felt happiness outside of
gender constrictions, as John Little. Moore’s use of irony reveals the extent of just
how monstrous domestic life on land truly is when held up in comparison to
cannibalism and shipwreck at sea.
Moore’s return to traditional feminine space in the arms of her lover Alfred as
a wife and to her parent’s home as the prodigal daughter returned fixes her back into
dominant gender roles. She continues to claim how lucky she was to be able to return
home and how foolish she was to ever venture out and question her place. Yet, her
previous adventures haunt her, but not as cruel reminders of her transgressions and
near death at sea, but as calls to adventure, calls to designate her own fate, and to not
succumb to the oppressive regime of domesticity that captains her life. She is now
home, now crippled and in poor health, but on the ship she had “become thoroughly
acquainted with mankind and their various passions”, broadening her perspective,
testing the limits of her own physical form (41). As John Little, she gained experience
and ascertained knowledge of a life beyond gendered confines, and she attempts to
seek solace in being back in the home, yet she still has “visions of the past” and
wonders aloud: “But what was this, to what I was afterward doomed to suffer?” (4041). Here, she is doomed to suffer a death she thought she had already endured in her
adoption of her John Little persona, which is the life of the landlocked woman, who
cannot escape to the sea except again in her dreams. Even while emaciated and
delirious at sea, she was still able to have control over her body, her space, her
position. Back home and married, she is “a monument of [her] past folly” physically,
but recalling her smiling at the sailor, of her experience and acclimation to the ship
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and the sea, it is clear that her illness and her suffering to which she is doomed is to
always be haunted by her two years and eight months of independence, agency, and
having to reembody the figurative corpse of Marian Moore. She is entombed back
within the confines of the domestic, of her class, and of her gender. She did not
prepare for what would happen when John Little would have to be the one to die, and
Moore to resurrect, a shell of what she could have been.
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Chapter III: Bound to be Pleased: Shadows and Feasting in the Travel Writing of
Matilda Houstoun

Matilda Charlotte Houstoun was a British novelist whose prolific output
includes over twenty novels that she composed during the second half of the
nineteenth century, beginning in 1862 through 1891, up to the cusp of her death in
1892. Her fictional production during this period made her “one of the most successful
female English novelists of the nineteenth century” (Hall ch. 3). While critical
attention has been focused on her novels, especially her most recognized text
Recommended to Mercy (1862) and Records of a Stormy Life (1888), Houstoun began
her writing career as a travel writer before venturing into writing fiction. Her
experience in writing about her travels stems from her father, Edward Jesse, a
naturalist who also worked in the Royal Household, granting her close contact with
the monarchy, being of the gentry (Hall ch. 2). After marrying Captain M.C.
Houstoun, she ventured to the Gulf of Mexico, which would eventually spur her first
venture into writing: a travelogue. In Texas and the Gulf of Mexico, or, Yachting in the
New World (1845) Houstoun, from her gaze as an aristocratic white woman from
England, recorded her impressions of the Caribbean, New Orleans, and Texas during
her travels from 1842 and 1843. As a piece of travel writing, Houstoun provides a
documentation of her experience throughout the Gulf of Mexico; she describes her
travels through rich and evocative descriptions of the people, wildlife, natural scenery,
and her interactions with others. Yet, the text also serves as a fertile ground for
analyzing how the ship, ocean, and threat of shipwreck create a complex space for
investigating the interplay of race, gender, and class in nineteenth century women’s
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narratives. Her contradictory depictions of Americans, her anxieties around Black
women, and her consistent fears of shipwreck reveal the ways in which her vessel
stands in as a nation, and her interactions with others as sites of British nation-building
that uphold dominant class and racial hierarchies.
In her analysis of racial politics, Houstoun went so far as to conclude that the
institution of slavery had rarely been "oppressive" and decried the "sickly
sentimentalities" (31) of abolitionists. According to Houstoun, in New Orleans the
bondsmen seemed cheerful, and she began "to think that the slaves themselves were
not quite so much to be pitied" (126). Houstoun only found the institution of slavery
deplorable in Cuba. Regarding Texas, she concluded that the law protected the
physical well-being and families of those enslaved and wrote, “evil, as regards the
slaves themselves” appeared “more nominal than real” (190).
Tabitha Sparks has argued that Houstoun’s novel Recommended to Mercy
(1862) “pushes the boundaries of morality” (154). In Sparks examination of
Houstoun’s use of the narrator as one who “implicitly model[s], a new social
tolerance” Sparks concludes that through an “intimate and conspiratorial relationship
which the narrator forges with the reader, one that subtly but forcefully predicates
forgiveness for its fallen heroine” Houstoun presents what Sparks distinguishes as a
“novel of experience” rather than simply a sensational novel (154-155). I am
interested in the ways in which the exploratory work Houstoun conducted via her
travels at sea inform this perspective and I call for a more holistic interpretation of
Houstoun as a literary figure through a closer examination of her early work as a travel
writer. It is simply not enough to conclude that Houstoun was a feminist and social
reformist without taking into consideration her early writings which contain racist
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depictions and still a glaring absence of engagement with abolitionism in her
reformative later novels. Houstoun’s travel writing did help her launch her career as a
popular English writer of the nineteenth century, and as such, these works must also
be acknowledged and contextualized in order to fully understand the scope of
Houstoun’s supposed humanitarian reformist project.
While there is no literal shipwreck or actual accounts of cannibalism that take
place within Houstoun’s narrative, I contend that Houstoun attempts to allay her everpresent fear of death by shipwreck through metaphorical cannibalistic acts directed
towards Black people she encounters on her voyage through the Americas. Marilyn
McAdams Sibley has noted Houstoun’s experience as a young girl deprived of being
able to eat any “cakes and puddings” in her household because they contained “sugar
produced by West Indian slaves” (8). Houstoun’s aunt, a zealous supporter of the antislavery crusade in Britain, determined: “to eat any food containing sugar would be
sinful” (9).The connection to her perceived deprivation of indulgence in childhood and
her grotesque over-consumption as an adult sightseer abroad, provides a unique access
point for understanding Houstoun’s position on white supremacy through an analysis
of when she chooses to eat and toabstain. BothHoustoun’s repeated failure to prepare
for death and her fear of the enclosed space of the ship, push her to self-sooth through
acts of consumption, and these acts maintain the status quo of a racist social order
which continues to promote an ever-living system of white supremacy through white
feasting.
Drawing from Fred Botting’s foundational work on the Gothic and Vincent
Woodard’s The Delectable Negro (2014)—this chapter will examine how the Gothic
space of the ship and Houstoun’s attempt to intellectualize her limited understanding
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of the Black peoples she encounters, present a desire and anxiety for concealment and
containment which remains evasive. While Houstoun asserts she is travelling to the
Americas to promote her own health; she instead becomes obsessed with maintaining
the health of the ship, which acts as a symbol of the established racial hierarchy
Houstoun protects. Thus, the persistent threat of a wreck, which could end her ability
to incessantly consume, becomes her most persistent nightmare, a symbolic
dismantling of the slave system and the protections that white supremacy affords her.
Neither The Shipwreck and Suffering of Ann Saunders (1827) nor The
Touching and Melancholy Narrative of Marian Moore (1853) examine race explicitly.
Rather, there is a racialized coding that operates through stigmatizations of
cannibalism as “barbaric” and class structures as relegating access to whiteness in the
hands of the genteel class, and both of those narratives feature women who abide by
the Cult of Domesticity. Houstoun’s text, however, details her own fixation with
categorizing and establishing a fixed system for marking racial difference that is
explicit. Houstoun’s need to catalogue racial difference in a manner similar to the
ways she catalogs the various flora and fauna she encounters in her travels occurs at a
critical time historically, as she is travelling two years before the Texas annexation of
1845.
In the U.S., there were national concerns over the British presence in Texas
during the first half of the nineteenth century. President John Tyler was especially
concerned given the joint occupation of The Oregon Territory and how it represented
the British “intention to contain the United States and prevent it from expanding its
influence beyond its present territorial limits (Sibley 37-38). Texas was a prime space
for British imperialism to both expand the kingdom, as well as hinder the United
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States push for western expansion. Secretary of State Webster, who took office in
1841, recognized the importance of securing Texas’ annexation into the U.S. to
prevent the British to take advantage of the pro-annexation sentiment that was strong
in the Texas territory. Tyler and his administration worked tirelessly with great
determination to prevent any chance of Britain seizing control of Texas, especially
with Mexico’s economic and political weakness (Sibley 38).
This fear was justified by the movements by men such as James Hamilton,
governor of South Carolina and a financial supporter of the Republic of Texas.
Hamilton sought to align the Texas Republic with Great Britain, “the establishment of
such close trade relations between Great Britain and Texas as, if adopted, would give
the former a decided preference over all other nations in Texas trade” (Adams 69).
Establishing this business deal would also entail British interest in Texas’
independence, and was framed as “Texas independent…would be an ally of England
against the United States as regards Canada and an efficient barrier against American
ambitions in the direction of Mexico” (Adams 70). Moreover, Stephen F. Austin, a
key figure in Texas and the Texas Revolution, also saw British business ventures in
Texas as a boon, should Texas retain slavery:
If the [Texas] government were to endorse slavery, thus opening Northeastern
Mexico to an exodus of disgruntled American farmers looking for a new place
to grow cotton for export to England, Austin promised that ‘in a very few years
the State of Coahuila and Texas will have more wealth and trade than any
other state.’ (Torget 127)
Traveling to unsettled Texas which declared independence from the Republic of
Mexico in 1836 but had yet to be adopted to the Union late in 1845 and premised its
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sovereignty on maintaining a chattel slavery system provokes an unease in Houstoun.
This confrontation between advocates of slavery and abolitionism in the U.S. prompts
her to fixate on ensuring her physical comfort on her journey as a form of stabilization
against seeming turmoil. Before disembarking on her long journey, Houstoun
expresses that the living conditions inside of the space of the ship as one of
Houstoun’s most pressing concerns. After establishing that her main intention for
taking to sea was “in search of health” Houstoun comments extensively on the size of
the cabins and furnishings, concluding she was “bound to be pleased with the
arrangements made for [her] comfort” (14). Fred Botting has described the settings of
Gothic narratives as “not only places of defense, but also of incarceration and power
[…] located in isolated spots, areas beyond reason, law and civilized authority (8). To
extend Botting’s observations about architecture in Gothic fiction, the Dolphin, the
vessel Houstoun travels on, also embodies a space that “conjoin[s] ideas of home and
prison, protection and fear” and is also “never secure or free from shadows,
disorientation or danger” (8). Rather, while Houstoun muses that the novelty of the
expedition will allow freedom and a place of respite from the dreary confines of her
home, she finds that contending with “shadows, disorientation, [and] danger” are in
fact more amplified while away at sea.
To situate the ways in the which the ship serves as a metaphor for Matilda
Houstoun’s comfort and fear, as her safe haven, but also as a site of potential disaster,
it is critical to understand the importance of yachting and its sociocultural function
during the time of Houstoun’s voyage. Yachting traces its history as a form of leisure
for the upper and wealthier classes to antiquity, where significant figures like Catullus
used yachts for pleasure (M Bender 1). Sailing for pleasure coexisted with more
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dominant views of the sea that saw it as a space of danger and precarity, mercantile
opportunity, warfare, of sustenance and trade through fishing and the harvesting of
other sea life for consumption. In the second half of the eighteenth century, yachting
became prominent in London, marking this as the “first period when yachting has a
centrifugal importance, generating social, cultural and political impetus” (M Bender
51).
The Victorian period saw yachting increase as a sport, with various yacht races
down the Thames in London drawing interest as spectacular event; yet, it also saw the
development of yacht clubs, which served as spaces where the landed genteel class
took up the helm of the yacht as a demonstration of wealth. Mark Bender notes that as
yachting gained traction in Britain at the end of the eighteenth to the beginning of the
nineteenth century, “the involvement of the aristocracy was perhaps inevitable and
came towards the end of this first golden period. Its involvement was to crucially
reshape yachting” (61). Indeed, this demonstration of wealth was a crucial way for
creating another demarcation along racialized lines, not just class lines between
aristocrats and the working classes. Moreover, yacht clubs and their predominantly
rich, white members functioned to “maintain social distance in terms of race, class and
gender” and “was seen as paramount – ‘the blatant racism of “Greater Britain” created
social, racial and cultural barriers’. Yachting seems to reflect…the need to maintain
status at the cost of understanding and humanity, a theme that was repeated within
British society” (M Bender 129). Boating as a past time of pleasure and opulence for
the British upper-class also recalls the forced travel by boat of enslaved Black people
through the Middle Passage.
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Contemporaneously, in the United States, the nascent nation also followed in
its interest in yachting. The New York Yacht Club was established in 1844, and while
serving wealthy Northerners with a club for leisure sailing, also influenced Southern
businessmen who traveled back and forth from the South, especially those from New
Orleans (Scheib 2). As with British society during the nineteenth century, the wealthy
Southern classes began taking up yachting, where it began to be considered that “the
proper thing for a young gentleman [was] to have a yacht, just as it was a matter of
course for the young bloods of the time to have their horses, dogs, and guns (Scheib
2). Moreover, Scheib notes that many New Orleans families vacationed via yachting
around the Gulf Coast; many of the owners of these yachts were merchants who traded
in coffee, coal, and cotton (3, 5). The yacht reflected opulence and wealth in the U.S.,
not simply just leisure, but business dealings as well in cash crops often taken from the
U.S. South and from the Americas through plantation labor. Ross MacTaggart notes
that “tycoons also discovered a unique advantage yachts offered. Rivals would be
invited aboard for a cruise, only to discover that returning to shore was impossible
until they gave into the desires of their host: selling their company, agreeing to a
merger, or any number of other shenanigans” (14). The private yacht, also, allowed the
wealthy the agency to “spend years, even decades, traveling the globe” (MacTaggart
14). The private steam yacht, then, bestowed a sense of freedom that was unavailable
to individuals prior to the mid-nineteenth century (MacTaggart 13).
While Houstoun describes her anxiety about journeying out to sea, she takes
great solace in noting “the extreme comfort of her internal arrangements” (14). But
focusing on the ways in which the ship’s interior replicates the domestic space she is
familiar with back home does not allow Houstoun to evade the crippling anxiety she
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experiences before disembarking. Houstoun rationalizes that her intense anxiety must
be “the effect of the counter-irritation system: and that the overpowering evil of
mental anxiety, removed the lesser one of corporeal uneasiness” (18). Houstoun
recounts her own inadequacies as a contributor to the overall welfare of the ship
briefly, but she soon shifts her focus on her own “corporeal uneasiness” to a figure she
obsesses over early on in her journey, a woman referred to by Houstoun as “Nancy,
the Negress”:
In fine weather, she was to be seen standing on the steps of the companion
ladder, listening to the rough jokes of the sailors, with her shining black face
just above the hatchway. She was evidently a favorite with the men, and I was
often amused to see her standing there, showing every white tooth in her head,
as she grinned a repartee to her merry tormentors. Nancy, was a wit in her way,
and though not in her first youth, was certainly something of a coquette, and
decidedly vain of her remaining attractions. I can see her now sitting on her
stockingless heels in the forepart of the vessel, with her red cotton
handkerchief tied over her head, chattering faster than any magpie. This was
Nancy when the sea was calm; when the wind blew, the case was wildly
different, and though born and bred a slave, she thought she had as good a right
to indulge in sickness and idleness as her neighbors. (18)
Rather than taking Houstoun’s characterization that Nancy’s behavior aboard the ship
is changeable depending upon the weather conditions at sea at face value, it is
important to note that whenever Houstoun experiences fear or panic about the
tumultuous conditions at sea, she turns to describing Nancy disparagingly as
incompetent and selfish. Vincent Woodard’s scholarship, which examines tropes of
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cannibalism on the part of slaveholders, particularly his analysis of the “white
cannibal” is helpful for unpacking Houstoun’s depiction of Nancy. According to
Woodard, the “white cannibal” referred to not only the eating of the flesh of Black
enslaved peoples in the literal sense, but also metaphorical consumption of Black
bodies: “European and American whites developed a culture of cannibalism wherein
daily acts of violence, religious conversion, slave seasoning and breaking, and sexual
brutality all fed into the master’s appetite for African flesh and souls” (31). Thus,
cannibalism manifested in a spiritual as well as corporeal sense. The violent atrocities,
physical, but also cultural and social through racialized violence inherent in racial
regimes and policing of Black bodies eats away at the body, making it something that
is of use for the nourishing of white bodies and, in particular, white supremacy. This
idea of white cannibalism Woodard puts forth can extend to the project of travel
writing in that the imperial gaze is also consumptive alongside and fundamental to this
white cannibalism.16 Through the exoticization of the racial Other, the creation of
damaging racial stereotypes cause psychological damage as well as serve to uphold
the violent systems of oppression of Black bodies.
While not positioning herself explicitly as Nancy’s enslaver, Houstoun most
certainly holds Nancy as a subordinate due to her race. Nancy’s seeming comfort in
her own body, dress, and even amongst the group of “rough sailors” fills Houstoun
with unease. Nancy, a Black woman, simply chatting and laughing aboard the same
vessel Houstoun occupies is characterized as “vain” and what repulses Houstoun most

The concept of the imperial gaze perpetuated through travel writing is
conceptualized in Mary Louise Pratt’s influential text Imperial Eyes.
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is Nancy’s gleaming grin, a physical manifestation of pleasure, and the fact that Nancy
has the audacity to “indulge in sickness” just as the other white passengers do in
adverse conditions at sea. Nancy’s lack of shame or subservience aboard the ship
threatens the construct Houstoun has established of comfortable and orderly
conditions at sea which bifurcate acceptable white and black behavior, threatening
Houstoun’s ability to reinstitute her own supremacy through white cannibalism.
The presence of Blackness is seen as disorderly and grotesque, as is
demonstrated by Houstoun’s comment that Nancy’s “extreme ugliness really
disfigured the ship” (58). Houstoun’s contradictions abound, further demonstrating the
extent to which Nancy refuses to fit neatly into the codified system of understanding
Houstoun works to organize and maintain. Nancy is both a vain coquette and ugly.
Furthermore, Nancy is also described as both incompetent and a clever manipulator.
After leaving Nancy in her “native island, St. Thomas” Houstoun reflects:
She was not a good specimen of her country. Though by no means, wanting in
intellect, she possessed the worst quality of the fool—cunning. I have often,
through my cabin-door, heard her boasting of her ingenuity in deceiving a
former mistress, or rather owner, who by her own account, treated her with the
greatest kindness. ‘I made believe pain in side, no work, then missis come and
nurse, and rub side, and do all work herself. ’I was not sorry when she left us.
Her extreme ugliness really disfigured the ship (58).
Nancy’s cunning admission so enrages Houstoun that she quotes Nancy in dialect,
which stands in contrast to the majority of the rest of her descriptions throughout the
rest of the narrative, where Houstoun relies on paraphrasing rather than direct quotes.
Additionally, Houstoun’s insistence on clarifying that Nancy deceived not a “former
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mistress” but rather a “owner” demonstrates Houstoun’s need to place back into a
position of servitude and subservience to a white woman who owned Nancy as a
means to undermine Nancy’s haughty and heroic tales of subversion. Yet, highlighting
such a power imbalance between enslaved subject/owner only serves to further
heighten the power of Nancy’s cunning. Nancy gets to exit the ship, while Houstoun is
left with the self-imposed and impossible task of symbolically upholding the integrity
of the interior moral character of the ship through her white womanhood policing
tactics17.
Houstoun’s hypervigilance cannot simply be contained within the vessel. Soon
Houstoun must extend her hypervigilant focus of protecting the comfortable
conditions of the ship out on land as well. Rumors abound that “it was necessary to
keep a constant watch over sailors, when in the harbor of New Orleans, as they [we]re
frequently in the habit of escaping. It was now becoming late in the business-season; a
great number of ships had sailed; and many of those still remaining found great
difficulty in procuring seamen for the voyage home” (167). The connection can be
made between the disdainful way Houstoun describes sailors that escape and stories of
enslaved subjects fleeing Texas which were also circulating at the time. And while this
paranoid watch becomes a focus for Houstoun, “to [her] great surprise, for [she] had
seen no previous marks of disaffection, or desire for change, [she was] greeted by the

Here, one can draw a connection between the Nancy of Houstoun’s narrative and
Nancy Gardiner Prince. This connection works to demonstrate the way Houstoun
attempts to institute control and power over Nancy, relegating her navigation of the
sea as an act of subversion borne from a cunning; Nancy Gardiner Prince also
traverses the sea in a subversive manner where she speaks in her own voice, one that
is not inculcated with the white gaze.
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unwelcome intelligence that two of [her] men were missing. They had escaped during
the night, in silence, and without any witness, as far as we could prove” (169). After
attempting to press mess-mates for more information and turning up empty-handed,
Houstoun feels the grip of her imagined control loosening more and more, as she soon
finds herself in the position of the one fooled and the shipmates fulfilling the role of
the cunning.
Houstoun’s paranoia and fear of being stranded without a crew increases and
she soon turns to obsessively watching people on the streets “well-dressed men, who
were evidently “crimps,” endeavoring to inveigle and entice away the men who
formed the crew of the gig” (170). But most alarming for Houstoun is the notion that
any of the crew members would desire to leave the space of the ship she was running
so tidily. She reflects: “There is so much room for everyone, such space for walkingexercise, that confinement in her would, I think, be no punishment, even for a
considerable time […] As we approached the mouth of the southwest pass, we
perceived two large cotton-vessels bound for Liverpool” (182). The juxtaposition
between Houstoun’s naivete about how liberating and comfortable the spatial
conditions are inside her own vessel and the haunting presence of the Liverpool
bound vessel carrying cotton, a commodity produced with slave-labor by those who
are presented no choice between containment and liberty, reveals the extent to
Houstoun’s foolish reliance of the pleasant conditions about her vessel. Houstoun’s
naivete is present even during the threat of impending war when she states, “in the
yacht we fancied ourselves quite secure, concluding the British flag would be treated
with due respect” (247). Houstoun’s dependence on the empty signifier of the
nationalist symbol, the British flag, to protect herself and her party during a potential
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attack from Mexican soldiers demonstrates just how tangible the power and allure of
white supremacy is for Houstoun aboard the ship.
In contradistinction to the active death preparation evident within the
narratives of Ann Saunders and Marian Moore, Houstoun’s narrative reveals her
refusal to acknowledge her own mortality, in turn precluding her from confronting
death and readying herself for its inevitability. For Saunders and Moore, death
preparation allows for traversing the binaries of class and gender. Saunders elides the
classification as monstrous woman through her death preparation in religion; Moore,
even if temporarily, gains agency not afforded to women at the time through her death
preparation that eventually sends her on the path to her sea voyage. However,
Houstoun’s refusal instead impedes her movement towards transgressing the social
mores of her time. Facing death results in a ceding of power; Houstoun instead
declines this concession in order to uphold her own power and privilege as a white,
upper class woman within spaces occupied also by subjugated black and brown
bodies. The result though is that this move to not face death to remain powerful
renders her powerless through her anxiety, since she remains horrified by the threat of
her own death.
The critical moment where Houstoun must choose to ignore or face death
comes toward the end of her journey while she is on land and being transported
through town after a party by a driver. She writes:
On our return from this scene of brilliant gaiety, I noticed, as our volante drove
slowly through the suburbs, a house, the front of which was brightly lighted
up; the lower windows, which were so large that they in point of fact formed
the front of the house, were wide open, and afforded a perfect and distinct view
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of the objects within. My curiosity was excited by seeing a raised platform
within the room, at the lower end of which sat two men, in mute silence. To
my surprise, for who could have supposed that the remains of the dead would
be thus exposed to view, I saw on the platform the pale face of a corpse; the
stiffened limbs were stretched beneath a thin white covering, and in the next
hour, the form, which in the morning was ended with life, was to be lowered
into the earth. (279)
Houstoun stumbles upon this wake after the “brilliant gaiety” of her leisurely travel.
The contrast between this pleasurable excursion and coming upon this scene of
mourning jolts Houstoun to recognize the fact, that despite her race and class position,
she cannot control or avoid death. The issue of death being a great equalizer of class
status comes from the home’s opulent description as suburban, having large, lit
windows. The windows literally invite Houstoun’s gaze at the pallid corpse, as the
driver’s slow pace forces her to behold the death. Moreover, the large windows which
Houstoun notes “formed the front of the house” and that are illuminated and open
render what should be a private funerary service within the home into public spectacle.
The shock that Houstoun experiences draws largely from seeing a lifeless body within
the otherwise idyllic scenery.
But, as Molly McGarry argues, “The nineteenth-century marked the beginning
of death as an individual or familial concern, rather than one involving an entire
community” (25). Additionally, “the focus shifted from preparing for death to
enjoying life” (McGarry 25). During the antebellum period, while mourning practices
followed the prescribed manuals and guides critics like Karen Halttunen analyze, there
were other currents of understanding death growing within this cultural milieu.
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Spiritualism saw its growth during the mid-nineteenth century, with its desire to
connect mourners to their departed loved ones through spiritual contact, opening up
the divide between the world of the living and the afterlife.
While Spiritualism sought to console grieving families through a connection
with a community in the form of group seances that made the process of confronting
death a communal practice—which was still a common approach to grief in lower
class and ethnic communities—the practice also functioned as a critique of “the empty
materialism of a culture that equated the quantity and quality of mourning’s
accoutrements with the depth of felt loss “that stemmed from the new age of
capitalism and it’s promotion of the individual and their success in the form of
material consumption (McGarry 26). McGarry continues that “individualism was
taking on a new ideological power—especially for the middle classes and particularly
for middle-class white women” at the time, and this translated into the growing view
in more affluent communities that “The spirit of capitalism was the spirit of the age
and, for many nineteenth-century bourgeois Americans, individualism was a
pragmatic component of life and of death” (25).
Houstoun’s scene then stands out as an anomaly of contemporaneous
mourning practices and American culture in general, the individual made public. In
her earlier assessment of the character of Americans, she believes that “their every
action proceeds from a love of amassing wealth, and you cease to become interested in
individuals, whose conduct and whose pleasures are swayed by such an ignoble cause”
(77). Following the rise of capitalism and the promotion of materialist individualism,
Houstoun’s analysis of the American character seems to capture this move of
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“amassing wealth” which played into the ornate displays of mourning that are often
associated with death preparation during the period.
This scene provides a contradiction for Houstoun: the private moved to the
public, death as a private affair turned to a communal experience for the middle and
upper-class residents of the homestead and Houstoun having to also by her viewing,
become audience to the mourning. She is forced to encounter death where she would
not expect it, both geographically, but also socially. McGarry continues on, stating
that “On the one hand, affluent classes engaged in these increasingly private
observances as a demonstration of individuality and economic autonomy. On the other
hand, many families experienced this circumscription of death to the nuclear family as
a loss of community and a mounting sense of social isolation” (26). This conundrum is
reflected in Houstoun’s reflection on the scene, where she explains her reaction to her
unexpected brush with death:
I cannot describe the effect that this spectacle had upon me, and how much I
was struck by the contrast, it afforded to the scene of dancing and merriment I
had so lately quitted; verily in the midst of life we are in death! I went on
board, and tried to forget it all,--the whirling dance and the blank face of the
dead!—but they haunted me all night, and I was glad when the morning came,
when I was to change this place of varied recollections for our own wild
changing element once more. (279)
Here, Matilda Houstoun notes this crucial contrast, the collapse of the seemingly
private versus the public. Grappling with contradiction is a key element within the
novel. As Paul Lack notes of Houstoun, “The Texans she described fit de
Tocqueville's views of the American character: they were civil and good willed but
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‘impatient', somehow simultaneously enterprising and indolent, irreligious and violent
but largely not guilty of their common depiction as rogues or criminals” (449). This
scene plays on this thematic of conflicting insights, but here the incongruities shift
from the Americans Houstoun observes throughout to herself.
This contrast entails Houstoun’s forced recognition of death that occurs all
around her, the social and physical deaths of enslaved peoples, and the denial of this
death through retreat to the merriment and dance back aboard the ship. Yet, as she
tries to forget the pallor of the corpse, she is “haunted” by the fact that death is ever
looming. The “blank face of the dead” bleeds into her recollections of “the whirling
dance” until she is able to change her scenery, to put both a physical and ontological
distance between herself and the house that acts as an open coffin, inviting her gaze to
death. Her desire to leave the place of “varied recollections” is her desire to leave the
demand of death’s acknowledgment. What she describes as her “own wild changing
element” is her own safety within her class position, as a wealthy traveler who instead
seeks to enjoy life, as many others did in the shifting coping mechanisms of the
nineteenth century. As many affluent people like her sought to relegate death to a
hidden, private space as a means of mourning as to indicate their class status, the
shared communal fact that death is ever present creeps into her view. As the passage
closes, she is glad as morning arrives, which indicates her physical movement away
from the deceased she witnessed that, on that morning, “was to be lowered into the
earth” as well. Houstoun successfully circumvents facing death in this instance, but
her attempt to completely elude death ultimately proves unsuccessful. Describing her
last day in Galveston, Texas later on in her narrative, Houstoun depicts a grisly scene
she stumbles upon:
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I passed near the burying-ground, and a sad sight indeed it was! I should not
have been aware of its proximity, had I not perceived a human skull under my
horse’s feet! On looking round, I saw many similar relics, and hurried from the
spot with a feeling of dismay and horror, which it would be difficult to
describe. (249)
Houstoun once again unwittingly comes into contact with death, but here it is not the
still intact corpse she observes in the suburban home being prepared for burial; it is the
decomposed remains of another nameless individual in the form of a skull within the
graveyard. The horror is amplified here in that this was not just one isolated skull, a
lone reminder of one individual’s shedding of corporeal form, but rather there are
“many similar relics” as this is instead a burial ground. As she stands over a field
strewn with death, Houstoun continues to resist this confrontation, as her language
shifts from describing the remains as initially “a human skull” to the more distanced
use of the term of “relics,” relegating these images from their immediacy under her
horse’s hoof to a historical distance as artifacts that speak of a different moment.
Even as she slips into sensationalism, and eliciting the Gothic, as she feels
“dismay and horror,” she wavers back into her journalistic travel narrative voice:
The reason for this desecration of the dead is as follows. The sandy soil has so
little depth, that no sooner are the dead deposited in the ground, than they are
denuded of their light covering, and the sea, which washes the limits of the
burial-ground, claims its share of these neglected remains. The consequence is,
that the adjoining land is actually strewed by human bones in every direction.
(249)
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This moment calls to mind the narrative of Marian Moore, who also encounters
unearthed remains—albeit of soldiers—of which she writes “the scene was dismal,
and offers one of those impressive lessons which humbles man, and acquaints man
with himself” (30). This pivotal scene shows Moore’s reflections on mortality, one
that both requires one to accept that death will come and that one must prepare for it—
resulting in a deeper insight into one’s self. The lesson Moore learns is that death
preparation is liberating, allowing her to escape from the confines of class and gender
expectations and gain agency through letting go of the fear of shedding the mortal coil.
Houstoun, instead of self-reflecting on the dismal scene she encounters, continues to
keep her distance.
Previously, she has the option of returning to the blitheness of jovial activities
of the ship; here, she does not, and instead moves to a logical, removed explanation of
the scene, describing the appearance of these remains emerging from soil erosion at
the hands of the sea. What Houstoun presents are bodies buried at sea, though in not
the traditional sense of death at sea itself, but the ways in which the ocean, taking the
bodies away and strewing them “in every direction” across the “adjoining land.” Even
as this burial is momentary, a body removed from its death marker—a headstone,
coffin, or crypt—invites internal introspection and ontological dilemmas for those who
lived life at sea. Hester Blum, in looking at antebellum American sea narratives, poses
the question: “When death is memorialized using tangible relics, does it cease to
become a potential space for theoretical or imaginative exploration, and is it thus
managed and neutralized?” (189). For Blum, this question arises as “Disposing both of
the physical body and of the possibility for any tangible grave marker, burial at sea
threatened a sailor’s understanding of his place in a broader world” (15). Seeing death
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without markers, not segregated to a circumscribed, “private” space of an individual
grave, the remains washed up and washed out to sea, elicits the same existential
despair within Houstoun. Instead of reflecting on this potential space for exploring her
own death, and where preparing for death would lead Houstoun in her place within the
broader world, she quickly moves to divest this scene of its power through her
sociological tone and positioning. Where Moore engages in a self-analysis in the face
of death, confronting it directly, Houstoun pushes it away once more.
However, in a narrative filled with the competing contradictions Houstoun
finds in describing the scenes and people she encounters in Texas and elsewhere, the
narrative moves unexpectedly into a poetical reflection on the previously described
scene. This shift in genre tempers the stoicism evident in the description of the human
remains exposed due to the waves. Houstoun writes that this burial ground is a “landbound shore” where she is “alone! Meet spot for thought!” (249). Moreover, she
reveals that she does indeed engage in a deeper reflection here, as she ponders: “when
nought/Reminded me of life! Far off/The city’s tumult, and the scoff/Of laughing
crowds” (249). At this moment, through a poetical voice, we see Houstoun’s
clandestine pondering on death that not only recalls the burial ground scene, but also
the scene of the corpse through the suburban house windows.
Considering nothing reminds her of life here, she can only then see and
consider death: this moment does not allow the easy escape to the “laughing crowds”
and joviality that she is able to hasten to earlier in the narrative when confronted with
death. The only beacon of light or hope comes when she looks “look upon the sea!/Its
waves are dancing in their glee/And sporting bright and merrily” around a “brainless
skull” (249). Yet, as she continues to describe the ways in which this collision of the
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land and sea necessitates considering death, she moves again to a distancing from
considering her own mortality:
Say, busy man! Is this the end
Of all thy labour? To descend
Into a nameless grave; no tear
Shed on thy poor and lonely bier.
Forgotten in the busy strife
Of those who were thy friends in life. (250)
This “spot for thought,” this moment for Houstoun, through poetic device, to confront
her own inevitable demise, this liminal space that collapses distinctions of land and
sea, life and death, proves too much for Houstoun, and she instead shifts to the “busy
man” whose skull she happens upon, pontificating on his death rather than her own.
She ends this sort of elegy stating that this moment serves as “A lesson to posterity!”
(250). But, this lesson Houstoun still does not apply to herself in the way Moore
applies her lesson at seeing the bleached bones of dead soldiers.
Houstoun continues to maintain her critical distance, and the move to the
poetic form, while revealing her internal conflict concerning death preparation18,
simultaneously and contradictorily allows her to muse on death, but not face it head
on, since, as the piece is a travel narrative, the prose form speaks to her own
experiences and observations, allowing the poem to be a piece of self-reflective

Adam C. Bradford examines the importance of poetry in the process of mourning for
canonical authors such as Edgar Allan Poe and Walt Whitman in Communities of
Death: Whitman, Poe, and the American Culture of Mourning (2014).
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interrogation of death, but to stand outside of her own experience, her own story and
perception of her voyage to the Americas.
Instead, she finally returns to the ship, the vessel acting once more as a barrier
to the collapsed distinction of land and water, of life and death in the space of the
burial ground. Shortly after leaving the cemetery, rather than being changed, Houstoun
returns to the routine of leisure and comfort aboard the ship. She writes that “As usual,
we went through the ceremony of every meal, as regularly as if we were on land”
(257). Ceremony is the operative term in this passage, as the ship allows for the
continuation of continual ritual of dining and consumption, actions that necessitate
life, as opposed to the ceremonies associated with death: the viewing of the departed,
the burial of the body. The boat here, ensures the maintenance of life as well,
protecting Houstoun from the sea and further from precluding her from continuing to
think about the death she encounters.
Repetitious eating then becomes the mechanism through which Houstoun
keeps herself alive physically, but also maintains her from coming into contact with
death psychologically, as the dining on the sea returns her from the images of death
she has consumed on her travels. The contrast here, is that her consumption is of a
different valence and purpose than, say, Ann Saunders, who literally consumes human
death and thus survives. Instead, Houstoun consumes to stave off her own death, but
as a result, she reveals how her consumption is a coping mechanism for her own
fears—of death and a loss of power and control over others.
Houstoun determines that one distinguishing difference between Americans
and the British is in the way they perceive the value and purpose of eating meals.
Houstoun declares that “an American does not even relax at his meals (to be sure, they
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occupy but a short space of time); ‘his attachment to his cares’ is greater than ours to
our pleasures; and it is this, as I said before, that renders him so uninteresting a
character” (80). To extend Houstoun’s understanding of the characterization of an
interesting character, her husband, William Houstoun, was an ardent hunter, who
prided himself of hunting tigers in India and game throughout their voyage.
Additionally, while Houstoun asserts that the trip was intended to aid her health,
Sibley notes her husband’s interest in the business prospects of beef-packing and
eventually sugar planting in the US as another purpose for their travels to Galveston.
Professing an interest in buying his own sugar plantation, Houstoun collected figures
and costs on returns, yet ultimately decided against the business investment.
While Houstoun is critical of the hurried ways in which Americans seem to eat
their meals, she seems to be far more critical of the absence of a deep lust and
indulgence for rarefied foods. At one point she beams: “no one must be surprised at
our attempts to eat nearly everything we shot. Our dinners, with the exception of
game, consisted always of beef; mutton was not to be had—a sheep being quite a sight
at Galveston” (138). Houstoun values what she perceives as her husband’s industrious
and craftiness with hunting, and in this move toward celebrating the figure of the
hunter, Houstoun has radically shifted onto the opposite end of the spectrum of
consumerism: away from a thoughtful, conscious consumer which her aunt had hoped
to model for her when Houstoun was young, as one who abstains from foods (in her
aunt’s example, sugar produced by people enslaved in the West Indies) in order to
show respect and compassion, to one who finds valor and distinction in the ability to
kill and consume all that is available for the taking. And this consumptive ritual and
practice of simply overeating for the sake of having game at one’s disposal, extends
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from land onto sea as Houstoun notes: “as usual, we went through the ceremony of
every meal, as regularly as if we were on land” (257). Traveling aboard the Dolphin
allows Houstoun and her party the mobility needed to infiltrate and dominate the
resource of animals throughout the Americas.
It is within the space of that vessel that Houstoun feels emboldened and
empowered to pursue their domination over the land and those who inhabit it. But
once Houstoun seems to have let her fears about the vessel being abandoned subside
and has allowed her confidence to assert her domination and exploitation of resources
as an interesting personality trait, the weather intervenes. Matilda and Captain
Houstoun considered visiting Vera Cruz and Mexico City, and further on they planned
on visiting Texas President Sam Houston at Washington-on-the-Brazos, but they had
to change their plans repeatedly due to inclement weather. Nevertheless, the Dolphin
weathered all of these conditions, only serving to affirm Houstoun’s confidence that
their voyaging was justified, even if it was tempered.
At the conclusion of her narrative, Houstoun goes so far as to assert:
I could have grieved for the blue seas and the bluer skies that we had left
behind us, but that I looked forward to happy meetings with long-parted
friends, and thought with still deeper gratitude, on the Power which had
preserved us through the many dangers which threaten ‘those that go down to
sea in ships, and occupy their business in great waters.’” (287-288)
Even after all of the experience Houstoun has attained through her interactions with
others, the dangers she has faced (many of which were her own imaginative invention)
what stands as most significant for Houstoun is the “Power” which helped them to
make it safely back home to England where her white privilege reigns supreme.
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Having not turned toward scripture throughout her trip, it is not hard to glean that
Houstoun is committed to a different source of “Power.”
Houstoun acknowledges her white privilege and the protections her white
supremacy afford her, yet she is grateful for it rather than engaging in any sort of
substantive examination or interrogation of its moral efficacy. Houstoun’s
commitment to binding herself to pleasure reveals the ways in which the maintenance
of the bondage of the Black enslaved people she encounters, affords her continuance
of frivolous wealth and material luxury. Houstoun delights in the consumption of both
their enslaved condition and the continual indulgences that her privileged status makes
possible for the purposes of exploitation. When she is land bound, she must confront
that which does not please her, the threat of the shipwreck which threatens to strip
away her material comfort and white supremacy. The ship has not sunk, and for that
Houstoun is most grateful, but what Houstoun’s lack of self-awareness throughout her
narrative imparts, is that sometimes the ship needs to sink lest the productive work
engendered by a forceful collision passes quietly and softly in silence.
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Conclusion: A New Critical Conversation

The shipwreck narratives and criticism covered in this study shed light on
several normative aspects of maritime fiction that are historically absent from study of
the genre. Taking to the sea presents a journey, an experience that changes the voyager
along the way, marking them as someone different once they set foot upon land, in the
company of their family, friends, and community members. This study demonstrates
the ways in which these women experience their sea passage as both transformative
opportunities that then require them to be reincorporated back into their socially
prescribed class, gender, and race ideologies. The ship, the ocean, as the beacon of
transformation is so, but for women it is one that produces only temporary moments of
resistance, only momentary glimpses that transcend the hierarchies that social
identities impose on them. These women are absorbed back into their respective
spaces, but that is not to say that their transformations were failures, flights of fancy,
nor insignificant. These instances reflect the possibilities for readers to see that one
can challenge social regimes and hierarchies, that this refusal to abide by societal
dictates is possible. While they feast—literally and metaphorically—on human flesh
in dire instances that they (perceive to) threaten their lives—or livelihood—
cannibalism functions as a way of reversing the gaze, of revealing how social
constructs operate to privilege one group over another.
Ann Saunders’ narrative presents a depiction of literal cannibalism which
presents an opportunity for an analysis between two classes. Saunders herself, of a
lower class, doles out the flesh of others to help her fellow passengers aboard the
Francis Mary. In order to survive, she must even consume her betrothed, and take in
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his blood as a means to survive the calamity. This reflects how the lower-classes must
cannibalize themselves just to survive, while Mrs. Kendall, of the upper, genteel class,
delights in her oppression and marginalization of others. In defense of the slanderous
account of the events that Capt. Kendall pens, Saunders draws on her religious
upbringing and her humbling death preparation as a tactic to allow herself to be
reincorporated back in society. She is aware of her class position and how her acts of
cannibalism will further demonize her social status, regardless of her service to feed
the upper class whilst onboard. Her being prepared for death, allows her to both be
aware that death is always a consistent possibility, and this mode of continual selfpreservation also presents her as an embodiment of religious death preparation. Thus,
she is able to narrate her turn to cannibalism as a preordained, justified movement to
provide for the survival of the other captives. Her cannibalism becomes a religious
mode. Awareness that death is ever present and that one must always be ready to die
before God, allows her to take the task of preparing the bodies not as a grisly
mortician, but as a harbinger of God’s divine Providence. Thus, she deflects her class
positionally by showing a cultural currency in religion to allow her to reintegrate into
society. She is already dead socially due to the class hierarchy, but she is not further
denigrated due to her act of cannibalism, but in fact becomes intelligible to society
through her religiosity. This incorporation allows her to critique Mrs. Kendall, a
metonym for upper class society.
Marian Moore’s narrative depicts challenges to gender performance in the
space of shipwreck and cannibalism that allow for momentary disruptions to
normative gender roles. Moore’s expulsion from her family and social circle,
necessitated by her condition with lower class Alfred results in the death of her former
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life. Her sheltered upbringing gives way to a precarious existence where she is forced
to accept the death of her former life and prepare for calamity to strike her. This death
preparation she is forced to adopt culminates in her taking on the alias John Little. In
this guise, and accepting death as an inevitability that she is not protected from as she
is no longer an upper class woman. Moore’s transformation to John Little reveals her
potential to engage in the masculine space of the ship. Even with the ever-looming
threat of the crew discovering her identity, she is able to build camaraderie with her
fellow crew members. Yet, the shipwreck forces her to be taken back to shore, where
she is reincorporated back into the domestic space of the home as Alfred’s wife. The
didacticism of her fate is ironically coupled with haunting visions of being at sea once
more, the call of the ocean haunting her, but not in a cautionary way, but one that calls
Moore to once again become Little.
Matilda Houstoun, however, imagines a shipwreck that never materializes. In
her seeming fantasies of catastrophe, she sees the potential challenge to hegemonic
racial regimes that support her own white, upper-class supremacy. Couched in the
genre of the travel narrative, her gaze of the racialized Other on her travels to Texas,
pre-annexation, is expressed in terms of visual consumption. As other women travel
writers of the period expressed their cognitive dissonance as agents of imperialism in
their narratives through moments of instability in their texts, Houstoun’s narrates
uneasiness around a Black woman named Nancy, whose lack of subservience
complicates Houstoun’s imperialist understanding of Black women as those who
should be dominated and meek. The instability causes Houstoun to ironically cling to
her ship—the image of the nation—rather than immersing herself in her travels
abroad. Houstoun’s white supremacy is challenged, provoking anxiety, which she
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addresses through her metaphorical cannibalization of Blackness. Houston’s
cannibalism comes in the form of gazing at Black enslaved people in bondage,
consuming her delight of seeing their condition that continues to uphold racial
hierarchy. She also overindulges in meals throughout the narrative, each meal
satisfying her in that it is exactly the oppression of Black people that allows for her
ability to consume. Yet, it is her fear of a shipwreck that haunts her as it could lead her
to be stuck in Texas, to confront enslaved subjects and force her to rectify her white
supremacy, pushing her instead to escape to the ship as her safe haven. The ship then
becomes an anchoring point for upholding dominant racial regimes, and the fear of
shipwreck, the salient image of possible future from the wreckage, dominates
Houstoun’s deepest fears. The ship’s continual standing reflects how consumption
here is utilized by dominant groups to maintain the status quo, but the everblooming
threat of change hovers over the ship where they feast. The haunting presence of the
fear of losing access to a surplus food supply, which is nourishment sourced from the
labors of exploited people, persists regardless of frivolous social engagements and the
presence of opulent material wealth. In this way, Houstoun’s text reveals her own
cannibalizing of Black bodies, taking them in with her eyes, consuming their potential
enslavement as a way to delight in the privilege she perceives it grants her. As a result,
she also contends with her fear of also becoming the social cannibal, of recognizing
that she then must rationalize her own monstrosity of taking delight in the violence
against Black bodies should abolitionist rhetoric overthrow the power imbalance. She
turns to the comforts of the ship, after consuming these images, yet her feasting
ironically provokes a deeper hunger for stability and a nation that is not threatened by
the continual fear of its own collapse.
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These texts reveal the need for an even greater expansion of our study of
women’s shipwreck narratives. While they do maintain elements of sensationalism,
didacticism, and nationalism that other scholars explore, considering the ways
women’s shipwreck narratives by Saunders, Moore, and Houstoun ask us to consider
how these genre conventions are shifted and complicated by class, gender
performance, and white supremacy allows us to see how white women from
marginalized and dominant groups cope with the shipwreck, utilizing the form of the
genre to open pockets of resistance—whether the texts actively encourage it or not.
Within these shipwrecks, cannibalism becomes the ways to open up these pockets, as
they help to reveal the power dynamics that delineate the borders that separate classes,
gender ideologies, and racial regimes.
My project addresses a lacunae of shipwreck studies that will offer up a new
critical perspective that can illuminate both well-studied canonical texts and works
that may not always be seen as a shipwreck narrative. With this lens, we can compare
these women’s shipwrecks with shipwrecks in the works of Edgar Allan Poe, Herman
Melville, and James Fenimore Cooper to compare, reevaluate, and reimagine what the
shipwrecks in these works reveal about power, marginalization, and transformation
that has not yet been investigated. How does shipwreck in these texts allow for the
challenge or reification of dominant class, gender, and racial norms? Is there a
challenge we see hidden within these texts that this framework can illuminate?
Moreover, the event of a shipwreck can be nuanced further, as my analysis of
Houstoun shows, to address depictions of both literal and metaphorical shipwrecks
within the trajectory of the text. In this way, the imagined shipwreck, or the
destruction of a ship in some capacity can be a space to reveal the loci of power within
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social constructs, opening multiple spaces where the intersections of multiple
oppressions can and must be challenged through the use of death preparation.
In this way, texts that have not been included within a narrow framework of
shipwreck narratives should be included from this time period, such as Nancy Gardner
Prince’s A Narrative of Life and Travels of Mrs. Nancy Prince (1850)19. Prince’s work
presents a multi-valent perspective on death preparation due to her positionality as a
free Black woman who finds herself trapped aboard a vessel with a leaking hulk in a
port in New Orleans. While her vessel’s condition does not fit within the typical
schema of a shipwreck, the vessel is nonetheless rendered inoperable and stagnant, as
does a shipwreck. The ship does not move, its motion cutting through the possibility
of reflection and the slowing of time that a wrecked ship invites. Forced to spend
several days aboard the ship at port, Prince watches enslaved men, women, and
children in bondage being loaded onto other vessels for transport to the plantations of
Texas. Directly confronted with the threat of her own enslavement and erasure should
she disembark, Prince’s momentary detainment on the docked ship positions her to be
in the wake, a phrase scholar Christina Sharpe uses to describe the vigil held over
those who have died, an intimate contact with death. Prince’s encounter deepens her
awareness of the precarious and ever-shifting necessity for death preparation, where
the possibility of death can arise from not having at to hand documents that dictate her
free status, or the protection her father’s reputation affords her. More broadly, Prince’s
travels also take her away to the Caribbean, and Jamaica in particular, and this is a

See Sowande M. Mustakeem’s groundbreaking work which details experiences of Black women at
sea during the Middle Passage through analysis of historical and cultural artifacts such as ship logs and
personal documents in Slavery at Sea: Terror, Sex, and Sickness in the Middle Passage (2016).
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crucial counterpoint to Saunders, Moore, and Houstoun’s narratives. These white
women’s narratives, while also positing various avenues and forms of transgression,
also ignore the crucial racial dynamics in their quests for resisting hegemonic
hierarchies of gender and class. Prince’s narrative reflects this aporia within these texts
that sought an end to hierarchies and forms of power but still did not consider race, or
utilized the continuation of subjugation of Black bodies as a tactic to gain more rights.
In the monumental text History of Woman Suffrage (1887), edited by notable
suffragettes Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage,
Nancy Prince is described as “a colored woman” who “invoked the blessings of God
upon the noble women engaged in [the suffrage movement], and said she understood
women’s wrongs better than women’s rights, and gave some of her own experience to
illustrate the degradation of her sex in slavery” (384). Here, Prince’s statement shows
that her concern was not simply for fighting for gender equity, but also to complicate
this as the fight for justice and equality must also include an analysis of race, and in
particular for Prince, Black women. Further analysis of Prince’s voyage to Jamaica,
another important expedition, also offers the possibility for a richer example of
women’s maritime as that voyage highlights one of Prince’s larger causes. In her
writing about Jamaica, Prince discusses the ways in which even in a state of alleged
emancipation, Black people are still exploited under a colonial logic. She notes that
“Most of the people of Jamaica are emancipated slaves, many of them are old, worn
out, and degraded” (56). Despite this freedom from the institution of slavery, she
insists that they still experience oppression that follows the same “spirit of cruelty”
that “held them for centuries in bondage” (56). Prince’s narrative, while one of
traversing the sea, differs from these other white women’s texts in that Prince’s time is
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spent engaged in causes for advocacy. Prince, when in Jamaica, travels to Kingston,
participates in meetings at the Anti-Slavery Society, spends time with other Black
people from the island as well as the United States, and raises a significant sum of
money for a school for “poor girls” (58-59). Moreover, Prince, upon her return to New
York and later Boston, uses this voyage back as a means to raise additional capital for
her philanthropic enterprise in Jamaica. In this way, a further exploration of the work
of Nancy Gardiner Prince offers a fruitful example of a woman aboard a ship who
takes charge, and upends the ship as the stand in for a nation, and one who instead
presents the ship as a space of potential liberation, a vehicle used for the righting of
wrongs, of building equity for the Black community in locales where Black people
were predominantly enslaved.
Prince’s work redirects the colonial gaze seen in Houstoun’s text: this is not
one of consuming the productive labor of enslaved Black people to maintain her own
positionality. Here, her gaze is one of seeing herself within this wreckage of slavery,
of the materiality of its effects that loom over her as a potential threat, should she find
herself in a position where she cannot use documentation to prove her freedom. It is
after this encounter that Prince describes a keener understanding of “woman’s wrongs
more than women’s rights” revealing that through her confrontation with the
precarious conditions of liberation, Prince is provoked to rail against slavery and
devotes her life’s work to the project of emancipation. Through holding constant vigil
for the dead, Prince’s work sustains life. What my project makes clear is that women’s
shipwreck narratives, particularly those written by marginalized figures, is a field
which warrants further analysis.
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These understudied women’s shipwreck narratives by Ann Saunders, Marian
Moore, and Matilda Houstoun add new perspective and a new lens to our
understanding of the larger genre of maritime literature that can be expanded. While
there are other analyses of the ways in which women’s shipwreck narratives have
functioned as tools to bolster nationalism, address fears of Western expansion, and as
instructive texts for religiosity and feminine morality, my project seeks to find how
these women helped to perforate the veil of these monolithic social dictates. These
texts do not just intimate a simple binary view that the ocean offers women the ability
to escape from domesticity back on land, or that women could escape gender roles by
taking to the sea, thus coming back to land changed and as harbingers of radical
gender performance. Rather than shifting from one role to the other in the movement
from the sea to the land—freedom or bondage, masculine or feminine—these texts
reveal that these distinctions between sea and land are tenuous, always open to
contestation, expansion, and these women thus also must move back and forth in
identity, never stabilizing one form or the other, but instead moving within these
binaries in order to maintain survival, to maintain whatever agency is offered up to
them. Even for women whose privilege would be put in peril through the blurring of
these binaries, the shipwreck, cannibalism, and the sea forces one to confront the ways
their various identity constructs and social positions are also tenuous upon closer
examination and reflection offered by the stagnation of the ship when it is wrecked, of
the self-reflection inculcated by death preparation, and by their movement back and
forth between the land and the sea. Shipwreck, rather than a disastrous situation that
we often associate with the halting of progress, death, and disastrous ruin becomes a
generative and progressive moment full of potentiality.
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